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QPIIIIOR 

I • BP-nrv of Decision 

This dec~sion addresses 1989 financial attrition issues 
for Pacific Bell and GTE-California Incorporated (~E-C). 

The decision adopts the terms of the Settlement Aqreement 
and Stipulation presented: by all parties in Paeifie Bell's 
financial attr:Ltion. proceeding (Appl:Lcation '(A.) 8,8-07-019) I 
authorizing Pacifie Bell to earn a return on common equity of 
13.00% and a return on total capital of 11.34%. The average cos.t 
of debt is 9.21%. The adopted capital structure is 43.75% debt and 
5&.25\ common eqnity.. Adoption of the Settlement Aqreement will 
result in a revenue requirement reduction of approximately 
$127.1 m1l1ion, Althoug,h the :final revenue .1mpaC1: nll not be known 
until the Commission Advisory and Compliance Division (CACD) 

completes it$ review of the utility'S 1989 operational attrition 
filing. 

GTE-C"s 19'89' financial attrition application 
(A.88-07-017) was contested.' Following' evidentiaxy hearings, the 
decision authorizes G'rE-C to ear.n a return on common equity of 
13-.00\ and a return on total capital of 11.13\. The adopted ,cost 
factors for long-term debt, 'short;..term· debt, and· preferred' st~k . 
are 9.03\, 8.2\,. and &.34\,. respectively. The adopted.' capital 
structure is composed ,of 40.50\ lonq-term debt,. 2.00\ short-term ' 
d.eb1:, 2.50\ preferred stoek, and 55 .. 00\ common equity. The revenue: 
requirement impact of this decision is an increase of approximately: 

I 

$13.7 million, although the final impact hinges on review of ." " I. ' 
GTE-C's 1989 operational attrit.f.on filinq.. . 

II " 

7 
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II. P.:rocedural Bas:;kgxoond. 

On MAy 6, 1988, the Division of RAtepayer Advocates (DRA) 
filed Application (A.) 88-05-009 seekinq modification of our 199a 
attrition resolution (Rezsolution T-12079) in oreler to obtain 
clarification of the operational attrition mechanism, and issuance 
of an order requiring Pacific Bell and GTE-C to file 1989 financial 
attrition applications to be heard on a consolidated record.1 In 
Decision (D .. ) 88-06-024 we granted DRA's request,. requirinq GTE-C 
to file a 1989 operational attrition advice letter by ~ober 1, 
1988 (consistent with our treatment of Pacific Bell for the 1989 
attrition year); we also specified that Pacific Bell and GTE-C 
should file separate applications, testimony, and exhibits 
constituting their affirmAtive showings for attrition year 1989 
capital stJ:uctuxe and cost of capital review .. 2' 

A prehearinq conference (PHe) was held before 
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Carew on. June 21, 1988. At that 
time, a schedule was adopted for the aublll1ssion of testimony and 
for evid.entiary hearinqs both on financial attrition and disputed 
operational attrition issues. However, at the PRe ORA. ind.icatecl 
that it w;.shecl, to convene workshops to attempt.to resolve the 
disputed. operatlonal attrition iS8ues. ~ese workshops were held 
at the end of June, 1988., and on July 12', 1985, DRA filed. its ' 

Attrition Methodology Workshop Report (the'Report). That Report, 

1 Other relief requested in the DRA application relative t~ the 
mid-sized telephone companies (ConTel ~f CalifOrnia,. Inc .. , Citiz.ens 
Utilities Company of California" and Rosev11leTelephone Company) 
is add:ressed. In a separate decision issued' in this docket .. 

2 In comp11ance with 0.88-06-024,. on July lS, 19Ba; Pacific Bell' 
'filed· A.88-07-019- and. Gn-C filed:A..88-07-017. These matters have 
been consolidatecl with ORA's A.88-0S-009"purauant to Rule- SS of the· 
COIIIIIission's Rules of Praetice and' Pxoceduxe .. 

- 3· -
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including attached stipulation, embodied the consensus resolut£on 
of all disputed operational attrition issues by ORA, Pacific Bell, 
GTE-C,. AT&T Communications of California (AT&T-C), and TORN. In 
0.SS-09-028, we considered and adopted that stipulation for 
pw:poses of the review of 1989 operational attrition issue3 for 
Pacific Bell and GrE_C. 3 

With the issuance of 0-88-09-028 and resolution of the 
disputed 1989 operational attrition issues, hearings commenced on 
October l7, 1988, limited to finanCial attrition issues. These 
heuing5 continuecl throug'h October 19, 1988. , 

In support of its financial attrition request, Pacific 
Bell presentecl the testimony of LyclellChristensen, John A.. Hardy,. , 
and Dr. James H. Vancler Weicle. ORA, presented'the testimony of 
Christopher J. Blunt.. The Federal Execut:Lve Agencies (FEA) 
presented testimony by Philip R.. Winter. In view of the fact that· 

a complete settlement was reached.!n Pacific Bell's applicat~on"as 
discussed. more fully below, t~s testimony was iclentified but not . 
received in evidence. 

GT.E-C presented the testimony of, two witnesses in support 
of its financial attrition. requestl Joseph F .. Brennan and Charles:~ 
J. O'Rourke. DRA submitted the testimony of Christopher J., Blun-e.: 
In adclition, the City of Los Angeles (Los Angeles) presented the 
testimony of Manuel Itroman.. 

At the conclusion of evidentiAry hearings, this matter 
was submitted subject to receipt of concurrent briefs filed 

3 ~he outcome reflected., in D.ss.:.09';'028:. relative to- the three . 
clisputed operational attrition issues (a data pout forecasting' 
con.troversy: questionaabout the calculation of the composite ' '.' 
aala:r1ea. and wages factor; anclcla.rification of the prod:a.ct1vity .' 
.barinq mechanism) ue reflectecl in the October 1, 1988:, attrition:: , 
f1llnqa of Pacific Bell, anel GTE-C., CACO i.charged with rev1ew!nq . 
the operational attrition filings and· preparing a: reaolution for 'i 

Commission COnsideration. ' . 

- 4 -
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November 1, 1988. Briefs addressing the GTE-C financial attrition 
request were filed by, G'l'E-C, ORA, FEA, Los Angeles, and API Alarm 
Systems (API). Briefs' were not submitted in the Pacific Bell 
financial at'trition proceeding, given the pendency of the "Motion 
for Waiver Pursuant to Rule 5·1.10 and Motion to Adopt Settlement 
Agreement and Stipulation,~ tendered for filing on October 20, 
198a. ? 
co-ent§ on the W'., Propo!led'De,£i8ion 

On November 18', 1988, the ALJ's Proposed. Decision was 
served on all parties in accordance with Rule 77.1 of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice anel Procedure. Pacific Bell, G'l'E-C,' 
and DRA. filed Opening comments on December 8', 19'8'8.. No party filed): 
Reply comments. 

We have made serveral changes tn respOnse to Pacific 
Bell's Comments. In addition to correcting a typoqraphi.eal error 
in Finding of Fact 1, we have revised Findinq of Facts a and 9 to 
confor.m them to the revisions we have made in the Discussion 
portions of the Proposed Decision which articulate our rationale 
for approving the Settlement Agreement and. Stipulation. In 
addition we have added an explanation of ,the manner in' which we 
arrived at the concluzs1on:that the Settlement Aqreement is' in the 

public interest, with reference to the parties.' pre-settlement 
positions.. This also address DRA's concern. about references to the . 
settlement process in the Proposed'Decision. 

In response to Qr.!-C ~ s Comments, we have modified.: the 
Proposed Decision to adopt'" 13\ ROE for attrition yeu 198'9'. 

IXI. PAcif1e ·Bel1'1 liMne1al Attrition Reqo,est 

A. IJIhe Appliep:tion· 
In A. 8'8-0 7-0'19' Pacific :eell sought to., .cleerease it~ 

authorized intxastate rate of return from '12.12\ to' 11 .. 9'6', . 
premiaec:f on an average debt cost of' 9'.21'anci a retUJ::D. on common 

- 5.' - . 
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equity of l4.0\. Pacific Bell a18~ sought recoqnition of the 
reasonableness of its capital structure objective of 40\ debt and 

~o'" equity. Believing that it would be difficult to attain a 40% 
debt ratio sooner than year-end. 19S9"r Pacific Bell 15pe<:if:ic::ally 
requested authorization of a capital structure composed of 42.S% 
debt and 57 .. 5\ equity debt ratio for 1989. Furtherr Pacific Bell 
requested discontinuance of the imputation of 6% votinq preferred 
stock in its capital structure r as ordered by D.82-0S-007. 

B-- %he Settl.e!lent Agreement 
On Monciay, October l7 r 19s.a, the clay evidentiary hearings 

on Pacific sell's applicat10nwere scheduled to begin, counsel for, 
Pacific Bell and' DRA. info:r:med the assigned ALJ that the two parties 
had been negotiatinq over the weekendr and were very close to a 
set'element of all issues.. At the request of counsel, the ALJ 

allowed additional tilne for settlement negotiations involvl.nq All 
parties. to the proceeding. Over the cou.rs~. of· the next few days, 
the settlement proponents obtained the agreement of all parties. to : 
the te:cns of the settlem~nt. 4 On. October 20, 19S8., the parties ' 
fUed a -)lotion for Waiver Pursuant to Rule 51.10 and Motion to 
Adopt Settlement Ag:eement and' Stipulation" (the Motion) - This 

Motion 1a attached." "to this order as Appendix ,:s.o. 
The parties agree that, for intrastate ratemakinq 

purposes Pacific Bell rs 198."9- attrition yetJr rates shall be based 

upon the follow1nq: . 
l.. The :r:etw:n on common equ.i ty _ for Pacifie 

Bell for attrition year 1989 "shAll :be 13~; 

2. The average cost of debt for Pacific Bell 
for attrition year 198:9' s~l be· 9'.21%; 

4 Bay Area Teleport , Western BurqltJr and Fire Ala:ca A8aoeiation.,; 
and 'roRN signed> the . settlement agreement and, stip\1lation, I 

1Dd.1eatinq· that they did. not opppose its adoption • 

6. -
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3. The debt And equity ratio utilized to set 
rates for Pacific Bell for attrition year 
1989 shall :be 43. 75t debt and 56.25,\ 
equity, and the actual debt and equity 
ratiO lD4y vary; 

4. The rate of return on total capital for 
Pacific Bell for attrition year 1989 shall 
:be 11.34\'. 

As the Motion indieates, every party in the proceeding 
either agreed to the terms and eonditions of the settlement or 
stated that they did not oppose such te:cns and conditions.. The 
parties have requested,. pursuant to Rule 501.10' of the CoJIIJIU.ssion"s 
Rules. of Practice and Procedure, that the Commission waive its 
rules on stipulations and, settlements to the extent necessary to 
allow it to issue its decision based solely on the Motion and the 
Ag:r:eement. 

The Motion states: 
~. • • The diverse interests represented by the 
parties and the unanimity of their position 
with respect to. the A~eement demonstrate that 

, the public interest W'l.ll not be impaired, by the 
waiver of those Rules. 

·Consistent with Rule 51.~ of the Commission"s 
Rules, the parties entered into. the ,Agreement 
on the basis that the Commission"s adoption of 
the te~ and conditions set forth tbereinnot 
:be construed as· a precedent reqarding any 
principle or issue in any CU%'rent or future' 
proceeding. The' part.1ea expressly recognize 
that the issues resolved by the Agreement . 
should not :be construed' as reflect'inq the' views 
or position of any party except as a reasonable 
and appropriate compromise of the issues 
involved. with Pacific Bell's Applieation.. The 
Agreement is, therefore,. a 'complete, and total 
settlement of Pacific Bell's,Application. 
Further, each party specifically agrees that'" 
this Settlement and its terms and " condi tiona 
shall not be used· in any manner whatsoever in 
GTE-california, Inc.'s Application No. 
88-07-017 .. • (Motion; po. 4' .. ) 

. - 7 -
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.. 
The request for a waiver of the Commission's rules is 

lceyed to the requirement of Rule 5·1.1(1)) which covers the manner of 
proposinq settlements or stipulation$ to the Commission. That rule 
provides: 

-Prior to· siqn1nq any stipulation or settlement, 
the settlinq parties shall convene at least one 
conference with notice and opportunity to 
participate provided to all parties. for the 
p~se o·f discussinq stipulations and 
settlements in a· given proceeding'. Written 
notice of the date, time, and place shall be 
furnl.shed At leAst seven (7) dAYS in advance to· 
all parties in the proceed:1ng.. Notice of any 
subsequent meetings may be oral, may occur less 
than seven (7) days in advance, and may be 
limited to prior conference Attendees and those 
parties specifically requesting notice." 

Given the 11th hour nature of the settlement discussions, 
the parties. other than Pacific Bell and. ORA were unaware of the 
settlement terms prior to the first day of hearing. Thus there was.' 
no prior settlement conference with notice and opportunity to . . 

participate, as required by Rule 51.1.. However, during. October 17, 
to- 19th the settlement pr~ponentsmet with all parties present for', 
the 'hearing's in. San Franeiseo and explained the terms and 
conditions of the settlement' to them. In addition, the- settlement 
proponents. contaeted all appearances of reeord to· ensure that ther& . . , 

was total aq.reement to the settlement. In view of these. extra-
ordinm:y efforts, the . Motion to Waive the provisiOns of Rule 501.1 .. ' 

should beqranted, because the due process protections afforded" by. 

that section were effectively extended to· all parties. 5· 

S In an abundance of caution the ALJ asked the other parties. in· 
the proceedinq whether they needed an opportunity to file comments: 
on the settlement proposal. None of. these parties responded . .. 
affimatively (1 R:r 30, 21-25). Because .this is. an uncontested • 
•• ttlement, parties have not filed: comment& pursuant to: Rule& 51.4 
and 51.5-. 

- s-
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Rule 51_1 ( e ) of the Rules of Practice and. Procedure 
specifies that "~he Commission will not approve stipulations or 
settlements, whether contested or uncontestea, unless the 
stipulation or settlement is reasonable in light of the whole 
record.,. consistent with law, and in the public interest.... In this . 
situation, the Settlement was presented. just before evid.entiary 
hearinqs were to' begin.. There was extensive discussion on the 
record about pX'eparation of a joint exhibit in support of the 
Settlement, but in this instance the pa:ties. prefer:recl to hAve 
their prepared testimony marked for identification for the 
Commission's consideration in reviewing the Settlement terms, ~ no 
formal testimony was taken in sup~rt of the Settlement (1 R!L" 22 -" 

30). 
The settling parties have a8serted, in their Motion that 

.. the Commission may take official notice and. consider the prepared.' 
testimony of Pacific and' DOD" as well as those portions of the 
prepared testimony of the DRAwitness and the City of Los 
Anqeles concerning Pacific,'s Application which were mArked'< for 
identification in this proceeding but which were not rece1.ved intO', 
evi.dence,. fS>rths? oole pUrp90e of recogDizinqthe recommendations 
of the partie, concerning cost of capital and capital structure ~ 
that the term, of the Agreement constitute a compromise by each 
party." (Emphaais added.) (Motion .p .. S .. ) In considering the' pre-: 
settlement posi tiona of the parties., ,we 'ffJAy have undert4ken a more •. 
critical reviewthlm. that contemplated by the part1es;: ,however, as . 
a practical matter we cannot approve the settlement wl:thout making. 
finclinqs of fact and conclusions of law on the material ·1ssue that: 
the settlement is in. the public interest (PO' Code S 17:0S) ... 

1'he settling parties opted to p:r:ovide us with the 
settlement document and· their p:r:e-aettlement prepared. testimony,. in 

Ueu of· a Joint .Exhibit to- be receivecl'into- the rec:o:r:d:~ 'rhese were' 
the only tools available' to us in dtacha:t:qing our atatuto:r:y 
obliqation under PU Code S 17050. In the absence of a fo:r:mal 

- 9 -
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,-
record, we considered this information fully aDd critically in 

order to reach, a determination that the settlement was reasonable, 
consistent with law, and in the public interest. 

c. Rate of Return Reeo-ensiatioM for Attrition Y§v lU9 

Pacific Bell~s presently authorized rate of return is 
depicted in the followinq table: 

Pacific Bell (present Authorization) 

Capital COat' weighted 
COI!I?Onent RAtio bct9r Cost 

Long-Term Debt 45.10\ 9.17\ 4.13% 
Preferred Stock 2.80 8'.02 0.22 
6\ Preferred Stock 0.60- 6.00 0.04 
Common Equity 5-1.50 15,.0'0 7.73, 

Total 100.00' 12.12'\' 

This table depict~ the present authorization purSUAnt to 

Resolution '1'-12079 (1988: attrition year)., With the exception of . 
the cost of lonq-term· debt and preferred stock, which were updated 
in the 1987 and 19-88: attrition yee.rs, the present authorization 
tracks the outcome of the1986--teat year rate decision. 
to", 86-0 1-02'6. ) & Pacific Bell'a present authorization, contrasts 
with. the- reeommenc1atio~ of the active' parties for the 1989 
attrition yee:r, depicted in the following four tAl:>les: 

6 The adopted coat of long-term debt, in,0.8S-01-026 was 10.0~%; 
th.is figuxe- was mocU.fied in Resolution '1'-12007', for the 198:7 -
attrition year to 9.25%, and in Resolution '1'-12079 for the 198-8 
attr:l.tionyear to 9.l7%. The weighted.coat of long-tem debt thus 
ehanqecl from 4.52' in 19'86, to 4.17' in 1981 ,to- 4.13%' ill 19'88. The' 
coat of prefe:aed stock adopted:'!n 0.8&-01-026- was 8.37',.' and, was 
.xlified, to 8.02% in the two attrition years.. '!'he adopted weighted.,: 
coat of preferred.~ stock, in 0.86-01-02& was 0-.. 23'\, and.,vu- changed ' 
to 0.22\ in the two attrition year .... 

- 10,,-
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• Pacific Bell (RecQl!llDendat1onl 

Capi.tal Coat Weighted 
CO!IJ)ODent Ratio laetor Cost 

Long-Term Debt 42.50% 9.21% 3.91% 
Preferred. Stock 
Common Eq\11 ty 57.S0 14~0 8.0S 

Total 100.00% 11 .. 9&% 

DBA (B~~n~!jCi2Dl 

<:api-tal COst Weighted. 
!=O!lpOnent Ratio Factor cost 

Long-Term Debt 45-.00% 9.21% 4 .. 14% 
Pxefer:eci Stock 
Common Equ.i ty S5-r 00· 12.50· ~' 

Total 100.00%- 11.02\ ' 

.Mid-point of 12 .. 2S%-12.7S\,ranqe .. 

• 
C&pita1 Cost Weighted 

Coapopent RAtfo. loetor. Cos1; 

Lonq-TermOebt 45-.00\ 9.21\ 4.144\ .' 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equ.ity 5;5;.QQ 13.25;- 7·2~" 

Total 100.00\ 11 ... 432\ -, 

lEA CReeOMendationl 

Capital Cost weighted 
C(W(IOneDt BA:ti2 Factor Cost' 

Long-Term Debt 4S,.OO\ 9.21\ 4 .. 145\ 
Preferred. Stock 5.00- 9.00, 0-.450 . 
CODIIDOn EqUity SQrOO 11 ... 4 5.7QO " 

Total 100.00\ 10.295,\·· 

• - 11 -
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capital. Coat Weighted 
COIIponen1C Ratio bctor COlJt 

Lonq-Te:cn Debt 43 .. 7S\ 9.21\ 4 .. 029% 
Pl:eferre<i Stock 
Common Equity S6.2~ 13 .. 00\ 7.312 

Total 100.00\ 11.34% 

Review of the pre-settlement recommendations demoU$trates 
a significant difference on the issue of the appropriate capital 
structure for the 1989 attrition year. More specifically, the 
percentage of common equity in the' capital structure reflectea' in 
these recommendations ranges from FEA's 50\ to Pacific Bell's 
57.5\. In addition, most o·f the recommendatiOns, with. the 
exception of the FEA proposal,. eliminate preferred stock from the 
capital structure. This is a major change from the presently 
Author1zed. capital structure, especially cons.idering the 6\ 
imputation imposed by the Commission in D.82~0S-007.. 'there is Also

a siqnif1cant c:l1fference in the parties' initial recommendations on 
the cost factor applicable to 'common equ.it:y' for the attrit.tonyear,. 
These figures range from FEA's 11 ... 4'- to Pacific Bell"s 14.0\. 

In the proposed settlement,. the parties recommend a 
capital ratio of 43 .. 75\ long te~debt 4nd 5&~2S'- common equity, 

with no allowance for preferred stock. The cost factors. are 9.21% 
for long te~ debt .and 13\ for common equity. This provides for a 
rate of return of 11.34\. 
D. capital Strqctum 

1. Pacific leil·, Pre-§ettlgeept Po.1tiOS 
Pae1ficBell rGCommencla a cap1tal structure of 42.5\ debt 

and 5-7.5\ equJ.ty, although its. goal is· 40\ debt and 60% equ..ity. .:tt 
believes th.1.s capital structure responc1a to. the increase :in 
business rialca arising from added. competition, faster technoloqical . 

- 12 -
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change, the requlator.r environment, and the potontial opening- of 
the intraLA1'A market. 

Pacific Bell believes that the reduction of its debt 
ratio from 45.l0% to 42.5% is an inter~ step that will stren~hen 
existing cred.it rating-s, thereby lowering future debt costs· and 
increasing credit capacity and financial flexibility: It asserts 
that improvement in its financial inteqrity i~ an appropriate 
element of incentive-based regulation. Pacific Bell's Christensen 
maintains that reducing the amount of leverage in the capital 
structure should result in improved credit ratings and: lower debt 
cost, since financial leverage is a key financial factor used by 
rating agencies to deter.m.ine a company's credit rating-
(Exhibit 1, p. 27.) 

Christensen concludes that Pacific Bell has a low mAZ'gin \ 
. of S4fety in its credit ratings • .' Christensen adds tha-e if the 

U.S .. economy deteriorates, it could squeeze safety margins. further, 
producing lower credit rat.i.ngs and increased· debt rate costs for 
Pacific Bell. (Exhibit l, p;p. 28-29'.) 

Christensen also- asserts. that Pacific: Bell's. high d.ebt 
ratio- :educes. its' finAneial flex1l:>il.ity to- raise capitAl as. 

necessary or to ref1nance maturing issues, because additionald.ebt 
may not be obtainable on. reasonable te:cns. This raises the 8peetX'e' . ' 

of financing capital needs partially or completely with equity, at 
a time when. the market is. unfavorable.. In short" Christensen 

7 Pacific Bell' 8 Hardy corroborates this view-, assert~~ that 
pre-tax fixed. charge coveraqe :La. p:cesently in the upper f of the \ 
-,A." benchmark rang. although this will deel:Lne with the lower . 
i.Dc:ome tax rate 1n 1988·. one of the- effects' of tax refo:cn is that 
pn-tax interest coverage rill bereduced..A8aum.ing all of the'. 
variables. remain constant, aceording to Rarely, the lower tax rate 
:educes ineome tax. expense, which in turn lowers income tax before 
interest and, taxes· thereby lowering pre-tax interest coverage ... 
'.rh1a causes a real reduction !n. earnings protection for crecl1.tors • 
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asserts that Pacific Bell would be in a much better position to 
obtain capital under adverse conditions or to obtain capital on 
reasonable terms if credit quality were bolstered through a lower 
debt ratio. 

Witness Christensen also believes that the 6' voting 
preferred stock imputed by D.82-05-007 should. no longer be included 
in the projected capital structure because it is inappropriate in a: 
post-d.ivestiture environment, and constitutes an artificial 
understatement of Pacific 'Ball's cost of capital. (Paeifie Bell 
hAs no ,outstanding aha.res of preferred stock in its capital 
structure. ) Christensen asserts that 'the Commission did -not intend: 
this imputation to be a permanent adjustment to the capital 
structure, and that ratepayers. Mvebenefitted. from. the imputation 
for nearly five years. 

2. PIA" Ere-Sett1ea'nt PositiQD 
ORA's Blunt recommendath4t 'the Commission discontinue 

imputing the votinq &, preferred stock for these 1989 attrition 
proceeding-s because all preferred stock has. been eliminAted: from 
Pacific Bell's }:)al.ance sheet (Exhibit 9', Pl>- 2'3-24). 

Blunt takes isaue, however,.. with Pacific Bell"'s proposed ' 
attrition year capital ,atructure~ He cites the Commission's 
concerns during- its last cost of capital review ,in A.85-01-034: 

"Department of -DefenSe". Lang-Bam S4icI a. 52' 
equity ratio needlessly drives- up the rate of 
return. Aside from, the, cost of, equity 
exceeding- that of embedded lonq-te:m·debt, 
Langsamcor:eetly notes ,that the coat of debt 
is deductible for computing ineome tax expense. 
Any decrease in theco8t of debt or equity 
capital resultinq from an increase in the 
equity ratio,will, from,the ratepAyer~s 
perspective, be more than offaet by the higher 
revenue 'requirement which "resulu from 
increasing the, equity ratio-. Langsam listed 
example. of five state regulatory CommissiOns 
which have used ilIrputed:' capital stxuctures to
derive a ra.te of return", and: an exempleof its: 
use by the Federal Energy, Regulatory Colllllliasion 
[Citation omitte<ll.'Be notes'that'PacBell's , 
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moving.of its equity rati~ above SO, is not the 
result of its being unable t~ raise debt 
capital, but instead is a move which is in the 
interest of the holding company, Telesis. If 
we adopt a SO-SO capital structure there is 
ample opportuni.ty for PacBell t~ bring its 
actual capital structure in line during the 
test year, Lanqs~ said, or the other option 
for management is t~ not alter the capital 
structure and simply book an overall return 
less than that authorized. 

"pacBell is in the position toclayof funding 
most of its construction budget with 
internally-generated' funds.; this was' not the 
ease several years. back.. Having the equity 
ratio· move above 50'indeed'drives the overall 
cost of service up, and whether the increase is 
even closet~ being offset by lower debt cost 
in the marketplace depends on many almost 
imponderable vagaries,. not the least of which 
are the inclinations of security ratinqs 
agencies. Durinq cross-examination by PacBell, 
Langsam. conceded that currently PacBell's. 
equity ratio is indeed close t~ his target of 
SO,,, but he noted that if it, keeps. increasing,. 
eventually this Commission will have 'to. adopt 
an imputed capital structure in some future 
proceeding" and by then matters could reach the 
point that it will be all the' more' painful for 
everyone concerned, [Citation 'omitted] .. 

"This. is a valid ancl, sobering observation .. 
Although we' conclude that the capital structure 
recommencied by staff ,is reasonable,. with a 
common. equity component of 52.10', we cia- not 
want to- Bee' the equity component rise about 
55~. We are placing PacBell on notice that if 
1trises about 55%, we will not' hesitate to 
impute. a different capital structure- which is. 
more in line with the interests of ratepayers 
than those of PacBell cd/or 'relesis. • ' ... II' 
(D.86-01-026, mimeo. pp .. 13-14.)' 

As Blunt notes, PaCific Bell has exceeded the 
Commission's imp11ecl S5%limitation, ancl, now reques.ts a. S.7.5t 
common equity ratio. DRA believe~ its own: recommended 45.\ debt/5s.%' 
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equity capital ratio, which recognizes an increase in the equity 
component, is consistent with the concerns expressed in 

D.86-0l-026, while at the same ttme holdinq the company to its 
~ctu~l 1987 financial equity and debt ratios, thereby imposing no 
hardship on the company. Nonetheless, ORA believes thAt the 
Commission's past concerns are still valid.. ORA believes that 
Pacific Bell could. maintain its ·A" bond rating and still increase 
debt to 50%· of capitalization, well above ORA's current 
recommendation. 

While ratepayers benefit from higher bond ratings when 
new debt is locked. in at lower costs than a lower bond rating would 
ensure,. ORA. reminds. us that Pacific Bell has not planned. any new 
debt issues in 1988" or 1989, and'therefore ratepayers. would' not 
directly receive any benefits from improved. debt ratings. In f~et, 
according to ORA, Pacific Bell's internal cash flow meets its 
198.8/1989 capital expenciiture needs, just as was noted. .in. La.ngso:D:l'5: 
1985 testimony. In sum, ORA believes that the propoaecf increase inl 
equ1ty ratio 1a. unnecesSAl:Y to. protect the solid "A" bond'rating .. 
It also-points out that ratepayers will re~erve diminfshedtax 
benefits fl:om. the proposed· lower debt levels. 

ORA also provides an anAlysis- of Pacific Bell's payout , 
ratios for :years 1984 throuqh 1987, and' suqqests that the"utility's. . 
payout is considerably higher than. that- of comparable companies 
(Exhibit 9, p. 28:, SChedule No.. 10) ~ 'rhe anAlysis. demona.tl:'ates 
that the payout ratio and dividend growth increased even when 
Pacific Bell "s. net income growth declined (Exhibit 9, p .. 2'9, 
SChedule No. 11). When Pacific .Bell's income q:owth slipped to 
less than 2\' between 1986 and 1987, the utility increased dividends; 
by more than 19'.. Blunt notes. that all common equity dividends are. 
paid to the Pacific· Telesis parent company,. whi.eh also' owns se'O'e:eu 
au])sid.S.aries not f1nanced·· by independent debt or equity isaU8S; 

Pacific Telesis. finances these other' endeavors us1n<1' cash.. ~o-. 

B.lunt,. thj,s. raises thesensit.tve question whether ratepayers are 
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generating the cash for diversification and whether the revenue 
requirements (i.e., capital structure and rate of return) -'Xe 
reflecting the goals of the consolidated corporation rather than 
the needs of the regulated entity. 

According to ORA, Pacific Bell'~ actions since 1984 
exemplify the situation described in. the 1986 deeision. ORA 
believes that if Pacific Bell is not seekinq t~ minimize its cost 
of capital, the regulatory process should continue to impute a 
capital structure to protect ratepayers' interests. D~ concludes 
that rate~yers would save about $33.Smillion if the Commission 
adopts its recommended capital structure. 

3. IQ' Angele.' Pre=:S9ttJeaent Po.ition 
Los Angeles' ltroman believes that imputation of a lesser 

leveraged capital~tructure produces an actual equity return 
5i~fieAntly in excess of the nominal authorized return on equity , 
(ROE). According to'Rroman, a noJDinal authorized 14% ROE ~th An 
imputed capital structure of 40% debt, 60% equity, would: produce an 
actual ROE of 14.772%. With a 42.S%-S7.5%fmputation,14% nominal 
equAtes to 14.386' actual (Exhibit 13,. Ch4rt $,. p-. 2&).. Since 
higher equity ratios reduce- finanCial risk,. what may l:>e an 
appropriate ROE at a lower equity ratio will probably be excessive 
at a higher imputed equity ratio (Exh..ibit 1Z, p. 28"). 

Kroman also addresses the applicant'S argument relative 
to, the benef.1ts of reducing- the leveraqe in the capitAl structure, 
noting that maintaining or increasinqbond ratings ~ lessening 
such leverage does not necessArily benefit the ratepayers·:-

-The fact that utilit1es generally c~a 
single A bond rating and, absent extraord'; nllX'Y 
circumstances .such AS cancelled· nuclear 
construction projects,. have' demonstrated DC> 
disal:lility in raisinqnew capital. at market 
rates, suqqests that these Witnesses may be 
overatatinq the case .... · (EXhibit 12, p. 8..) 
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4. PIA's Pre=sett1e!eDt Position 
FEA's Winter recommends tha~.the capital structure used 

for ratemaking in this. proceeding contain no more than 55\ common 
equity and no less than 45·' debt. He believes that a ratemaJcinq 
judgment of the adequacy of a firm'S rate of return should include 
an assessment of the economy and efficiency of the f1Dn's 
operations under the Bluefield Water work§ standard. ~hus he 
maintains it is illoqical and inequitable for the COmmission to· 
conclude that Pacific Bell" s reported returns on common equity are·· 
excessive or inadequate without first verifying that the capital 
structure and other operating factors that affect reported retu:rns 
are consistent with cost efficient operation. 

Winter describes two' e~les of steps that a utility may 
take to capture excess returna for: its. stockholders through its 
choice of a suD-optimal capital structure'~ First, a utility may 
allow its. common eqnity ratio to increase above cost efficient 
levels during prosperous t:£mes.. Increased equity ratios during 
prosperous times will reduce reported rates of· return on ,common 
equity below those that would.· otherwise be reported {i.e., g.r:eater' 
(not less) leverage is known to increase rates of return durinq. 
prosperous times). A utility may benefit from this stratec;y if 
regulators compare these reported rates of return aga1nst. 
Previously allowed'rates of return to dete%lDine whether·the fi:l:m's 
earnings. are excessive. Since reported rates of return are lowered: 

" . 
by this strategy, earned rates would,. remain. closer to previously 
allowed. rates and reduce probability of a rate reduction. A second 
strateqy.is to allow an increase in the common equity ratio but not· 
adjust the rate of return request to reflect· the'resultinq lower· 
financial risks. All.else equal, a recluction in financial.r1sk 
reduces the 1nvestor-requi.xecl:. ro.te of return·, ud:· unless .. the 
:requlatoxy body recognizes this .. reduction in: ratemakinq, 
stoclcholdera reap excessive returns. 
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Winter also asserts that the reduction in capital costs 
associated with higher credit ratings is insufficient to offset 
costs of maintaining the higher rating for investment grade utility 
compani.es. 

Winter also believes that greater debt in the company's 
capital structure would be cost beneficial in all but the most 
difficult credit markets. He concludes that this is true even if 
the lower statutory tax rates associated with recenttaxrefom' are 
used in the analysis. (See, generally, ExhiJ:>it 4, pp_ l8: to. 20.) 

FEA's Winter also recommends that the Commission add a 
small layer of preferred stock to the cap.i tal struC"ture. From a 
risk theory perspective, he believes the layer of preferred. stock 
would' 'reduce business risks,. while' increasing in some measUX'e the' 
company's. financial risks. Of these two, risk factors,. he assigns' 
business. risks- a higher priority ,since the· company must 
successfully combat business risks to. remain a going concern. 

In sum, PEA's Winter recommends a structure containing 
45% to 50% debt~ 50% to 55% common equity,. and 5' to 10' preferred' 
stock, as o.ffering lower overal.l capital costs. ' Structures within 
these ranges would be consistent with a sinqle;"A or stronger credi.t. 
ratinq and offer adequate ,financial flexlbi11ty to. the company. ' 
Although structures within these, ranges. are not the lowest cost 
st:ructw:es,. in his view they reduce coats from current levels and, ' ' 
are therefore a move in theriqht direction.. . While the company ha$: 

the preroqative of mainta1n;nga higher cost structure,. the higher' 
costs of this structure should be· borne' by stockholders not 
ratepayers .. 

Finally, W.inter asserts.. that although Pacific Bell"s 
Christensen, Hardy,a.nd Vander Weide explicitly or £mplici"ely 
support the proposed 40\ to 42.5' debt ratios and, 57 .. 5% to: &0% 
equ1ty ratios, Done of these witnesses has provided quantitative 
evidence of the relaUve costa of alternative-capital. structures. 
Xinimization of overall capital costs through choice of capital 
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structure is not o.n ~pparent goal of the company based: on the 
testimony it has filed in this case, according to Winter. 

50. Di'cu!Iion 
While the initial positions of the parties vary qreatly, 

they have presented us with an uncontested settlement, wherein they 
propose 4 capiul structure of 5&.2'5' equity ana 43.75% 4e1)t, with 
no allowance for preferred stock. The settlement proponents 
present this as a reasonable and. appropriate compromise of the 

issues raised in Pacific Bell's application, with the Caveat, that 
the proposed settlement i8 not to be con~truecl, as precedent settin<]" 
relative to any principle or issue· in any current or fu:ture
proceedinq .. 

The compromise capiul structure is well within the 
ranqes of the parties' pre-settlement positions.. For example, 
Pacific Bell's pre-settlement capital structure contained. 42.5\ 
debt and. 57.5\ equity. DRA's recommended capital structure 
conta1ne<1 45% debt and 55\ equity. FEA's:recommendedcapital 
structure contained 45\ debt, S' preferred, and SO'equity. 

While the compromise capital structure eonsistinqof 
43.75' debt and 56-.25·, equity represents a 4 75~ basis. poinb 
inereaae in the presently authorized equ'ity component and a 135-
basis points reduction' in the pre.ently authorized debt component; 
these change. Are well withiri the range of the parties' 
reeommenclations for. the 1989- attrition' year aa demonstrated ~e •. '. 
On that basis we believe the recommended. capital structure is .in. 
the public interest. 

However, there is one a:rea in. Which the parties could. 
have provided additional 1nfo:cm.ation in support, of their 
compromise, and we believe that we should provide .ome guidance for 
the future. In 0.86-12-02&, ,the last deCision reviewinq Pacifie 
Bell'. cost of capital, the' Commission., expressed: concerns that the 
equity component in'the capital. .t:ucture Dot exceed- 55', and 1:hat , ,. 
the 6-t preferred· .toek imputation. remain inpl:ace • .... until we':f:tnd' 
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80me me4nS of equitably ending it from the ra~epayers' 
,perspective." (Id., mimeo. pp .. 13-1&.) Had the parties addressed 
(and attempted to aS8uage) these explicit concerns in their 
Settlement Agreement (or elsewhere as appropriate), they would have 
greatly facilitated our determination that the settlement is in the 
public interest_ 

B.. Cost of Debt 
In its pre-settlement testimony, Pacific Bell projected a 

9 .. 21\ embedded, cost of debt as of December 3,1, 198-8-.. Pacific 
Bell"s witnes8 proposed use of this level, although he stated that 
by the end of 19'5-9', the embedded cost of de:bt would: rise to 9'.27%. 
However, in light of the timing of maturities he saw no, reason to 
increase the 9 .. 21\ level.. (Exhibit 1, po- 33 .. ) As- shown in the 
preceding comparative tables, all parties recommended. a 9'.21%.· long .. 
te:rm debt cost factor in their pre-settlement tes.timony, and in the'. 
proposed settlement.. Given that fact, we will adopt 9.21%' as the 
cost of debt for atuit10n year 19'89-

When multiplied: by the: adopted debt ratio of 43 .. 75%, the , .• ' 
9.21\ cost factor produces a weighted cost of long-ter.m debt for 
the 1989 a.ttrition yeuof 4.029\ .. 
F.. COlt of Ig'gftt 

The following table summarizes the positions of the 
parties: 

S!r"'ry of BOB Rec;0HllBJldat1OU 
party 

Pacific Bell· 
ORA· 
Los Angeles· 

PEA-

Proposed Settlement 

- 21-

am (Percent) 
14 ... 00 

12 .. 25-12 .. 75-
13:.25-

11.40 
l3-~OO 
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1. Pac:i.fi.c Bell' a Pre-Settlement PoaitJ.on 
JChri&t9Jl8en and Vander Weide) 

Pacific Bell's Christensen recommended a 14.00% cost of 
common equity in attrition year 1989, based on the risk premium 
analysis and discounted. cash flow (DCF) model. Christensen's :risk 
premium analysis. used the- reqional holdinq companies (RHes) as' a 
check of reasonableness~ however, since the IUiCs b4ve lower de):)-e 
ratios thAn Pacific Bell And thus les8 financial risk, Christensen. 
used them as a floor. For Pacific Telesis Group, Christensen's 
results showed 4 risk premium on the yield 0'£ 30-year '.rreasu%y" 
Bonds (during Februory i984 to June 1985) ranq.i.nq from 3·.2"' to & .. 7%' 

and av~ra9'in9 5·.l%,. For the RHe' s, the risk premium ranged from 
2.9 to- 6.S% and averaged 4.7\. Adding the average risk premiums 
calculat~ above to July 1988 forecasted average 30-year '.rreasury 
Bond yields.. (9.95\ in 1989') results in. a projected cost of common. 
equity of 14 .. 7 to 15 .. 1% under Christensen"'8 risk premium analysis., 

Xn his OCF' analysis, Christensen assumed. that the' cost of 
common equi.ty for Pacific Te1ezsis Group would be largely 
representative of the cost of common equity for Pacific Bell.8 

Cbristenaez:.'s Del' analysis concluded: that there hAs been a 
systematic increase in the cost of equity since the 4th quarter of,' 
1987 (Exhibit 1, p-. 41); takinq this .increasing trend intO' account' 
(12-month ~.verage 13.5': 6-month average (Januaxy to June 198$)"' 
13.9\: 3-month average (April to June 1988:) ,14.0t) he concluded: 
that the appropriate DCF-based cost of common equity for Pacific 
Bell i& 14\. 

B4sed on. the two models, Christensen derived the rang-e of 
14.0 to lS.1\.. In' conjunction with his recommended capital 

~ Pacific Bell has DC> publicly traded: equity securities, but 
represents approximately 93\ of Pacific ~elesis Group's total 
assets and. 92% of total revenues.. . 
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structure based on 57.5% common equity and 42.5% lonq term debt, 
Christensen recommends a 14. ~ 00% cost of equity. 

Christensen's r1sk premium and DCF models were 
complemented by his analysis of current economic conditions 
including current business risks and financial risks confronting 
Pacific Bell. He views the unsettled and volat.1le economic 
conditions in the US and world financial mukets, the large Federal 
deficit and trade imbalances, the longevity of the economic 
expansion and the sharp decline in the dollar as exertinq 
additional inflatio~ pressures. He also believes that Pacific 
Bell faces increasing competition and the threat of bypass 
associated with accelerating technological developments and the 
rapid influx of competition. He notes that the spectrl.Ull of 
intraLAXA competition, a topic to be addressed in Order.Instituting 
Xnvestigat.1-on (I .. ) 8;7-11-033, impacts investor-perceived risk, 
although to some extent this has. already been factored into 
investors' decisions (Exhibit 1, p. la). Be also: points to- the 
risk of obsolescenc&, given Pacific Bel.l's eapito.l intens.i"ey; lllld. 
he notes. that there is investor uncerta1nty regarding the manner in 
which regulat~rs will attempt to balance' the interests of 
ratepayers and local exchange companies. 
(Exhibit 1, p. 22 .. ) Overall, Chr1stensenconcludes that there has· 
been an increase in business and investment. risks.,. exerting upWard 
presaure upon inves:tor-required- returns and ·the coat of equj. ty. 

Pacific Bell'aVander Weide also: discussed the cuxrent 
state of the economy (specifically the Federal deficit"s 1lnpact on 
real interest rAtes (1 .. e •. , they have increased:': and remained high), 
the foreiqn trade deficit and the concomitant drop iIi the value of 
the dollar, the Federal Reserve"s role in supporting intere~t 
rates, and -increased. volat1.1i ty and, investor caution, about the 
cl1rect.ion of the economy and the level of inflation that may lie 
&bead). Vander Weide also cites .the compet1tive·factora Pacific 
Bell faces in a t1me of transition from- social to economic pricing • 
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In Vander Weide's view, rapidly changing telecommunications 
technology'also places risk on Pac±£ic Bell, because these chanqe$ 
are the prtmary driver behind the increasing level of competition 
faced by the telephone companies. 

Vander Weide concludes that these economic changes . 
undoubtedly increase investors' perceptions of Pacific Bell's risk. 
Requlato:r=y and Federal court rulings have opened many formerly 
protected areas to competitive alternatives which technological 
advances have pel:mi tted customers to pursue.. Moreover, because the 
transition from social to economic pricing is fAr from complete, 
incentives exist for customers to use alternatives to Pacific 
Bell's services.. This combination of financial incentives and 
technological capability results ~ higher risk for tele
communications fir.ma in general. Vander Weide believes that the 
implied risks for' Pacific Bell are particularly.qreat because of 
the unique communications . envl.:o:oment ;[.n California • 

. As. a final note, Vander . Weide points to the fact that 
investors a:e· awa:e of the potential for c:lumge in the way that 

Pacific Bell is regulated. He believes that the uncertain. outcome 
of the Commission's 1.81-11-033:,. and'· speeificallythemannerin 
which the issue of lifting the intraLATA competition ban is' 

addressed, will. have a significant impact on Pacific Bell"s ea:.:ning .. 
ability and is therefore a major risk to investors (Exhibit 3,' 
pp. 23-24). 

Vander Weide· used a quarterly DCY model to estimate 
Pacific Bell's cost of equity for. the 1989' attrition year .. 
(Exhibit 3, p .. 2& 1. 15-1&.) vander. weide perfomed A correlation 
analysis to identify the historically· oriented: qrowth rates best' 
deac:ribinq the fixm's. stock price for 1981,1982", and 19SJ.; then. be. 
perfo:cned a reg%'ession study co.mPar1nq the historical. 9Xowth rates 

. with the consensus. analysts' forecasts. In. every casetbe 
regression equations containing· .. ·cona&nsus. analysts' forecasts 
statistically outperfo:r:medthe equations contAining historical 
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growth estimates. vander Weide U8ed a simple average of the high 
and low stock price8 for each fir.m for a 3-month period including 
the month currently under observation and its prior two months. He 
also included a 5% allowance for flotation costs and market 
pre8sure (Exhibit 3, p. 29). Vander Weide applied 'the DCF approach 
to four g.coups of compan1es: The Pacific 'l!elesis Group',. the RHCS r 

a group of six large independent telecommunications companies, and, 

a group of risk-comparable companies (Exhibit 3, Sched.ule 4) .. 

Based on his analysis Vander Weide concludes that Pacific Bell's 
DCF cost of equity is at least 14 .. 0%. 

Vander Weide al~~t used a risk premium approach, studying 
the comparable returns recEtived. by bond and stock investors over 
the last SO years.. Hees'tJ:nLatecl the returns on stock and bond 
portfolios using 8tock price-. and. dividend yield dat4 on the 
Standard and Poor's. (S&P) SOO and bond, yield, datA on Moody's AA

utility bonds and derived l. risk premium of S.SS%. Vander Weide 
also conducted a second study usinq stock data on the S&P 40 
utilities rather than the ~&P SOO and derived a risk premium of 
4.96'~ ~hus, Vander, Weide ':;bel:Levea that investors today require an' 
equity :ret~ of approximately 4.5, to s.~5- percentage points above 
the expected yield on Aa-r~ted long-term debt issues. Since the 

long-tem yield: on Aa-rat~· bonds is currently about 10', the 
addition of a 4.5-· to 5-.5- pE:;rcentage points risk premium results in' 

an expected 14 .. 5'-lS. .. 5\ ret.~ilrn· on equity •. 
Baaed on his review of economic conditions and on. the DCF 

and risk-premium' methods applied above, Vander Weide concludes that: 
the cost of common equity for Pacific Bell is within the range of 
14% to 15-.5\; he recommends: that Pac1fic Bell be allowed a fair 

:rate of return on common eq..l£ty at 14.5% .. 
2. DRA'sPre:Set3clwent Position 

DRA's Blu:nt recOJlllllQllded A ranqe of 12.25% to- l2. 75-% 
:return- on common equity buecJ. on tbeDCF model, the risk prem.ium . 
method, and a comparable earninqa. analys1a. While acknowledginq 
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the bypass argument and the notion that increasing competition 
trigqered by technological advancements may accelerate the 
departure of business customers from traditional systems which are 
part of the public network, Blunt notes that Pacific Bell~s 
earnings have increased 4~ .6%. since clivestitw:e (Exhibit 9, p. 42). 

He regards this as solid eviclence that the bypass threat has yet t~ 
affect earnings. While acknowledging the possibility that,. in the. 
near future (beyond 1990), technological advances and/or requ1at0l:Y 
actions could increase the po8sibili ty that business customers may,: 
leave the system, Blunt maintains that using market-driven analyses· 

such as Dcr and risk premium will account for and reflect any solid 
evidence on this issue. 

Blunt· applied the comparable earnings. stand4rd. as. an aid.:' 

in selecting comparable companies for use in the DCF and. risk 
premium analyses, and to support the· reaso~lene8s o·f his. 
recommended range of· return on common equity.. Blunt selected. a 
group composed· of seven independent communications companies and 
seven regional holding companies aawell as ten gas distribution 
companies (the Group) (Exhibit, 9:, pp .. 40-41).. 

Blunt used an average of historical, analyats~ forecasts 
and sustainable growth rates in. the DCF analysis, in the belief. 
that a consensus of lUstoriC4l, forecasted, and susta; nahle growth. 

rates best indicates investor-qrowth rate expectat1on$ for. the ne~ 

future... The average composit& growth rate for Blunt'S group of 
companies was 5-.. 82'.. (Exhibit 9', Table 16.) 

Blunt's. study indicates tha.tthe investor-requirecl' retu:n .. 
for the seven independent telecommunicatiOns companies (IND) , . 
(combining the average 3-month ond.&:month expec:tect y:Leld· and 
average growth rate) is 11 ... 71t.and' 11.87\ respectively. For the 

same period, the, analysis. shows an identical return· on equity 
expectatJ.on of 12.42'\ anel· 12 ... 53%. for the.even regional holciinq 
c:oapa.n.1es and ten gas distribution compan.1es in the group ... 
COIIbininq the results of the Del' analysis for the seven 
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independents and seven regional holding companies shows an average 
expected ROE of 12.07% and 12.20%. The results,of the DCF analysis 
produced a composite group average investor-required return on 
equity of 12.21% and 12.34\ when the average 3-month and 6-month 
expected yield.s are combined' with average growth rates (Exhihit 9, 
Table 17). 

Blunt included no adjustment for flotction costs on the 
rationale that there is no need to compensate investors for 
dilution when none is occurring (the market-to-book ratio for 
Pacific Telesis is 151), and Pacific Bell has not issued equity 
capital since divestiture and actually reduced its retained 
earnings in 1987, projecting to payout 100% of its available 
earn.1.ngs to Pacific Teles-is. in 1988 and 1989. In light of these 
facts, Blunt feels there is no justification for including 
flotation costs (Exhibit 9, p. 53)~. 

In his risk premium analysis Blunt derived the premiums 
by comparing DC!" estimated, returns on equity with "AA,." and "A" 

Utility Bond yields and 3- to 5-year government issues from 1980 . 
through 1987 (disregarding years· prior to 1980 due to changing 
Federal Reserve Board: moneta:cy policy). The estimated ROEs. were 
dete:cm.ined· by comb1ning the company"s annual dividend. yield: with 
historical 10-year average dividend' and earnings growth rates; data, 

for the gas distri]:)ution companies was substituted (due to 
unavailability of historical data for the RHCs) and the historical, 
expected ROEs were thus derived. 

Next, Blunt combined: Data Resources. Incorporated"s (DRI),j 

current forecast for yielcla on' 10M,." and, three to five year issues , 
for 1989 with the respective averaqe equ1ty risk premiums to derive, 
a range for expected. ROEs-. He also perfOxmed.4 sim.U~ task usinq: 

Blue Chip Financial" s. 19'89 forecasts. for A BOnd yields, and 2-5, year 
government Treasury notes. The' range of expected. ROEs combin.:Lnq " 

the historiCal. risk premiums. with 1989 attrition year . forecasted 
'"A.A." and "A" yielcla is 13:.06%. and 12 .. 37%. respectively and 12.86%., 
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12.53\, and. 12.87\ using forecAsts for inte:rmediate te:cn government 
issues (Exhibit 9, P. 56). Blunt's recommended range of 12.25\ to 
12.75\ return on common stock equity falls within the range of 
expected returns produced by the risk premium analYBis. 

3.. Los Angeles' Pre-Settlement Position 
Los Angeles' Xroman criticizes reliance on the :ocF 

methodology, the risk premium methodolO9Y, and the capital asset 
pricing model (CAP!!). He believes the Commission has already 
expressed its view that there are serious pitfalls in placing heA~ 
reliance on such models, as a substitute for info:cned judgment. 
(Exhibit 12,. p. 15.) 

Kroman also criticizes the applicants' risk assessment 
arguments, believing that they have failed to distinguish. between 
changes in absolute versus relative risk. In the absolute sense,. 
Kroman agrees that it may be true that telecommunications utilit1es 
are confronted with incre'asing risks largely from competitive 
pressures. However,. in a relAtive sense'this differs not at all 
from the arguments being made by the natural gas and eleet:ric 
utilities. Kroman cites the plight of many entities. in the 
unregulated sector including the steel, automobile, oil, maeh.!ne 
tool, computer, and farm sectors all of, which" are severely impacted.' 

by fiercely competitive pressures. ICroman contends. that' increased.: , 
risks are impacting not only teleeolllDlUD.ications utili ties but . 
practically the entire spectrum. of American business (Exhibit 12, .1, 

po. 17). He :believes tha-e c11scussion of one utility iDcluatr1es' 
risks without reference to/the risk of the economy can provide only 

, ' 

an incomplete, inconclusive, and, superficial framework for 
supporting a requested rAte of. return. Kroman also refers to 
recent issues. of S&P's"Cred1t. Week-reports' ancL a.imilar 
info:cnation on Pacific Teles!sfromMoody's' Handbook'of Common 
Stocks. Be bele1ves there is little if any',indication in HoodY'a . 

Handbook for example, that XOOdy's 1s warning'investors. of Pacific': 
TeleSis" increasinq risks~ thecommenta are in fAct quite positive;. 
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Kroman believes that if the Commission is to. consider absolute . 
risks, it' ,should look to objective sources; he believes. that the 
views of the applicants' witness regarding' the risks cf the 
telecommunication companies and cf the applic4nt8 are clouded by 

their lack 'cf objectivity. 
Itroman believes thAt economic ccnclitions and the level cf 

interest rates are significant elements to be considered in 
arriving At a fair rate of retur.o.. He has reviewed certain data 
indicating the direction and mAgnitude' of change' in the cost of 
common equity,. comparing conditions shortly before the issuance of 
0.,86-01-02'6· with more recent cond.itions. Be hAs examined the 

chAnge in DCF-caleulated cost of common equity over these time 
periods to. obtain an inclication of the mAqni tude and clirection of 
change. Using Vander Weide"s calculations, lCroman demonstrates 
that the indicated cost cf common equity has decreased cn AverAge 
by 2-1/2 percentage po.:tnts. over that time interval (Exhibit 13., 

'rable 15.). Kroman also. believes that it is. signifiCAllt that 
Pacific Bell plans. no. new outside financin9' for the 1989 attrition" 
year, whereAs PAcific Bell bad. prcjectedthe need' fcr such 
financing in its last rAte cue (A.S5-01-034) .. 

It:roman prepared: a chart (Exhibit 13:, Chart 4) showing the 

relationship between the percent return en common equity and the 
corresponding pre-tax interest, coverage' At debt ratios cf 42'.5% and 
45%.. With A non1mputed debt ratio of 45%, lCrolD4n believes Paci£i~;' ", 
Bell could sat1afy S&P" IS- m1-n i'mum A-ratinq benchmark of 3..5 t.iJnes. 

interest coveraqewith AD. ROE cf less than11-1/2%i imput.ing A 
42.S\ debt ratio. would enable Pacific Bell to achiev& th& same pre
tax interest coveraqe with more than a one percentage point 

I 

reduction in ROE. Given all of, these factors., Xroman recommends' 4 ' 

return on commoneqt1:Lty for the 1989' attrition year of 13. .. 25% bueo. 
on a capital IS-txuctu:re of, 45\ debt ana .5S\common equity .. 
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" - lP' 8 Pre-5ettlel!9nt Posi.-tion 
FEA's Winter recommends a re~urn on common equity of 

ll.40' based. on a 50\. equity component. Winter uses a ocr 
analysis, and secondarily an historical risk premium and "recent 
requ1re4 returns" (comparable risk) analysis ~o check the 
reasonableness of the OCF analysis_ 

Winter provides an analysis of current macro-economic 
conditions and recent trends as a backdrop. for his cost of capital 
analysis. He highlights the Federal Reserve's action to reduce the 
monet~ growth rate and concomitantly, the potential for hiqher 
inflation (Exhibit 4, pp .. 28-29). He also- states that although 
inflation rates have recentlr turned. upward, inflation continues 
within the ranqe that has existed since 1985. Although monthly 
fluctuations in inflation rates have raised concern in both 1987 

and 1988 that these rates were headed upward, no clear upward trend. 
has materialized~ He indicates that annualized inflation rate· 
expectations range between 4.0\ and. 5-. &, for· the 1985-S9 period .. 
He believes that if inflation continues to fall between 4 and 5\ 
and credit demands are consistent with allowed moneta:cy growth, 
without oil or other price shocks,. interest rates should remain 
within recent ranges. 

" Winter uses the Pacific Telesis Group as a starting point 
for analysis of Pacific Bell's cost of commonequitYi he indicates 
that thepa:ent's stock was xelat.ively uendless during the June 17; 
to September 30, 1988, period,. consistent with the Dow Jones, and. 
s&P 'O'tility incU.ees. 

According to Winter,.·· investment publications frequently. 
mention two pr~ sources of risk faced by Pacific Bell and its 

parent. The first source is attr.i.butable to- inroads that 
competitors may make into therequlated utility'S service 
offerings. Winter, believes that generally,· however, these inroads.:·· 

have been· occurring at a slower rate than initially' expected and 

bypass of the local switch and exchange loop has been infrequent'. 
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Even when bypass has occurred, he maintains that it has often been 
partial with the local operating company receiving associated 
private line revenues. The current opinion qenerally expresseQ in 
investment publications is that revenue lost t~ competition will be 
relatively insiqnificant (Exhibit 4, p. 34). Winter also believes 
that Pacific Bell has improved productivity of its telephone 
operations and that the California COmmission has approved price 
flexibility and phased out toll access subsidies, all of which 
should help-minim;.ize the potential negative effects of competition. 
However, a second source of potentially qreater investment risk is I 

diversification into unregulated bUSinesses; Pacific Telesis Group 
has invested in a variety of relatively risky nonutility ventures 
including real estate, cellular, mobile and paginq services., 
financial services, and international marketing- of communications. 
services. Based. on investment fixm. reports, diversification has 
increased. the investment risk faced by utility fixms. Winter' 
:refers to a June 1986 Salomon Brothers' Report stating that 
diversificatio~ has not boosted. profits or increased sha:rehold~r 
value. According to Winter, the Report indicates that Pacific 
Telesis Group's net income has actually been reduced.,. rather than. 
increased,. by iota cU.vers1fication efforts. The Salomon Brothers' 
calculations show that d.iveraification diluted. the pa:rent compomy's 
earnings :by approximately 5% d.ur!nq the fuat quarter of 198&: 

Honu~ility operations were, as a whole,. unprofitable 
year 1985 based on S&P'S June 22, 1987 Credit Week. 
pp. 35-3& .. ) 

for calendar 
(Exhi.bit 4, 

In aum, Winter believes that, over the near term, Pacific· , 
Bell has- taken stepa eonsid.ered to. m1n~m:ize the pr1m.ary source of 
the riak it faces (i.e., that due to competition) ;". however, Pacific 
Teleais has taken steps that have increased (and are likely to 

continue to- increase) its overall .. .in.vestment:riak. Because of this 
dJ...,.rgenee , with Pacific Bell ta.1c1nq the lower risk path and. 
PacUie Telesis. Group the big-her rioak path, . W:tnter coZU!Jiders 
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Pacific Bell to' have slightly lower overall inves'tment risks- than 
its parent. According to Winter this risk differential means that 
Pacific Bell's cost of common equity is slightly smaller, perhaps 
by 20 to 30 basis points, than its parent's cost of equity_ 
Notwithst4nding this caveat, Winter relies on Pacific Telesis Group 
market data as a starting point for estimating the cost of equity 
to Pacific Bell. 

According to Winter~ Pacific Telesis Grou?'s returns on 
equity have exceeded those of more risky luge corporations by an 
average of lSO basis points during 1935-198·7. (Exbibit 4, 
pp.. 3-8.-41.) Based on this comparison, Winter :believes that the 
parent's rate of earnings has been excessive during each of the 
past three years. 

In his DCF analysis, Winter relies on a cons't4nt growth 
model, which is based on the assumption that investors expect eqc.a1, 
qrowth in price and dividends over an infinite future holding 
period .. (E,'v:bfbit 4, p. 33.) He has chosen the constant q.rowt.h 
method because it is generally accepted for ratemaking. Winter 
concludes that a growth rate range of 4 .. 5% to 6.0% is 
representative of investor expectations for lon9-te~ Pacific 
~e1es1s Group gxowth (Exhibit 4, p .. 50)... He calculates a current 

dividend yield of 6 .. 03% (Exhibit 4,. p.. 52).. A current dividend" 
yield of 6 .. 03% coupled with expected growth rates of 4 .. S\.to- 6 .. ·0\ 
indicate investor common equity requirements between 10 .. 80' and 
12.39'_ (Exhibit 4, p. 5-3.) 

In using the historical risk premium approach as a cheek 
on the reasonableness of the DCF' analysiS r Winter found r based on 
geometric mean :returns, th4t a portfolio- of Moody's 24 Utilities 
returned: approximately 166 basis points more than lonq-te~ 
Government Bonds during the period 1929 to- 1987. Winter computed: 
the average of the premiums tb4t wou~d. h4ve been realized: over all ... 
whole-year holc11nq periods of one yea:r to ten years d.uring 1929 to-
1987.. ~he average premiUm. was 3&7 basis points.· However, Winter 
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maintains that there have been significant chanqes in the risk 
premium between utility stoc,ks and bonds in recent years, and that 
some authorities have concluded. that long-term bond investing has 
become as speculative as stock investinq. He believe8- that rtdueed , 
risk premiums between 'stocks. and bonds recorded in 1979' to 198·1 
continue to prevail. Due to these reduced: risk premj,ums, he 

maintains that the lower end of the l&& to 3&7 baSis points premi'Wll 
spread is more appropriate (Exhibit 3, p. 59). 

As. a final cheek on his. ocr analysis,. Winter reviewed 
recent required turns on other competinq investments. (July,. Auqust,' 
and. September '8S: issues of the S&P Bond' Guide), The required. 
returns are discountedcas.hflowreturns calculated from the 
curX'ent price of the bond and the expected income stre&'lt (coupon 
payments and return of the bond"s face amount upon maturity),. 
consistent with detexminAtion of Winter's. DCF' findinqs. for Pacific, 
Telesis Group. Winter believes that the common equ.ity of ·Pacific 
Bell and its parent is. more risky than triple-A.-rated. bonc1s because'; 
of qreater uncertainty concerning the amount'and timing of the 

future income' stream. However,. this uncertainty is. significantly 
leas thAn that associated.w1th the potential income stl:eom from the· 
typical bond rated· triple-C (Exhibit 4, p •. 62': 13-18). 

In sum,. Winter's pOint estimctefor Pacific BellI's. cost , 
of equity is. 11.4'. This is 20 basis points below the midpointo! 
his DCF range for Pacific TelesiaGroup,,. in reeoqnition of the 
slightly lower risk asaociated:w1th Pacific Bell's common equity. 
The I>CF, risk premium,' and -riSk/return analysis perfomed: relied. on . 
recently record.ed.: stock prices. -and, .recent long-term. T:easury 

. " ' , 

Security' ana CorporAte bond yield& ... In Winter"8- yoiew, the results·'; 
are inclicat1ve of invea.tor return requirements during' the period. 
&/11/as to 9/30/88, in whieh these priees' ~ctyielda were. %eeorded~· 
Winter maintains that the 11 .. 4\: findinq offers a premium. of 
approximately 140 basis' points overreeent required. returns on the" 
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~ compAnY's debt and equals recent'required returns on junk bonds 
rated double-B by S&P. 

Winter recommends no adjustment for flotation, on the 
rationale that it is inequitAl:>le to ratepayers- (Exhibit 4, p. 70). 

BAaed on recent market prices if stock sales were to occur, they 
would likely be at prices above book value given PTG~a current 
market-to-book ratio of approximately 1.5. In his view, accretion, 
rather than dilution, will be the likely result of such sales. 

5. pi,C?,lI.iQ!1 
The pre-settlement recommendations on the cost of equity 

for attrition year 198:9: cover a wide range (11.4% to 14.00,%), and 
the proposed settlement contains a stipulated ROE of 13,.00%,. That 
fiqu:e is well within. the recommended ranges, and no party to the 
proeeeding opposes its adoption. 

Adoption of the 13~ compromise figure appears to be a 
reasonable compromise; it represents a ZOO, bas.is point re<iuetion in,: 
the cuxxently authorized 15% return on equity which has been ~ 
place since 198:6,. and therefore furthers the ratepayer interest in : 

reeoqnition of an. improved financial environment since Januaxy 
198&. Adoption of the Proposed settlement results in a revenue 
requirement reduction of $121 million. 

A. the Appligti,gn, 
On July 15, 19'88', in 4ccorc:lance with the Commission~s 

directive in 0.88-06.-024, G'rE-C f11e<l ita 1989 financial attrition, 
request, seeking an increase in ;its intrastate- revenues. Qf 
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approximately $67 million. 9 GTE-C sought to increase its. 
authorized intrastate rate of return from 10.90% to 12'.08%, . 
premised on a long-term debt cost of 9.03%, short-term debt eost of 
8.75%, preferred stock cost factor of 6 .. 35%., and return on common 
eqUity of 14.50%.. This request was premised on a capital structure 

composed of 3~.2\ long-term debt, 1.9% short-term debt, 2.7% 
preferreel stock, anel 57.2% common equity. 

GTE-Crequested that the revenue requirement inerease 
proposed in its application be implemented by, a uniform increase in 

its three current billing surcharges, to. ,be collected on a bill and . 
keep basis, and that these changes be made effective January 1, 
1989 to. be implemented simultaneously with the surcharge changes 
resulting from GTE-e"s 1989' operational attrition rate adjustment 
filed OCtober 1, 198,8. 

:s. RAte of Return Reca.DeDdation· 
for Attrition Year 1989 

GTE-e"s presen~y aU,thorized. rate of return is clepiete<i 
in the following table: 

GD=C CPre!ent AgthoriJAtiODl 

COI!pOnent 

Long-'rexm Debt 
Short-'rexm Debt 
Prefer:ed Stock 
Common Stock Equity 

Total 

Capital 
Ratio 

41.50\ 
2'~50 
2 .. 50 

53.50 

100.00% 

Cost 
. Factor 

9.01\ 
7.00 
&.41 

12.75 

weighted 
Cost 

3.74% 
0·.18 
0.16· 
·6.8S: 

10.90'% 

9' In a september 30, 1988: update,. J5ubmitted in accorclance with 
the ALJ Ruling of, June 24, 19~8', GTE-Creduced its requested 
revenue requirement increase to-, $66.20 1 million. . This reduction' ' 
reflected the \USe of the' 1985 test . year rate base adopted ,in' 
D.88-0S-0&l to derive the company"s 1989' attrition year rate base.: 
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GTE-C's present authorization contrasts with the 
recommendations of the active parties for the 1989 attrition year, .. 
depicted in the follow1nq tables: 

GD:C (BecOMDe!lckrtiop) 

capital Coat Weighted 
COIIlpOnent RatiQ la£tor Cost 

Lonq-'!'e%m Debt 38.20\ 9.03\ 3.45\ 
Short-Term Debt 1 .. 90 8.75 0.17 
Preferred stock 2.70 & .. 35 0 .. 17 
Common Equ.i ty 57.20 14. .. 50 S.Z9 

'!'otal 100.00t 12.0at 

DM (Rec;;QWMsiationl 

capital Coat Weighted 
Component 1At12 Factor 'C~ 

Lonq-'!'exmDebt 40_50" 9·~0J.% 3.66% 
Short-'!'erm·Debt 2 .. 00 8 .. 50 0 .. 17 
Preferred Stock 2.50 &.34 0.15 
Common Equity 55.00 12-.50'* 6.88: 

'total 100.00' 10~S7% '" 

'Mid-point of 12.25-12.75% ranqe. 

l,Qa Anaelu ('RecOPltlDSIAti!2!ll 

Capital Coat Weighted. .. 
CoPIponent Ratio hctor CQPt 

Long-Term Debt 38.20' 9 .. 03~ ·3.4S-\ 
Short-'.rex:m Debt 1.90 8.7S 0.17 
Preferred: Stock 2.70 &.35 0· .. 17 
Common Equi.ty 57.20 13.00 7.44 

'lota! 100 •. 00\ 11.23% 
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A review of these recommendations reveals a 'difference on I 
the appropriate capital structure for the 1989 attrition yelJ:r. Th.e 
percentage of common equity in the capital structure reflected in 
these recommendations ranqes from G'J$-C's 57.2\ t~ DRA's, 55%.10 
The second major issue in the proceeding relates to the appropriate 
return on common equity for attrition year 1989.. GTE-C is. 
requestinq an increased ROE of 14.50.. ORA recommends a reduction 
in the current ROE from 12.75% to 12 .. 50%. Los Angeles' lCrODWl 

recommends an increase from the current 12.75% to 13.00%. In 
contrast to the disposition of Pacific Bell's financial attrition, 
the issues raised in GTE-C's application were litigated. Indeed, 
each ~y who signed. the Settlement Agreement in A.88-07-019( 
explicitly agx'eed that the settlement te2:mS- and conditions would 
not be used in any manner whatsoever in GTE-C's A.S8-07-017. 
Therefore we proceed to analyze the record developed.in 
A.88-07-017. 
c. CQp!ta1 structure 

While capital structure is an issue for attrition year 
1989, all witnesses support some increase from the present SS.st 
authorized equity percentage.. ORA recommends 55% and' GTE-C 

recommends 57.2\. 
1. G%I=C'a Position 

G'rE-C's witness O'Rourke testified'that the common eqo.ity 
ratio of 58\, projected for year-end, 1989 places the company in the 

10 Los Anqeles' witness ICroman accepted. GT.&-C's cap.i.tAl st:rUctu:e 
in hi.s analysis" and c:onc:entratedprimarily on the issue of the : 
appropriate ROE for the attrition year; we do- not·:r:egucl his use of: 
these percentages as an endorsement of GTE-C rs. recoDDDended, capital . 
structure, especially in view of his arguments on the mer1 ta vel,' . 
non of higher bond ratinqsr infra • 
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strong A to weak AA S&P bond rating category. O'Rourke describes 
S&P's bond rating criteria as follows: 11 

Pre-tax Fixed Charge Coverage 
Total Debt/Total Capitalization 
Net Cash Flow/Long-Term Debt 

3.5x-5.5x 
40\-5Z% 
25%-~S% 

Above 4.$ 
Onder 4Z\ 
Above ~O\ 

O'Rourke indicates that this common equity ratio is still 
below the average ratio for the comparable telephone companies he 
reviewed (ExM.bi t S-, p. 3). 0 'Rourke' asserts' that the higher 
projected common equity percentage "is a conservative move to. 
reduce financial risk and exposure' to interest rate volatility.
(Exhibit 7, p. 3.) O'Rourke maintains that Gtt-C should maintAin 
its AA-bond rating,. consistent with the trend established. by most 
major telephone companies, which are rec:lucingfinancial leverage by 
improvinq their total equ1 ty position" in. ord.er to protect Against 

the shock of volatile ~terest rate increases and hiqher business· .' 
risk keyed to· increased competition.· 

O'Rourke considered: his' list of comparable telephone 
companies on the basis. of s.ize and markets served as of December 
198.7. 'rhe comparable companies. alse>. have publicly traded .. c:lebt. 
Because of GTE-C'IS. size,. he considered- telephone companies with 
total capital of at least $l.,8: billion. These companies are all 

rated. in the AA catego2:y and 0 'Rourke believes GTE-C is considere41 
comparable, by knowledgeable inve8tors~ All of· these companies 
have total capital in the range of $2 billion to $12 billion"and 
lonq-te:cn debt ratios in the range of, 35%. to 44\'. O"Rourke notes 
that the average common equity ratio is 59%., while- the high/low 
range 1s 63 .. 7'/S>~7'. (Exhibit a, p. 3.) 

11 ~ material is derived: from Exhibit a, page 4. 
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GTE-C argues that ORA's recommendee 55% equity ratiO is 
rooted iD. misunderstanding of the factors that make the higher . 
equity ratio essential. More specifically, GTE-C states that ORA 
has provided misleading information (Exhibit 9', SChedule 3) as to, 
the lenqth of time GTE-e"a bonds have been rated AA and as to its 
commercial paper ratings over the same period. GTE-C assets that 
it was not until late 1986 that it obtained its current ~weak~ AA 
rating from both Moody's. and S&P. G'rE-C asserts that it achieved 
this rating only as a result of substantial increases' in its 
equity ratio and pre-tax times interest coverage. Further, it 
maintains that the current rating is still well beloW" the average 
ratings for other large telephone utilities (Exhibit 13', ~. 1). 

GTE-C also objects. to ORA's reliance on certain Value 
Line data indicating that telecommunications service companies 
facing comparable business risks are projected ,to have equ£ty 
ratios for 1988 and 1939' of only 54% and 55%. GTE-C believes that 
many of the companies .includ~d: in this Va1ueLine projection do not,. 
fall into S&P;S high risk local exchange carrier classification and" 
are not representative of the companies with which GTE-C must 
compete for debt capital. Further, the companies. used do not have 
the same Value Line safety ranking8. (2 Rr' 182.) Finally, GTE-C 
asserts that the Value' Line report includes certain projected.· 
equity ratios for 198-7, 1988, and. 1989" 'which are well above the 

equity ratio recommended' by ORA.,l2' RT", 184: 1-20). 
GTE-C believes that ORA's witness has inappropriately 

focused on whether his recommendation will jeopardize G'n:-C,'s 
current bond ratings; G'rE-C believes the appropriate focus should, 
be whether the recommended ratios will enable it to maintain its' 
current bond rating. Accorc1.1nq to GTE-C,ORA's capital structUre 
includes. less equity and more debt (lonq-te%m.' and short-term) than 
required by S&~"s for anU ,bond: ratinq~ concomitantly, if ORA's 
12.50\ m1dpo1nt ROE is adopte<i~, G'rE-C asserts, that it will only 
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achieve a pre-tax times interest coverage of 3.78- times (Exhibit 9, 

p. 59). 
G'rS-C asserts that the DRA capital structure and proposed 

ROE would almost certainly result in a bond rating reduction, which 
would over time have a negative impact on ratepayers by increasing 
the cost of new debt f'1nancinq and also increasing the ROE to which 
G'l'E-C's investors are entitled.. In support of the latter arqumen~, 
GTE-C cites the calculation of its witness Brennan (Exhibit &, 
SChedule 21), illustrating the difference in interest expense 
between a utility meeting the minimum criteria for an A bond rating . 
and a utility meeting the minimum criteria for an AA bond rAting
Brennan. asserts that the required return. on equity is 10.9% for the 
A-rated utility, whereas the requ:irement for' the AA-rated. fiJ:m is" 
only 15.2% premised on the cost of debt used in Schedule 2l of 
Exhibit 5. (1 la' 80-8:3, .. ) 

In aum. GTE-C asserts that the record clearly, establishes." 
that a 5-7.2% eqaity ratio, will help achieve its goal of ma.inta~n;ng 
its cur.rent bond rating. The higher equity ratio will help 
minimize the risk of· a bond rating downqx'ade (proVided the return. ' 
on common equity 1$ ad.equate), and thereby avoid the increase in 
future debt costs ,and ROE, which it believes would necessarily 
result from a bond rating d.ecrease. 

2. , DBA" Position 
ORA asserts that its recommended. 55%' common equity ratio . 

. \1 

is fairer to- the ratepayer than G'rE-C's 57.2' request. Since the> 
cost of common eqo.ity is the highest cost ,of the, capital strUcture'. 
components, DRkbelieves it is appropriate t~ consider a capital 
structure which provid.es sufficient interest coverage to maintain' 4.' 

reasonAble bond ratinq and net cash floW' to debt ratio. While 
G'n.c would prefer to stay below a 40" d.ebt ratio and above- a4.S 
times pre-tax interest eoveraqe ,in ord.er to maintain its, bond 
ratinq, ORA submitl that G'l'E-C could· pay $20 million more in 
interest and· still· maintain the 4, .. 50 times pre-tax interest coverage: 

, j' 
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necessary to sustain that rating. This interest would cover about 
$196 million in additional debt at the current 10.197% interest 
rate on AA bonds. The current debt ratio requested by GTE-C is 
only 40 .. 1% for 1989 (including long-te:m and short-te:m debt), and 
therefore ORA believes the.t G'rE-C he.s room:' for additional debt 

before reaching the S&~ guideline of 42%. 
In general, ORA notes that increases in the debt ratio 

and decreases in the equity ratio, represent tax savings to 
ratepayers. The least expensive option for'a company to finanee 
growth however, is through internal cash, flow. A company may 

control its cash flow in part by eontrolling its dividend policy. 
ORA notes that for 1989 GTE-C plans no debt or equity funding. ' It 
plans to finanee capital investments solely from internal sources. 
ORA also notes that GTE-C is wholly owned by a holding company, G'J:'E, 

Corporation, and therefore it has added. flexibility in using 
internally-generated cash, since common dividends are all paid' to: 
the parent ,company, and the dividend payout ratio, is not driven by 
market expectations. 

ORA. observes that since 1983,G'rE-C'''s long-te:cn. debt ratio 
has declined from 5& .. 98% to' 40 .. 86\ The preferred stock equity 
ratio has declined also while the common stock equity ratio has 

continuously increased from 40.12% 1n19g3: to 53-.44\ at the end of 
1987. This has occurred in ~art because GTE-C has increased new , " 
common stock issues to its, parent .. replacing debt (Exhibit 9, pages 
17-1S). DRA. notes, that GTE-C plans to add, an additional $45 " " 

million in common equity this year;12 this new funding ~ll 
increase its common equity ratio to between 5&\ an~ 57\ depending 
on how much of the new equity is useci to retire maturing debt. 
GTE-C's long-te:cn ,debt ratio' will, drop beloW' 41 .. J.\. continuing its' 
S-year slide.. ORA notes that the result of the shift in capital 

12 A-88-10-00& is currently pending before this Commission. 
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structure is a higher cost of capital for ratepayers (Concurrent 
Brief of ORA, pp~ 4-5). 

Asserting that ~ontinued increases in equity appear to be 
unwcU'rantec:\, DRA points out that G'l'E-C has the- ability to funa 
capital expansion internally or through debt bU~,has opted for 
infusions of new common stock equity. ORA believes the resulting 
higher GTE-C revenue requirement to does not seem to be offset by 
any benefits to ratepayers.. There will be no further improvements 
in bond rating', financial s.tability or reduced debt costs. 

ORA submits that in the iaeal ma:i=lcet, competitive 
companies seek t.o minimize financing coests, ana prefer cheaper 
financing opportunities over more expensive unaertakinqs within the 
range permitted by the bond' rating quidelines. Regulated 
utilities, however, may seek. to maximize return rather than 
mjnimize costs when the retUl:X15 are passed on· to, ratepayers without . . 
fear of competition.. Therefore, ORA is.. concerned. over the buila .. up 
in common atockequity ratios without apparent ratepayer benefit .. 
Of special concern is the fact that the utility in question is 
wholly owned.,. and the higher weighted common equity cos.ts accrue 
only to the benefit of the shareholders. The holc:ling company can 
use the diviaends flowing from the regulated subSidiary to finanCe 
unregulated enterprises, of other subsidiaries. ORA. submits that . 
when a regulated capital structure appears. to prociuce ever higher: 

I 

retu:rns flowing to the parent company without appropriate benefits, 
flowing to the ratepayers, the increased common equity ratio and 
increasea coats to ratepayers. should.: be denied. 'rherefo2:e, DRA. 

recommends a 55\. common equity cap for G'rE-C for the 198.9 attriti~n 
year.. Staff believes that this recommendation is. well within .. 

industry noz:ms, AS evid.ence<i by the averaqe for Value Liners 
projected. cOlDon .equ1ty ratios for 198.8. and 1939: (54\ and sst 
respectively) anel should be o.dopte<l. (Exhibit 9, pp.. 20-22.) 
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3. Los Angeles' Position 
As mentioned earlier, Los Angeles' Kroman uses the 

requested capital structure in terms ,of illustrating the return on 
equity recommendation which was his primaXj1' focus in this 

proceecU.ng. However, Kroman also addresses GTE-C' s arqument that 
it must maintain its bond rating in the attrition year, and in that ' 
regard, Kroman's analysis addresses part of the debate over the 
appropriate capital structure. Kroman disputes the implication of 
GTE-C'a witnesses that higher bond ratings result in lower money 
cost rates which are passed through to customers resulting in lower 
service prices (Exhibit 12, P'- S). In particular Kroman. challenges , 
Brennan's analysis that the total cost of service for the lesser 
-A"-rated utility exceeds that of' an "AA" rated utility (Exhibit 6, 
Schedule 21).Kroman asserts that Brennan has obviously assumed 
that the differential in bond yields between the A and AA 
categories i8 0.5 percentage po1nt .. 13 1:1s1og an alternative spreaci 
of 0.17 percentage point (the m~dian differential over the period:
January 1946 through June 1988.),' between the two bond rating' qroups', , 
Kroman derives a result indicating that-the annual total cost of 
service for the AA-rated' utility substantially exceeds- that of the ' 
A-rated utility (Exhibit 13, Table 3)_ 

13 In DwS7-12-070, and other Commission decisona., the 50 b4s.is 
points. spread'is authorized, -if appropriate- in eonnec:ton, ,with' ,,' 
long-tel:Dl bonds tp be issued in the attrition year. (D.87-12-010,: 
Finding of Pact 4.) This is a far cry from' G"rE-C' s :llDpliei t ' 
arqument that we have exp11citly,reeognizedthat a ,spread" of SO 
basis points is appropriate: between an A and AA rated utility 
bonds, for purposes of' the Brennan analysis (3: RT' 3&3: '20 to. 365: " 
1&). " 
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A comparison of the Kroman/Brennan analysis 
Exhibit 13 versus Schedule 21, Exhibit 6) follows: 

1 'Bond Rating 
Debt Leverage 

3 08e 

4 Assumed Yield on 

M 
Jrennan J';r:9!U'ln 

Under 42\ Under 42% 

42% (max) 42% 

Public Utility Bonds 10.5% 10.825%* 

5 weighted Effective Cost 
Rate (In 3 x In 4,) 4,.41\ 4.5465·% 

6 Total Capital (Millions) $4,000 $4,000 

7 Interest Expense (Millions.) 
(In 6 x In 7) $1 .. 7& .. 4 18-1.8:6 

8: Coverage Above 4 .. 5x ' 4 .. 5x 

9 Before Income Tax Income 
(millions) (In 7 x In 8:) $-793 .. 8 

(Table 3, 

52% 

11.0% 

5.72% 

$4,000 

$228 .. 8. 

3.5x 

800.8:0 

*Reflects median differential of ° .17 S. percentage point (vs 0.5 
percentage point in Exh. S, Sched.ule 21) with A yield. assumed at 11%, 
per Mr.. Brennan. 

Thus, while the interest cost component of overall costs,' 
to be borne :by ratepayers, may l:>e somewhat reduced as a result of 
higher bond ratings., J::roman asserts that it is far outweighed by 

the .increase in the equity cost component, w1th a significant. 
increase in the resultant overall cost of sen-ice. Kroman asserts 

.., , ! 

that there is no sound :basis in the record for fixing GTE-C"s rate 
• .' I 

of return at a level claimed necesaory to maintain its ew:rent bond, 
rating. In his view,. ·a detexmination of rates on the basis of 
ach.i:eving andj or maintaining· hiqh bond: ratin<p is entirely one 
sided. and' shortchanges. the interests of ratepayers.. Moreover he' ' 
arques there 18. no· evidence, whatsoever. indicating' that Gn-C .would: 
be unable·toma~tain it. current bond ratin~ if the Commission 
does not adopt itsrecommendat10n .. (City of Los Anqeles Brief~ 
p. 7.) 
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... PEA's Posiction 
In its brief, FEA argues that the GTE-C capital structure 

recommendation should not be adopted.. FEA believes, that even the 
ORA proposed 55%. equity, 40.5\ long-texm debt,. 2'.0% short-texm debt 
and 2.5%. prefer:r:ed stock ratio is too equity heavy, prefer.ring 
1nstead a capital structure cont4i%U.ng 50% equity, 45%. debt and 5% 

preferred. stock (but in no event more than 50%. equity). (FEA 

Brief, pp. 3-4.) 
s. Qi8918Sion. 

We do not believe that GTE-C has carried its burden of 
proof on the issue' of the necessity of increasing its common equity 

ratio to 57.2%' in order to, maintain its AA. bond rating. First 45-1 
ORA. points out, when G'rE-C received.' its AA. rating, mathematica~lY 
its equity ratio was 52% (2 Rr',10,3) a In addition ORA notes., there, " 
is still some "maneuvering room It between G'rE-C' s combined. long-tem 
debt/short-term debt recommenda~10n of 40.1\ and the Itunder 42%.
figure listed in the $&1>'s bond rating- criteria. That fact, . 
coupled. with the undisputed. fact that G'rE-C has no plans to. issue 
long-te:cn debt during the 1989 attrition yea::: (Application, p. 
4) 14 supports a recommendation, more in line with that of DRA 

(40.50\ lonq-term debt, 2.00\ short-term debt). 
Los Angeles' Xroman has also, demollStJ:ated that a slight ' 

adjustment in the assumed. differential in bond yields between A and. 

AA bonds to account for. a longer timeframe',,· shows that the annUAl . 
total cost of service for 'the: AA-rate<:i' utility subs:tanti4lly 
exceeds that of the "A,1t utility. 1'he useo! a five-yEtAr data base, 
as. X'ef1ected' durin~ G'rE-C"s eross-examinationof lCroman, does not', 
alter the outcome of Krom.an,.'S demonstration (3,. RT' 3&3: 1-17) a The! 
cost for AA becomes 807.78:, while'the cost for A is. unchanged: 
800.8. 

14 -GTE-C does not at this time anticipate issuing- 'any long-te%m': 
debt durinq the 1989" attrition yea:::.. Instead.,· its construction .: 
proqram and other capital requi:ements will be met through the. SAle·· .• 
of common equity and from internally-generated fund.s." . . 
(Application, pp. 3-4.) . . 
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Both Kroman anel DRA correctly observe that higher bond 
ratings may well result in a reduction in the interest cost 
compOnent, but this reduction is far outweighed by the increase in 

the equity cost component whieh itself has a far more significant 
impact on ~e overall cost of sexvice, if we are to believ~ the 
accuracy of Kroman' s calculations. Dete:mining rate$ on the basis 
of achieving and/or maintaining A high bond, rating may indeed be a 
one-sided view that shortchanges the ratepAyer. 

Moreover, there is no tangible evidence in the record 
indicating that General would'be 'unable to maintain its cur.ren~ 
bond rating if its recommended capital s,trueture were not approved~ 

Finally we note that GTE-C'8 O'Rourke also justif.ied his 
common equity ratio of, 5S% as a'conservAtivemove to reduce 
financial risk and exposure to interest rate vOlatility. He stated 
that the improvement in total equity poSition helps protec~ a 
company aga~t the shock of volatile interest rate increases and 
higher business risk brought,on through increased competition. 
However, his analysis. was not explicitly premised on any formal· 
quantification of these impacts .(Exh,ll)it 7, p~ 3)., 

Taking all of .these matters into ACCOunt, it appears 
reasonAble to' accept ORA'S alternative t~GTE-C's recommended 
capital structure for the 19S9' attrition year. This alte~tive,,, 
with its 55%. equity cap, represents an :£ncrease over the prese~tly. 
authorized percentaqe,but is within the parameters of Value Line' 
projections for 19'8:8 and 1989'; it is also more responsive ~ 
G'rE-C's proposal to the concerns that capitAl structure be c:ost
effective from, the ratepayer perspective. 
D.. COlt of Debt 

':rhere is, no disagreement: among·' the parties' as to, the cost: 
of G"rE-C's embedded long-tam debt for 1989 (9.03%>,. since no- new 
long-term· debt is sc:he<iuledto. beissued'in that year .. 

In its brief, however, GTE-C asserts that the 9 .. 03% cost , •. 
, . 

could change if th&' CoJDDU.ssion denies, its request to .issue $45-

million .in new CODIIIlon equity 1n 1988:, lJ:tJ.d/or finds- that the DR~:-S 
proposed 55', equity ratio is reaaon.al:>le.. GTE-C currently plans. to 
finance its construction pr09%'am in 1989 with$4'S m.111ion in new 

- 4&-
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common equity scheduled to be issued later this year and through 
internally-generated funds, including retained earnings. If the 
new equity is not issued at year-end 1988, GTE';'C arques il:l its 
brief that its common equity ratio will still increase to 
approximately 5~t by year-end' 1989. 15 In its brief, GTE-C asserts 
that it would have to consider increasing its dividend payout ratio 
in order to reduce its equity ratio if the Commission adopts a 
capital structure that does not at least recognize the qrowth in 
its equity ratio from retained earnings; that if it is forced to 
increase its dividend payout~ it would have to consider other 
sources such as new debt to finance its construction proqram in 
1989; that if this option 18- elected, GTE-C' s pre-tax times 
interest coverage would decline further, in turn, placinq 
additional downward pressure on its current bond, ratings 
(Concurrent Brief of GTE-C, p. 8-)~ However, these arguments were 
not developed. on the record, and are premised on certain. facts that 
mayor mAy not transpire depencl.1ng upon the OU'1:come of tlU.s 
decision (i.e., the 57' equity ratiO by year-end 1989). Thus these 
arguments cannot assist the Commission in its deliberations on the 

cost of debt. That cost remains 9.03%, which we adopt for long
term debt for 1989'. 

GTE-C's proposed capital structure assumes a cost factor 
for short-term debt of 8:.75%, compared with DRA.'s a.50\. Both 

estimates are substantially higher th4n the short-term debt cost of 
7.00% used in D.8:7-12-070. However, as the parties acknowledge 
that decision also est~lished the method for forecasting- GTE-C's 

15 'rhe basis for ,this statment, is 2 ~- 117-118. However, at 2 RT" 
lOll 23-10$;7 ~'s witneas O'Rourxetestified that ~/syea:
end common equity ratio is 56-.34%, assuming debt retirements and 
issuance of the $4S .milli:on of common stock. . 0,' Rourke testified. 
that if the cODlllon stock for some reason were not issued#" the year
end 1988: common' equity ratio would' be: 55'- Later on redirect, ,. 
O/Rourke testified that the 19'59 cODlllon equity ratio of 58%: would 
decline by approx1m.ately a full point to. below 57\. if no cODlllon 
equity were issued'in 1989. His recU.reet test'i:mony obviously , 
Assumes the GTE-C-reeommended: CODlllon equity percentaqe is adopted 
in this decision. 
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~ short-term debt costs for attrition years 1989 and 1990: w~he 
reasonable short-term debt cost is ~he Blue Chip Financial Forecast 
Consensus 1-Month Commercial Paper as of October 1 for the 
attrition year." (D.S7-12-070, Finding of Fact 4.) That forecast 

is 8.2\, which we adopt. 

• 

• 

B. Cost of Preferred < Stock 
According to GTE-C~s O'Rourke, the embedded cost of 

preferred. stock will be &.38% in 1988:, dropping to &.3.l% in 1989, 
due to a mandatory redemption of $4 million. The average cost of 

preferred stock for 1989 is estimated to be &.3St. GTE-C has no 
plans, according to 0 'Rourke, to issue preferred stock during the 

• 
1988-19<89 period~ 

DRA calculates the average effective ~vidend rate of 
preferred stock for 19-89 as' &.34\- (Exhiit 9, ~able 4).. 'rhis is an. 

average-year figure which includes changes projected to occur in· 
G'rE-C's- outs-tanding preferred' s-tock due to A mandatory- redemption.:. 

'rhere is virtUAlly no difference in the GTE-C/ORA cost- ' 
:fActor recommendAtions, and we adopt· &.34\ as the cost factor for 
preferred stocx for the 1989~ attrition year. 
F.. Cost of Bguity 

1. S!7"'XY' of ROlf RecO-endatismp, 
The following .tablesmnmor.:Lzes ~e positions of the 

parties: 

Em:a' 
GTE~ 
ORA 
Los Angeles 

BOE <Pe7;centl 

14.50~ 
12.25-12.75* 

13.00 

... Xidpoint recommended ' 

2.. GD-C's Showing 
G'rE-C's financial attrition request. of . $&& million .is ,. 

premised on a 5.7.2\ common. equ.ity ratio, as discussed previously,.: _ . .' 
and" an ROE of 14. s.t.. In G'rE-C... 19'88 test-year rAte case, the 
COIIIIIlission adOpted an ROE for 1988:o:f 12~7S' .. GTE-C.ainta;Lns that, 

the Collllll1ssion ad~ted. 12';' 7St,. which was-' below the 13 .. 25.\ 
'. . 

recommended by the ALJ in his proposed.: decision, because it elected.: 
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not to make approximately $534 million in additional revenues 
subject to refund.pendinq issuance of a final decision in the 
proceedinq durinq the first half of 1988. 16 These revenues were 
associated. with the additional test-year revenue reqllirement 
reductions proposed by DRAin that proceeding. The Commission 
stated that it acted to ~ ••• further reduce the risk that General 
will face in 1988, a reduction which is reflected in our adopted 
return on equity. ~ (D.87-12-070, mimeo. p ... 23 .. ) 

General maintains that its eqlli ty investors are entitled.· 
to a hiqher ROE for the 1989 attrition year than that adopted. in 
0.87-12-070 because of dramatic increases in interest rates in 1988 
over 198.7, and the further substantial increases forecasted for 
1989, as well as serious shortcomings in ORA's DCF and risk premium 
analysis. (Coneurrentbrief of G"rE-C, pp .. 9-10') ..GTE-C maint.aills 

that all of the witnesses in this. proceedinq have recognized these 
chang~g financial cond.1tions, and. have increased their recommend.ecf: 
returns in the .1989' attrition year accorclinqly • 

In support of . its requested.· ROE GTE-C presented. the 
testimony of Joseph F .. Brennan. Brennan was GTE-e"s' witness. in the. 
1988. test year proceeding, during which he recommended a 15% ROE. 
In this proceeding, Brennan has used.' three methoc:loloqies: A single 

stage constant growth DCF model; a modified DCF model;: and the 
Capit4l Asset Pricing Hodel (CAPH) (Exhibit &, Schedule 1, page 1 
of 2).. Brennan's recommended· ROE' of 14.50% represents the midpoint 

" 

16- That d.ecision. was ultimately issued ~ August, 1988 
(D.88-08-0&1) • 
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of the range (14.4% to 15.7%) derived by app1ica~ion of these three 
models. 17 Brennan also provided a risk analysis. 

Brennan believes that re~lated telephone companies have 
greater business risks compared to many other kinds of utility 
companies. He believe's the telephone industry" i$ faced with 
competition for virtually all of its services even at the local 
network access level, and while regulators may help a telephon~ 
utility to preserve its market$ by, for ex~le, prohibiting 
intr~A competition, they cannot preserve many markets for a 
telephone utility in today's environment. Brennan points to 
competitor inroads in the following areas: 

<> Bypass is GTE-C's maj'or competitive threat 
in the exchange marketplace. 

o Competitors cannot build a system for less 
money than G'rE-C, but they price it lower 
because it does not support other parts of 
their bUsiness. This type of competition 
will be driven by high volume users looking 
to reduce their cost for networ~ transport. 

17 In connection with these models Brennan used' 2 barometer g;t"Oups 
of telephone companies as a proxy for Gn-C, whose stock is not, 
publicly traded. The two barometer groups of telephone companies 
included: three independent operating telephone companies: 
(Cincinatti Bell, Inc., RoehesterTelephone Corporation, and 
Southern New England TelecommunicatiOns Co:rp-.) and' seven reqional 
holdinq companies (American Information Technologies. Corp., Bell 
Atlantic Corporation, Bell South Coxporation,. Nynex 
Corporation, Pacific Telesis Group,.' SOuthwestern Bell Corpo:ation, 
OS West, Inc .. ). Brennan. alSo. used a ba:cometergroup ofa gas. 
distribution companies (Exhibit, 5, Schedule 11) as a check on his 
analysis. Additionally, Brennan adjusted upward the market-de:ivec{' 
ROE range fo: h.1.stwo telephone company qx:oupa ..... in recognition 
of a lower investor-perceived.- investment risk for the two telephone' 
groups. compa:cecl to G'rE-C, since these groups were' used' as a proxy , 
for G'r.!-C.. The basis of thi.15 judgment i15 the difference 1». bond 
rating for GTE-C and the average bond rating for each barometer 
qroup of telephone companies." (Exhibit 5-, p. 4 ... ) 
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o Technology has placea the competitor in the 
enviable position of qaininq immediately 
from state-of-the-art technology without 
concern for capital recovery of investments 
in outaated. technology. As a result, 
competitive inro~ds may be made by 
interexchanqe car.riers and. major customers 
lOOking to build their own capacity_ 

o Major competitors may also include cellular 
franchise' holders, larqe business customers 
building their own networks to re~ch IXC 
points of presence (POP'), e. q. , within. 
GTE-C's serv-iee area., other carriers usinq 
CAZV or joint ventured Networks te> bypass 
exchange company services. 

o Major competitors include AT&X-C, Wanq,. and 
Mel, all of whom have high national account 
visibility. (Exhibit~, p. 12.) 

Brennan analyz~d the mArket data for his qrou~of 
comparable companies under the DCF approach, qivinq equal weight to 
the constant growth ~ moael and to a modified model designed to 
recognize an 1nvestor-expected price earnings multiple change~ 

'rhe constant g.rowth DCFmodel ,:based on an analysis of 
publicly rated: common stock, is a technique utilizing Dllll:ket. price, . 
reported earning's per sha:ce and .. dividend payments per share in a' 
calculation te> determine the: impli~!t retu:rn required. . by the 
investor and reflected in the market price- of the- stock (Exhibit S, 
p. 21).. The required. 1mputsax& an estimate' of,the current.· 
dividend yield of a security and an estimate of· the. growth rat& ill 
ea:rnings and. dividends. Brennan derived a constdnt growth ocr cost .. 
of eqaity of ll.6\ for the barometer 'group of independent'telephone 

companies, l2.8%.for the barometer qroup of regional holdinq 
companies,ancl 13 •. 4' for the barometer .group of qas distribution 
companies (Exhibit· S, p ... 341 Exhibit 6·, Sched.ule 16). 

BX'ennan conducted: ~ second. DCF stUdy, . because . he believes' 
there are serious l.im.itat1onS in. the' constant qrowth DC!" model. 
Specifically, he believes that the usumpt1on. in the constant 
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growth DCF computation that investors use a single growth rate for 
the infinite future is unrealistic (Exhibit S, p. 28). He asserts 
that while the typical DCF model proceeds from the premise that the 
rate of growth reflected in the price of stock is a particular rate 
over time, in fact, the growth rate can and does vary from period 
to period. 

Brennan's modified DCF analysis is rooted 'in the belief 
that investor behavior is better explained. by considering several 
independent variables such as changes in price earnings ratios, 
various industry-specific factors, and various company-specific 
financial characteristics such as common equity ratios (Exhibit S, 
pp. 36-37, Appendix B; Concurrent Opening Brief ofGTE-C, p. 19). 

Brennan took into account' dividends expected over the 
next 12 months in developing his. divi.dend yield and the growth in 

value related. to next year's expected earnings, and an assumed 
expected price-ea:rnings multiple increase of O.2S times. Using 
this approach, Brennan der~ved a .cost-of-common equity of 13-.4\ f~r . 
the independent telephone group, 1S.3\ for the seven regional 
holcl1ng comapn1es, and: 15.9' for the gas d.istribution compani,es 
(Exhibit S, pp. l7-33). 

Brennan averaged. the results of his two DCF" analyses to 
derive the following common equity recommendation:: 12.5% for the 
three independents; 14.1% for· the seven regional holding companies;: 
and 14. ,%, for· the gas distribut!.on companies' (Exhibit s., p. 3:S; 

Exhibit &, SChedule 1). 
Brennan also perfomed a third study using the CAPM 

model. 'Onder the CAPM approach the expected rate of return is 
dete~ed by a risk-free rate of return plus a market premium 
proportional to the nondivers1fiable risk. The nondiversifiable 
risk is obtained by the application of a beta (an indication of the: 
xelative risk of the security to the risk of 'the market). Betas 

are publishecl, by, among others, Value Line., (Exhibit S, p .. 38..) 
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Brennan used Treasury Bond yields to determine the 
appropriate risk-free rate of return using September '88 'l'-Bond 
yield forecasts (9.7%) and also Treasury- Bond yield forecasts of 
Value Line and Blue Chip for the year 1989 (8.8~ and 9.7t, 
respectively). Based on these sources he concluded thAt a 
reasonable estimate of the risk-free rate for 1989 is 9.3t. 

He next determined the appropriate market premium by 
determing three to five-year forecasts of capital gain yields on 
common stock investments. These forecasts indicate' a projected 
annual capital appreciation of 15.83%. ~en the average annual 
dividend yield of 3.1% is added to the average annual Appreciation, 
the total market return is 18.9\. The total market return less the 
9.3\ return on a risk-free investment produces a market premium of,', 

9.&\. 
Brennan also considered ,historical risk' premiums, relying: 

on a 7.4\ fiqure for the period 192&' to 1987 published in 1988: by, '. 
Ibbotson and Associates. By giving equal weight to his projected 
risk premium and to. the' historical risk premium issued by Ibbotson' 
and Associates, Brennan concluded that the appropriate market 
premi.um, to use in the CAPK computAtion· is tt.S%' (Exhibit S, p .. 40). 
Brennan's CAPX-derived, common equity cost' is. 15.0\ for the three 
independents, 16·.8\ for the Beven RHCs, and 15,.2\ for the eight gas 
distribution companies.' (Exhibit 5:, p .. 40 .. ) 

Finally, as noted in Exh1bit 6-, Schedule 1, Brennan 
" inc:reased. both the hiqh end and the loW' end of his range by O·.2\. to 

recognize the fact that GTE-C"s bond ratings are beloW' the- average:,: 
ratings of either of the othe:r two- telecommunicatiOns groups used : 
in his analysis. Given the fact that GTE-C's, boncl- :rating is AA
.whereas, the two telephone company groups "employed as. proxies. c~' 
average bond ratinqs of AA or' AAA, Brennan concluded that the 
investor-requi:red, ROE' forGTE-C should: :be increased, by at least 
0.2\ to- :recognize this difference in ·risk. IUs' resultinq, ROE :range' 

, , 

is 14.4\ to 15,.7\; his specific ROE recollllllGndation is 15.\, the . 
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midpoint of the range. However, aB reflected in ~e testimony of 
GrE-C's 0' Rourke, GTE-C' s request in this proceeding is premise<! on 
an ROE of l4.St. 

3. DBA" ShO!!inq 

DRA. witness Blunt recommends a· return on equity for the 

1989 attrition year of l2.50', premised on a recommended range of 
l2.25t to l2.75'. Blunt used ~e :ocr and risk premium 
methodologies; however, he initially selected 24 telecommunications 
and' gas distribution companies (group·), based on comparability of 
business and financial risks to GTE-C. He selected 
telecommunications and gas distribution companies whose cumulative 
bond rating i8 identical to GTE-C' s rating. Further, the qroups' 
average equity ratiO is similar to GTE-C's current common equity 
ratio.. And,. the seven independent telephone compani~s and seven 

regional holding companies included in the qroup are engaged in 

similar business pursuits. They are regulated or have subsidiaries 
that a:~ regulated. The gas distribution companies are selected . 
):)ecause they are experiencing similar business risks moving from a, 
near monopoly to- a more competitive envi:on:ment. 

Blunt states that since cl.ivestitu:re, telecommunications 
utilities have been expressing fears about the threat of bypass and: 
its detrimental effects on their earnings .and: market sbare. 
However, Blunt believes there ia'-solid evidence that the threat of 
bypass baa yet to affect G'rE-C'.s. earnings, since there has :been a 
54.3' increase in earnings sincedives.titu:ce (Exhjhit 9, p .. 42). 

Blunt asserts that using a market-driven analysis (such as OCF and .. 

risk premium) will accoWltfor and. reflect any solid evidence of 
increased competition anc1 its adverse impact on earnin9's. 

Blunt's DC!". OllAlysis is smmnarized at Exh;bit 9, 
Table l1.. '!'he results of Blunt'lS 4D41ys1s were previously 
c1eacribe4 in connection with Pacific Bell's financial attrition 
application, supra... Th.U. analysis produced a composite group 
averaq8 investor-required. return on equity of 12 .. 21\ and 12.34t 
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when the average 3-month and 6-month'expected yields are combined 
with average growth rate (Exhibit 9, 'table 17). Blunt's DCY 
analysis included no. adjustment for flotation CO$t5, as discussed 
earlier in this opinion. 'the market-to-book ratio for G'rE-C is 
166, and G'rE-C does not plan. to iasue common stock equity during 
1989. Blunt relied upon tbese facts to support his arqument that 
there is no reason to adjust the results of the ocr analysis for 
flotation costs. Blunt also used the risk premium analysis to 
support his recommendation. His. application of that analysis is 
discussed in detail in connection with Pacific Bell's application, 
supra. 

4. Los Angeles' ShOwing 
Kroman recommends a return on common equity of 13% for 

the 19'99 attrition year. 
Initially Kroman asserts that G'rE-C has failed to meet 

its burden of proof because its rate of return showing relies upon 
subjective and flawed' methodologies.. More specifically, lCroman 
assets that both the DCF and'CAPKmethodologies pre-select market 
data which produce numbers that can be fitted· into- neat,. simplistic 
fcn:mulaa· said to produce investors' expected. and required return on . 
common eqnity.. Be believes that: . 

.. oo .... inasmuch as the OCF' fo:cmula is stated. in 
te%2DS of dividend, yield plus growth rate,. it is 
obvious that the result is' a Simple',. direct 
function of whatever dividend yield or ma:xet 
price the . analyst chooses to- select. 'the 
p:r:opo15ition that anyone can accurately 
ascertain and specify by single number the 
widely diverse expectations of some. 47-million 
investors is patently incredible." (Los. 
Anqeles' Brief, p. ~.) 

~o test whether GTE-C's ocr numbers have investment 
relevance r Kroman perfo:cned a correlation analysiSi between (1) a. 

luge investment advisoxy service's "buy-holcl'-sell" recommendations. ' 
on 78: electric: util.:tties, and (2) the difference' between each 
lltUity's most recently recorded return· on ,average common &qIlity 
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and. i 'eS DCF-dete:rmined cost of common equity. Loqically and 
realistically, Kroman states that one would expect that investors 
would be advised. to' sell stocks in utilities not earning their cost 
of equity, buy stocks which are eaminq above their eqtlity costs, 
and hold those stocks which are ea:rninq at about their equity cost. 
However, the results of Kxoman's regres8ion analysis show thAt 
whether or not a utility is earning its DCF-determined cost of 
equity has virtually no' effect on the advice recommendations 
offered. to investors.. (Los Angeles. Brief, po .. 11; Exhibit 12,. 
pp. 11-12.) 

With all of its faults, Xroman believes that the ocr 
model is still superior to the CAPKmodel. The critical ,factor in 
the CAP!! fo:cnula, the beta, is based' upon past relative stock price. 
movements and is thus incapable of predietinq' future re14tionships.: 
ltroman also- criticizes G'rE-C"S CAPK methodology for reliance on 
interest rates forecuts. 

At bottom, Xroman agrees with the observation of ,this 
Commission in·D.87-12-070 thAt'v4riations in the result obtained. 
from these mod.elaareindicative of their limited value as guides,. 
and. that the CommiSSion must .exercise its judgment rather rely on 
any p4rticular methodology'in determf.nfng the cost· of common equity. 

(D.S7-12-070, mimeo. Po.: 22). 

Kroman's second maj'or argument is that G'.rE-C',8- business 
and. fiMncial risks. have not chang-ed apprec:il2bly since the 
Commission last authorized, a reasonable rate of return in' 
D.87-12-070. Kroman believes that GTE~ha8 engAged in'a strateq,y 

, , 

of eXAggeration, and has failed' to produce objective, independent, 
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or disinterested evidence relative to risk as seen by the outside 
investment community.lS 

A further flaw in GTE-C's risk allegations is the failure 
~o distinguish between changes in absolute risks and changes in 
relative risks. Kroman maintains that increased risks are 
currently affecting not only telecommunications utilities (or 
GTE-C in particular) but the ent.ire, spectrum of AlIlerican business .. 
He points to data indicating the number of long-tem, debt rating, 
changes which S&P tabulated for the full year 198& and the first 
half of 1988, segregated among industrial companies, utilities, and' 
other companies.. Accordinq to X%'oman, that evidence demonstrates 
that not one teleeo~cations utility was downgraded in this time . ' 

period (Exhibit 13, Table &, 1>. 6,) .. 

Kroman. also- exemined financial community credit
worthi.ness comments. focused on the telecommunications indus'tJ:y in 

general and G're-C in particular .. (See Exh1J)it13,. Tables 12,. 13, 
and 14.) He states that ~e telecommunications services industry 
1sqenerally viewed' favorably and that the trend to riskiness is 
not reflected in issuance of investor alaxms.. Be points to 'ce:rta.in I 
comments .in Moody's Bond Survey concerning proposed. new long-de:bt 
issues as beinq inconsistent with the,util.ity-'s pessimi.st1c claims. ,: 

Kroman maintains that the' process of dete~ining rate of 
retu%n requires the application of informed-, fair, and well- -
balanced judgment, and that the evidence .relied. upon must be 
complete and. crediJ)le.. Be ,maintains that, economic conditions and 
the level of 1nterest rates are significant elements to- l:>e 
considered in arriving At a recommendation for a fair rate of 

18" Por example, Itroman "1ntrocluced. evidence demonstrating that the 
debt ratings of the larqe telephone. utilities are vastly superior " 
to- those of most of the electric utilities (Exhil>it 13, TAbles l 
and 2, pp. 1-2) • 
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return,and that current conditions do not differ substantially from 
the conditions existing at the time 0.87-12-070 was issued. 

Kroman has also. developed data indicative of the 
clirection and mo.qnitude of change in the cost of common equity, 
comparing conditions shortly before issuance of O.87-l2-070 with 
more recent economic developmen1:s.. (See Exhibit l3, Table lS, p. 
16; Table 16, p. 17 .. ) For six independent telecommunications 
companies, the cost of common equity has decreased" on average by 
2-1/2 percentage points. Similarly, for seven regional holding 
companies the average indicated decrease in the cost of common 
equity was 3 percentaqe points. A comparison of G'.re-C'S prl.o:c &ld 

current submissions for three independent telephone companies, 7 

RHes and a gas distributors (Mr.. Brennan" s proxy groups.) 
demonstrates no change at all in an average of the averaqes of the·· 
tb:r:ee groups of comp4:tJ.i.es.. (Exhibit 13, Table 17, p-. 18. .. ) 

Xroman also performed a-correlation analysis Over the 
period July 1, 1969 through December 22, 1987, reviewing 'General's • . ' 

authorized rates of return oneommon equ'ityand the prime interest' 
rates preva.ilinq at the times~f such authorizat'ions.. The result" 
shows a coefficient of. c:leteXDlination between authorized returns on •... 
common eqaity and. the corresponding interes.t rates of o. 72S\

(Exhibit 13~ Chart 3,. p. 23).. Thus, nearly three-quartersof the 
variations of ROE may be explained. by variations in the prime .rate •... 
Xroman does not recommend that such a simplistic approach be- solel~: 

and c:l1rectly employac:l' t~ determine a proper return on common 
equ.ity.. However, these data clearly e8tablish' that there has 

logically been a significant correlation between the applie~t's 

authorized ROE and the prime1nterest rate. .The mathematical 
result of this anlayais produces a l2 .. 9'3.' return on, common eqt1ity 
at a 10' pr.:Lme interest rate. (Exhibit l2·,. p .. 2S). 

F1nally,. E:roman. alae> explored' the relationship- ))etween 
the return on common equity· and the correspondinq·,pre-tax interest 
coveraqe for the applicant, s1Dee GTE-Cemphas.f.zed, its importance . 
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.. 
during these proceedings. Kroman accordingly observes that GTE-C 
could achieve a pre-tax interest coverage implicit in 0.87-12-070 
with a very modest ROE of approximately 11%. 

In sum, Kxoman coneludes that since the Commission last 
fixed GTE-C~s return. on common eqnity at 12.75-% for test-year l588, 
short-te~ interest rates have risen modestly, but no other 
significant changes have occurred which should markedly inerease 
G'rE-C~s cur.rent business. or financial rislas. KroXXUUl submits that 

an allowance for common equity of 13 .. 0% with a correspondinq 
overall rate of return set at 11.23-% together represent the highest 
rates justified by an accurate and complete consideration of the 
record. 

S. lEA's Position 
In its brief submitted in this proceeding, FEA argues . 

that the record justifies no, hig-her than the 10 .. 7'3% overall rate of:" 
return which would result from the lower end of ORA witness Blunt~s 
cost of equity range (12.25%)... In FEAr 8 view, there are absolutely: 
no indications in. the economy that the cost of capital will even' 
approach 15%, as G'rE-C~s witnesses assert, during the next year. 

fi.. W', Po.ition 
In 1ta brief submitted: in thJ.B. proeeedJ.ng, API asserts 

that G'rE-C's cost of equity analysis is. upwardly biased and should 
. be rejected.. More specif.ically, API . challenges- Brennan's-
conclusion that the seven reqionalBell. telephone companies and. the" 
eight distribution companies--wbich produce retUX'nS. of 14.1\ And: 

14.7%:espectively--are comparable for cost of capital pu::poses to 
GTE-C. API 'notes that the only other group of non-Bell 'relephone .. 
Companiesexem:ined in Brennan~8 DCF analysis-produced. 4n expected 
equity retw:n of 12·~5'.. API concludes that Brennan's DCF analysiS 
thus. produced upwardly· biased· equity cost estimates .. 

API also disputes : the results of Brennan~s CAPK analysis. •. 
It challenges. Brennan's historical risk premium analyais as an 
unau1table proxy for future investor expectatlons. API also-
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chAllenges Brennan" $ foreca$ted risk premium, b4.sed on his 
testimony that he used a market appreciation rate of 80% over a 
four-year period (API Brief, p. 5).. API notes that Brennan failed 
to answer questions put to him as to whether GTE-C's stock had 

experienced such appreciation over the last four-year period... (API

Brief, p. 5.) 

In sum, API asserts that G'rE-C's cost of equity 
recommendation should. be rejeetedand that the Commission should 
rely upon the recor.d. evidence submitted by the other parties in 
this proceeding .. 

7.. oiscus,ion 
The recommended ROEs. ranqe from DRA's 12'.25%-l2 .. 75\, to 

:t.os Angeles' 13.0\, to- GTE-C's 14.50%-. The various ROE models 
employ differinq assumptions and imputs, and. are in that sense,. 
imperfect prOxies for calculating' the investor-required return on 
equity. It is apparent 'Chat all of these models have their flaws, 
and,. as we have routinely stated in past decisions, the models' 
should not be used- rigicUy or as definitive- proxies for the 
deter.minAtion of the investor-required- return on equity. For 
example,. Los Angeles' Kroman criticizes GTE-C'"s use of the DCF' 

model and the CAPX model, and. generally believes that other 
factors, such as interest rate levels and economic conditions a:re 
more vAluable tools.. API ,crit1c1zes GTE-C'" sCAPM and DCF analyses
more spec1fically. G'I'E-C itl5elf spent'much time and effort 
criticizing ORAl's use of the constant growth. DCF methodology and 
ORA's selection of the companies- included in. its-))a:ometer g;roup._ 
GTE-C . Also accuses DRA of manipulating- the imput data in its risk 
premium analysis. Clearly, the arguments over inconsistencies.· in 
the use of these models arB not confined. to the ROE show!ng a:Jly one 
party .. 

With particular reference to DRA"s cost of capital 
analysis,- we are not convinced- by GTE~'"8 4rqwDenta thit DRA ha$ 

manipulated. the aelect10n of companies' in ita berometer group- in 
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order to obtain a predetermined outcome (i.e., a lower ROE). On 
cross-examination by the City of San Diego, DRA's witness clarified. 
that exclusion of three new telephone companies and 'one gas company 
(inclusion of which G'rE-C objected. to.) resulted in a reduction in 

the discount rate of approximately 10 to. lS· basis. points; 
therefore, by including the, companies DRA's witness concluded that 
the result of the OCF analysis was actually increased. (Tr. Vol. 3, 

p. 310) .. 
We believe that the observation o.f a utility witness in 

an earlier Pacific ~elephone general rate case (cited ~ Los 

Angeles' Brief, at p. 9) bears repeating: 
~~o get empirical about it i~ almost impossible 
unless one could. cl.i.mb inside the mind o.f the 
common stock investor and know exactly what 
growth rate, he is anticipating. That has 
always. been impossible. No. metbodolO9Y I know 
of, incluc11nq 'the widespread.· use of DCF, is. 
able to- cl1mb ina ide the heads of all investors 
and come up: with the righ.t numbers, primarily 
because where on~ can use the mechanics o.f 
multiplying a retention rate times a pro.jected 
rate· of return on equity, that'only gives you 
growth from plow-back, which is only one-third' 
of the equation possibly. 'rhe other two- ways 
for earnings to increase is if the investor is 
antcipating, some improvement in the company"s 
actual rate of return on equity, and', then a 
third is the sale of stock above book value • 
• "'''' .. .. CA. 8:3-0'1-022, ~.. Pl>.. 692-693.) 

At bottom, the models are only helpful as rough gauges of 
the realm of reasonableness. In the final analysis we must rely. on 

" I, 

inf02:med judgment rather than on any particular formula approach. to 
establish the reasonable return on common· equity.. To do. so, we 

assess the forecasts of overall economic conditions, the range of 
returns earnec1 by comparable compan:Les, ,and the relative risks 
faced: by the particular utility under consideration (D.87-12-070, 
p. 20). In December 198-7 when we last· reviewed G'rE-C's cost of 
equity, the pr.1me interest rate was S .. 7% to- 9' .• 00',. the discount 
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rate was &.00%, the Dow Jones Utility Bond Average stood at 8$.90, 

and the Dow Jones Utility Stock Average at 178.05.. At the time 
hearings were held in this matter,' the prime rate was 10\, and 

other short-te~ interest rates haa also· increased since year-end 
1987, althouqh to- a lesser extent. Long-term. utility Dond yields 
are now a full percentaqe point lower than at the time of 
0.87-12-070 and stock yields are about 25· basis points lower. The 
Dow Jones Averaqes remain at about their. former levels. In 
add1tion, GTE-C projects no new outside finanCing for the 1989 
attrition year, whereas it had .projected such a need. in ;i.ts last 
rate ease. 

This underscores ~the qreat. weight of the evidence in this' 

proceeclinq that GTE-C's levels of business and/or financial risk 
for attrition year 19S9 are no g.reater th4n they were a-e the t:ime 
0.87-12-070 was issued·.. Indeed·, the improved equity ratio ",dopted: 
in this decision is a positive factor for GT.&-C~ While GTE-C has 
arc;ued .that it is. entitled· to an. increase, in. its cu.r:rently 
authorized 12' .. 75% ROE ):)eeause that figUre was premised· ona lower 
risk now,eljminated with issuance of 0 .. 88-08-0&1, we believe any 
such increase should be m:Jnfmel,. in reeogn:it1on of the increase in, 
short-te:cn interest rates s£nce year-end: 1987. All things 

considered, we believe that a reasonable ROE for attrition year 
1989 is 13.00%. This fiqu:re. is well within the ranqe of 
recommendations in the record·, and falls at neither extreme. 
nndingp of loct, 

1. In its. 1989 financial attrition appl:ication, Pacifie Bell. 
sought to decrease its. authorized· intrastate rate of retu:rn from. 
12_12\ to 11 .. 96% premised, on an· ave%'aqe debt· cos.t of 9.21%, a ' I 
cOIIIIIlOn eqg.ity retuxn of 14.00', and a capital st::ucture composed. of· 
42.5\ debt and 57 .. 5% ,equj.ty. 

2. SUed on· the test;lJuony served prior to. the scheduled. 
cOIIID8ncement of hearinqa, the parties' 1989 attrition year 
rec:OIIIIDendations varied: greatly in' such matters as the appropriate·· 
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percentaqe of common equity to be reflected in the capital 
structure, the elimination of preferred stock, and the cost factor 
applicable to common equity. 

3. On the day evidentia:ry hearings were scheduled to begin, 
~acific Bell and ORA indicated they were close t~ settlement of all 
issues. The settlement proponent& thereafter continued 
negotiations, which involved all parties in the proceeding .. 

4. The partie& reached an agreement resolving all issues end 
presented a Settlement Agreement and Stipulation (Appendix ]3. 

hereto) signed by all parties.. Bay Area Teleport, Western Bw:qlar . 
and Fire AlcUm Association; and TORN signed the agreement, 
indicating that they did not oppose its adoption; all other parties 
spec.ifically requested that the Commission adopt the settlement. 

S.. The parties have agreed that for intrastate ratemoJd.ng . 
puxposes, Pacific Bell's 198-9 attrition year rates shall be based: 
on: (1) a 13 .. 00' return on common equ.ity; (2) a 9 .. 21\ average cost 
of debt; (3) a capital ratio compose<l of 43 .. 75% debt and SQ. .. 2S\ 

equ.ity; and (4) a 11 .. 34% overall. rate of return. 
S. Although the settlement proponents did'not comply with 

Rule Sl .. l(b) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 
which requires the convening of at leas't one conference with at· 
least 7 days. advance notice and opportunity to participate provid~., 
to all parties for the pw:pose ofdiscuss1nq stlpulat.1.ons and . 

settlements in a given proceeding', the proponents." extensive and. 
successful efforts to- involve all· parties in the process after 
October 17 were sufficient to' justify granting a waiver from. Rule 
Sl.l(b) • 

7... Pursuant t~ Rule 51.1 (e), an uncontested, settlement, such. 
as that presented: by the parties. in A.88-07-019', will not be 

,approved unless it is reasonable ,in light o,f .the whole record.,. 
consistent with law, and in the pU):)lic interest. > 

8. We will adopt the uncontested. settlement agreement as I 
reasonable because" on the whole, it is with.:ln the range· of 
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recommendations presented to us in testimony served prior to 
settlement: further it is in the public interest to the extent that 
it will provide ratepayers the immediate benefits of a reduced 
revenue requirement. 

9. In its 1989 financial attrition application GTE-C sought 
to increase its authorized intrastate rate of return from 10.90\ to . 
12.08\, premised on a long-tem. debt cost of 9'.03\, short-term debt 
cost of 8:.75%, preferred stoek cost of 6·.35\, and common equity 
return of 14.50\, and a capital structure composed of 38:-2\ long
term debt, 1.9\ short-tem debt, 2.7% preferred stock, 4%ld 57.2% 
common equity. 

10. While capital structure was an issue in dispute for the 
1989' attrition year, all witnesses supported some increase in the 
presently authorized 53.5% equity percentage (DRA. recommended SSt 

and GTE-C ,5.7 .. 2%).' 

11. GTE';"C asserted tMt. its requested: 57 .. 2'% equity percentage .... 
was key to maintaining its' current AA bond.·~ rating, but evidence 
presented. by DRA. tended to· demonstrate that· GTE~C has. adclitional 
flexibility prior to reaching the Standard & Poor"s 42% quideline 
for. the AA rating, and that the additional equity bu:i:.ld'-up may not 
be cost-effective from.the ratepayer perspective. 'rhese eost
effectiveness conce;r:ns· were validated by the' calculations. of x.os 
Angeles' witness. which challenged G'rE~'''s assertions that 'the ltotAl 
cost of service is lower for AA rated util:i:.ties than for A rated 

utilities. 
12. GTE-C asserts that it has no plans t~ issue long-ter.m 

debt during the 1989 attrition year. 
13. 'rhere i5 no tangible evidence in the record: indicating 

that G'rE-C would be unable to- maintAin. its current~ bond ra'ting if 

1 ts recommended cap! tal atructUX'e were not approved: .. 
. 14. Higher bond' rat1ngs. may well reduce. interest costs, but 

in the case of GTE-Cra proposedcapit4l structure, the benefits of 
this reduct.ton may be outweighed; by an increase· in the equity" cos't 
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component, which has a more significant impact on the overall cost 
of service. 

1~. DRA recommended capital structure, including its S~% 
equity percentaqe cap, which represents an increase oyer ~e 
presently authorized percentage, is reasonable in line with Value 
Line projections for 1988: and 19S9, and is more responsive than 

G'rE-C's proposal to the cost-effectiveness concerns discussed 
herein. ' , 

16. Cost factors of 9.03% for long-term debt, 8:.2% for short
tem debt, and 6,.34 % for preferred stoek are virtually undisputed. 
and,. on thatl:>asis, reason4ble for adoption for attrition year 
1989'. 

17. Since December 19S7,. when we last reviewed GTE-C's cost 
of equity,. short-ter.m interest rate~ have risen modestly~ but no 
other signi.f1co.nt chang-es hAve occurred which. would markedly 
increase GTE-Crs current business or finanCial risks. Indeed the 
improved equity ratio adopted~ in this decision is a positive factor 
for·G":E-C. 

lB:. Baaed on our analysis of overall economic conditions, the ',' 
rang-e of retm:na earned, by comparable, companies illustxated.. 1n the 
various models used. s.n thisproeeedinq, and the relative risks 
faced~ by GTE-C,. a reasonable ROE for attrition yelJr 1989 is 13.00%; , I' 
this results in an overall rate of retw:n ofll.13%.. 
~lU1oDa of Lmr 

1. The pa:rt1ea' request for waiver of, Rule 51.1 (1)) of the 
Rules of Practice and. Proced.ure should b& granted because, the due 
process protections embodied in these prOvision were effectively, 
albeit belAtedly, extended.' to all parties by the settlement 
proponents. 

2. The terms. and con~tioD$ of. the settlement Agreement and' 
Stipulation (Appendix a. hereto) , embodyin9'. A complete, totAl, and 
uncontested settlement ofA.88-07-019"ahould be adopted., in 
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furtherance of the ratepayer interest in immediate reco9nition of 
Pacific Bell's reduced revenue requirement for attrition year 19S9. 

3. G'l'E-C has not carr.ie<i 1 ts. burden of proof justifying- 4n 

increase in its common equity ratio from the 53.S0t adopted in 

December 1987, to 5-7 .. 2\'. 
4. ORA's recommended capital structUX'e for GTE-C, incluc1i:lq 

its 55% equity percentage cap, should be adopted for the 1989 
attrition year. 

50. Cost factors of 9'.03%, for lonq-te:z:m debt, 8.2\ for short
tem clebt, and 6.34\. for preferred. etock should be adopted for the 
1989 attrition year. 

6. A retw:n on common equity of 13 .. 00\. should be adopted for I 
GTE-C for attrition year 1989', resultinq in an overall rate of , 
return of 11.13%. 

ORPER 

tt IS ORDERED that:: 
1.. The followi.nq cost of capital is. aclopted for Pacifie Bell 

for attrition year 1989': in accordance with the te:cns of the 
Settlement Aqreement and Stipulation hereby adopted in its, 
entirety: ' 

Lonq-tem oebt 
Pl:'e~erred Stock 
,ComlXJ.on Equity 

.', Total 

Adopted,' Coot of capital. 

Capital Cost 
BA.ti~ Factor 

43-.7S% 9' .. 21% 

5.0. 25· 13.00 

100.00% 

weiqhted: 
Cost 

4.029-% 

7'. 312' 

ll.34% 

2. The tel:m8 of the Settlement Aqreement and Stipulation 
attach~ hereto as. Appendix :S' are- incorporat~' herein. 

l. On or before December. 28, 198a, Pacific Bell shAll have 
fUed, advice letters andlor supplemental 'advice ·letters pursuant to ' .. 
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General Order 96-A to implement its 1989 attrition allowance 
effective January 1, 198:9, based on (1) our resolution issued t0d4y 
in connection with its 1989 operational attrition advice letter 
filing, and (2) its financial attrition showing,. as adjusted tc> 
reflect the rate of return adopted herein. Such advice letter 
shall alsc> reflect the bill and keep surcharge!surcredit mechanism 
developed in response to the directives of D'.88-08-024,. and 
designed to coordinate the reflection of current memoranda account 
balances in rates with ,1989 attrition, and interLATA and intraLATA 
SPF-to-SLtr changes, using an estimated 1989 billing base .. 

4. The following cost of capital is adopted for GTE 
californ;La Incorporated (GTE-C) for attrition. year 1989: 

MODt~'· '213£ 2f C4DilCAl 

Capital. COat Weighted' 
~C!!IpOMDt RAtio laC't2r e2st 

Long-te:rm Debt 40.50% 9 .. 03~ 3' .. 6&% 
Short-te:rm Debt 2 .. 00 8:.20 0.16-
Preferred Stock 2'.50 6 .. 34 0 .. 16 ' 
Common Equity 55.00 13 .. 00 ~' 

TotAl 100.00' 11 .. 13.\ :\ 
5. on or before December 28:, 1988 GrE-C shall have filed. 

advice letters and/or supplemental advice letters pursuant to 
General Order 96-A to implement its 1989 attrit10n ,allowance, ' 
effective January 1, 198:9', based: on (1) our resolution issued today, 
in connection with 1ts 1939- operational attrition advice letter 
filing, and" 2) its financial attrition showing, as. adjusted'to 
reflect the rate of return adopted herein. Such advice letter 
shall also reflect the: ))111 and keep surcharqe/surcredit mech1mjsm:" 
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aeveloped in response to the directives of O.SS-OS-02~, and 
designed ~o coordinate the reflection of current memoranda account 
balances in rates with 1989 attrition, ana interLATA ana intraLAXA 
SPF-tO-SLU changes, using an estimated 1989 billing base. 

This order is effective today. 
Oate~ DeCember 19, 1988, at San Francisco, califo=nia. 

STANLEY W.. IroI..:E:'I":! 
President 

DONALD v:tAL 
FREOERICKR:. DO'OA 
G. M:tTCHEI,L w:tLK 
JOHN B .. O!:tA.N'DN 

We will file a written concurring opinion'. 

I s I ST.ANI.EY W.. Ht7LE'l"r 
President 

/s/ G. MITCHELL WILK 
Commissioner 

I will file a writteneo~eurrin9',opi;nion .. 

Is!' DONALD VIAL· 
Commissioner .. 

I'will file a written conecirrinq opinion. 

lsI FREDERICK R... OtmA 
Commissioner 
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APPBNDXX A 

List 9t ARPearanees 

Applicant in A.88-05-009: Rufus <i, Thayet:, Attorney at Law, Hassan 
Mirza and Ierry Mowrey, tor Division of Ratepayer Advocates. 

Applicant in A.88-07-017: Richard K. Cahill and Kenneth K. Oke!, 
Attorneys at Law, tor GTE-California, Incorporated. 

Applicant in A.88-07-019: Qanitl J, McCarthy and Michael D. 
Sasser, Attorneys at Law, for Pacific Be~l. 

Interested Parties: Kart BarmoU,. Attorney at Law, for Toward 
Utility Rate Normalization;' ·Pelavin,Norberg &: Beck, by Alvin R. 
pelavin, J:§ttrev F. bek, Lizbeth M. Mottis, Attorneys at Law, 
John S' .. Enqel, Attorney at Law, and A .. J. smithson, for Citizens 
Utilities company ot Calfiornia; g. Garth" Blac.k and Hark B. 
Shull, for Roseville Telephone Company: Ottick, Herrington & 
sutcliffe, by Robert J. Gl:oistein, Attorney at Law, and. 'l'homas 
J. Burke, for Contel of CAlifornia, Inc.; Randolph W, Deutsch, 
Richard A. Bromley, Attorneys at ,Law, for A1'&:T' communications, 
Inc.: John W. Witt,. Cit~ Attorney, l:>y Hilliam S. Shatrnn and 
Leslie Girard,. Deputy C:ity Attorneys, tor City of san Dieqo: 
C. Hayden Ames, Attorney at Law, for ChicJcerinq &: Greg-ory: ,1eny 
Appleby by Ken Joseph for Jerry Appleby-security Pacific 
Automation Company: Benj·ufnH. piclcens« J;:.,. Attorney at Law, 
tor API Alarm- systems;: Earl Kiebolas seUw, Attorney at LaW,. for 
Bay Area Teleport: Cecil Or Simpson. Jr., Attorney at LaW,. for 
U.S. DeparbDent ot Defense and all other Federal EXecutive 
Agencies: $l!:lley Ilene smith, Assistant City Attorney, for City 
of Los Angeles.;: Manyel lQ:oman. and Sidney J:. Hepp,. appearinc;r tor 
thesel ves. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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APPENDIX a 

BEFORE THE PUBt.IC UTlt.ITIES COMMISSION OF THE STA.TE OF CALIFORNIA 

) 

In the Matter of the Application ) 
of PACIFIC BELL (U 1001 C), ) 
a corporation, for a r~vie ..... of its ) 
cost of capital and capital structure. ) 

----------------------------------) 

'r7'I~ FD 1'. ; ,,'f.-/ ........ . 

?:.!SL:"; :jT:~:n~S C,j:;;~;;:S!ON 

OCT 2 0 1928 

SAN r;::.;..:-;c::.:c C':rlC:; 

ApplicAb~on 88-07-019 

MOrION POR WAIVER PORSUANT TO ROL&Sl.lO AND 
MOTION TO ADOPT SETTt.EMENT AGREEMENT' AN']) STIPULATION 

In Orderin9 Para9raph, NO:_ 3 of Resolution T-12079, ciated 

April 13, 198:8:, the California Public Utilities Commission 

("Commission") order~d pacific Bell ("Pacific") to' file an' 

application,. testimony and exhibits for cap,ital structure and 

cost of capital review for 198'9'_ In response,. on, July '15,. 1988, 

the Application of Pacific Bell for a Revievof its,Cost of . 
Capital and Capital Structure (A.88-07-019) along 'With. supporting 

testimony and exhibits (hereinafter "Pacific's Application·) "'as 

filed by Pacific. with the Commission. Pr~pared testimony vas 

also submitted by the Commission~s Divisio·n: of Ratepayer 

Advocates (·DRA"), the City of·I.os Angeles ("City of L.A.·), and 

the O.S. Department of Defense and all other Federal Executive 
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Agencies ("000"). The matter 'Was set for hearings beginning 

October 17, 1988. 

Pursuant to discuss ion.s held on. the first day o·f 

scheduled hearings, the parties to· Pacific's Application agreed 

and stipulated, for intrastate ratemaking purposes, that Pacific 

Bell's 1989 attrition year rates shall be based upon the 

follo..,ing: 

1. The return on common equity for Pacific for 

attrition year 1989 shall be 13 percent; 

2. The average cost of debt for Pacific for 

attritio.n year 1989' s.hall be 9.21 percent; 

3 .. The debt and equity ratio utilized to.' set 

rates for Pacific fo·r· attrition year 198:9 

shall be 43 .. 75· percent debt and 5&.25, percent 

equi ty, and the actual debt and equity ratio, 

may vary; 

4. The. rate of return onto.tal capital fo·r 

Pacific for attritio.n year 1989 shall be 11.34 

percent. 

A summary of the reco.mmendations of Pacific, the DRA, 

the City of L.A.., and the DOD, and the terms of this Settlement 

Agreement and Stipulatio.n ("Agreement") vith respect to Pacific·s 

Application, are set· fo.rth belovo. 
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Comparison of Parties' Recommendations 
.... ith the Proposed Settlemerit Agreement and Stioulation 

, Debt 

% Preferred 
Stoek 

% Equity 

Cost of 
Debt 

Cost of 
Preferred 
StoCk 

Cost of 
Equity 

Rate of 
Return 

Pacifie 

42.5-

57 .. 5 

9.21 

14 

11.96 

DRA. CitY' of L.A.. 

45 45 

55 55 

9.21 9.21 

12.25-12.75 13.2S 

ll.43 

DOD -
45 

5-

so 

9.21 

9.0 

11.4 

10.30 

Pr opo see 
Settlement 

43.75-

56.25 

9.21 

13.0 

11.34 

*Utilizes midpoint of cost of equity recommendation 

'the undersigned parties,desire to- resolve the issues 

associated .... ith Pacific' ~ Application and bave,.. therefore, 

ent.ered into, the Agreement. which' is incorporated herein. The 

parties entered into this Agreement on the basis that all of the 

elements of the Agreement be adopted, without modification of any 

individual element of the Agreement. 

Every appearance in' this proceeding has either Agreed to _ 

the terms and conditions 0'£ the Agreemen't or stated t.hat they 

will not. oppose it.. Accordingly,. pursuant t.o Ru'le 501 .. 10 of 'the 
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Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure (WRules"), the 

parties request that the Commission waive its Rules on 

Stipulations and Settlements to the extent necessary to allow the 

Commission to issue its decision based so,lely on this Motion and 

Agreement incorporated herein. The diver-se inter-ests represented 

by the parties and the unanimity of their position with respect 

to the A9reement demonstrate that the public interest .... ill not be 

impaired by the waiver 0: those Rules~ 

Consistent with Rule Sl.8 of the Commission's Rtlles,. the 

parties entered into the Agreement on the basis that the 

Commission's adoption of the terms and conditions set forth 

therein not be construed as a precedent regarding any principle 

or issue in any Cl.trrent or future proceeding. The parties 

expressly recognize that the issues resclved by the Agreement 

should not be construed as reflecting the views or position of 

any party except as a reasonable and appropriate compromise 0: 
the issues involved ",i thPacific"s App.lica.tion.. The Agreemen.t 

is, therefore, a complete and to,tal settlement o,fPacific"'s 

Application. Further, each party specifically agrees that this 

settlement and it's terms ane' conditions shall not be 'Used in a1'\y 

manner whatsoever in GTE California, In.c.· s Application No. .' 

88-07;"Ol7. 

In addition, the Commission may take official notice and: 

consider the prepared testimony of Pacific and' the- DOD, as well 

as those portions of the prepared testimony of the ORA (Witness' 
, 

" . 
Blunt) and the City of L.A~ (~itness Kroman) concerning Pacific's 
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Application vhich vere marKed for identification in this 

proceeding but vhich were not received into evidence~ for the 

sole purpose of recognizing the recommendations of the parties 

concerning cost of capital and capital structure and that the 

te~s of the Agreement constitute a compromise by each party~ 

Each party reccgnizes that the terms of the Agreement represent a 

compromise between the various recommendations proposed by those 

parties 'whO filed testimony concerning Pacific·s recomrnendatiQn. 

This Agreement recognizes that 'the return 0.1". equity 

recommendations ranged from 11 •. 40 percent to. 14.~00 percent,. and 

the compromise o,f 13.00 percent was greater than ooo.·s 

reccnwended 11.40 percent and :ORA's midpo,int reccrnxnenc:iation 0: 

12.50 percent yet less than'Pacific's recommendation of l4.00 

percent and close to the City c,! L.A..·s reccmmen.dation of 13.25 

percent. Furthermcre,. the return on debt cf 9'.2l percent vas not 

contested by any party. The capital structure recommendations 

varied as to the recommended' percentage of debt vhich. should. ~ 

utilized for ratemakin9 in, the 1989 attrition year. Pacific 

recornxnended 42.5 percent debt vhile all other parties recommence<! 

45- percent debt. The Agreement' utilizes a m.idpoint of 43 .. 75-

percent debt. The overall rate c,f return in: the Agreement r ll.34'. 

percent,. similarly represents a c:ompromise between the OOD's 

recommendation of 10.30 pe-rc:ent, DRA's reeommendationof 11.02' 

percent. the City of L·.A..'s recommendation of 11 .. 43 percent, and 

Pacific·s reccmmendation of 11 ... 9& percent .. For all of these. 

reasons, the terms of the Agreement area reasonable compromise, 
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and each party further a9rees that the Agreement reached is in 

the public interest. 

For all the foregoing reasons, the undersigned parties 

respectfully request the Commission to grant these Motions and 

adopt the Settlement Agreement and Stipulation contained herein. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Party !i: Dated 

'~/7 

DIVISION OF RATE~AYER .~. /. 

l·frf.~. " .... /~, J!c(/ ADVOCATES ..... ... . {. . " 

l .'. 
.' 
~ 

·!:r .p'.!.!.'; PACIFIC BELL .,.1 ' ... , 
'" tt! .. 'III' " 

,/ / 

~~ GTE CALIFORNIA, 
{O/!Y(~;.> INCORPORATED 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES '*If? 
. 

U .5. DEPARTMEN'rOF 
DEFENSE AND ALL OTHER Cu· FEDERAL ·EXEC'OTIVZ .~ . .z.C.; .... 

li'/tr~ ~ AGENCIES ',; ",' 
I '., 

, 

.API ALARM SYS'rEMS !PfoI~i 

CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
/.,./;O/~ ,. 
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~. Partv Dated 

SIDNEY J. WEBB Y· ,II "/1/ - . I. I ",;, //-
_, 1;1 ,', .. ,. ,;,:' Ii .e,. I , 

• 

• 
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I have read the foregoing MOTION FOR 
WAIVER PtJRStJANT TO RULE 51.10 AND MOTION TO ADO?T SE"I"l'LEMENT 
AGREEMENT AND STIPULATION, and do not oppose adoption of the 
Settlement Agreement and Stipulation. 

Paroty 

TOWARD UTILITY RATE 
NORMALIZATION 

Dated 
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~. ~at'tv Bv - Datee 

COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA ~ _____ ~~ 
CITIZENS t1TILITIES.~ /~' ~ :L. &_ L---

IfF 

• 

. . 

• ',' 
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?artx 

ROSEVILLE TELEPHONE 
COMPANY 

APPENDIX B 

Dated 
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CALIFORNIA, CON'I'EL OF 
INC~ 

APPENDIX a 

Dat.ed 
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Part v -
AT&T CO~~IUNlCATIONS OF 
CALIFO~~IA. INC • 

APPENDIX B 

Bv Dated 
~ -
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• Part.y !x Dated 

CHICKERING & GREGORY CaLzh-- a·1 I? It:jg-j-
; 

• 

• 
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Party -

JERRY APPLEBY -
SECURITY PACIFIC 
AUTOMATION COM?ANY, 
INC. 

APPENDIX e 

"" .' . '~ ''-~' •• .t;.. . .--- ,... ., 
1/ ,-,,,",' .. 
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• ?al'tJ:: ~ t>atee 

MANUEL KROMAN 

~ Q I,r. 
, <. __ ... \ tV ..... - t~ ., <r"'r¥ 

• 

• 
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I have rea4 the foregoing MOTION FOR WAIVER PURSOANT TO 
RULE Sl.10 AND MOTION TO ADOPT SETTLEMENT AND STIPULATION and ~o 
not oppose a.doption of the Settlement Agreement an4 Stipulation. 

Patty 

WESTERN BtJRGLAR AN~ 
FIRE ALARM 

, ASSOCIATION 

.' 

~ 

'--···.y3 I. 'r 
( 

I ~ l 

" ~.;., .... 
, ... ~~I 

I I 
. I 
. I ... 

.. , 
.'/ 
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I have read the foregoing M01'ION FOR W;"IVER 

PtrRSU ANT 1'0 RULE 51.10 AND M01' I ON TO ADOPT SE'I'TLEMENT AGREEMENT 

AND STIPOLA1'ION, and do not oppose adoption of the Settlement 

Agreement and Stipulation. 

Party DateC 

B;"Y AREA TELEPORT 

(END OF APPENDIX B) 
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STANLEY W. HULETT, President and G. MITCHELL WILK, Commissioner, 
Concurring: 

We support the majority decision in this case, and we 
are generally pleased with the workings of the combined cost of' 
capital proceeding_ 

At the same time, this order brings into focus for us 
just how crucial our adopted rates of return and capital 
structure are for ensuring the financial stability and health of 
the utilities we regulate. We have noted that recent movements 
in many financial and economic indices point toward 198-9 being'a 
year of' greater risk and uncertainty, perhaps even greater than . 
the financial attrition orders' WhiCh, we adopt today may reflect.' 

Since the returns compensate utility shareholders for' 
the risks they bear in investing' in these companies, we believe ,I 

that we must, in times of uncertainty" be prepared to re-evaluate 
the strength. of each of our utiJ:ities'financial structure • 
Failure to do so only hurts ratepayers to the extent 
inappropriate capital strueture- jeopardiZes the ability of' 
utilities to serve the lowest possible cost of capital. 

In order to provide an ongoing and up-to-date picture,' 
ot the utilities' financial health, we will ask the Commission's 
Advisory and Compliance Division to provide quarterly-. reports o~: 
financial indices and other measures otrisk to help determine 
whether the Commission should'revisit the rates. we- set today. 

~ - , , . 

. . " 

-:- ' 

G:<W)commiSSl.oner' 

December 19, 1988 
san Francisco, california 
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~ DONALD VIAL, Commissioner, Concurring: 

• 

• 

I concur in the decision, but I think it was a serious 
mistake to have deleted major portions of the ALJ's discussion in 
arriving at the same outcome in reference to, PacBell's Attrition. 
In this respect I must distinguish myself from my fellow 
Commissioners by pointing out that the adopted decision gives short 
shrift to a seriou$ problem concQrning evidentiary support for 
Pacific's stipulated 56% equity 43.7S9~ debt capital structure and 
13.0% return on equity.. While the' parties' pre-settlement 
positions were supported by pre-filed testimony, the numbers in the 
se't.'t.lemen't. were no't. j.ustified. by any evidence bearing directly on 
the settlement. Despite repeated requests by the ALJ for 
evidentiary support, the parties did not respond with ,any evidence. ' , 
As a result, the ALJ painstakingly reviewed the pre-filed testimony'" 
in an attempt to find evidence to support the settlement figures in 
their testimony intended to support an equity rati~ ranging from 
50% to. 57.5% and a return on equity of 11.4%' to 14.0%. With much 
concern about evidentiax::y support, the ALJ approved the 
stipulation. 

TheALJ's Proposed Decision was circulated on November 18 
as required by Section 311 of, the Public Utilities Code.. Upon 
reviewing the utility'S response, and in response to the request of 
my fellow Commissioners., the ALJ prepdred a substantially revised ' 
draft of her proposed decision which became the adopte<i decision. 
Pages 19-24 in the Proposed Decision, which expressed reservations 
about the compromise cap structure have been deleted and replaced 
with text at pages 20 and 21 that is less critical, while providing. 
some guidance to· the parties.. Pages 3 7~3S of the Proposed 
Decision, which discusses adoption of the compromise 13% ROE' for 
PacBell, have been re-written ~in a more po$itive tone .. ~ 

The ALJ's task in this case was to', evaluate what is in 
the record. 'before us and to use her judgment in decid.inq whether or '. " 
not it adequately supports the parties' position. If there is 
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doubt in her mind about the reasonableness of the parties' request, 
then that doubt should be resolved before the request is granted. 
It should not be swept under the rug. TO be fair and effective, 
our decision making process must be candid. Otherwise, the 
Commission may find itself committed to a regulatory course from 
which it cannot escape since it never knew how it got there. 

Industry observers should also note that this CommiSSion 
may not review Pacific's capital structure and return on equity 
again before the company's California Plan for Rate Stability, (its 
recommendation for an alternative to' traditional cost-of-service 
ratemaking) is acted upon. The CommiSsion had not anticipated a 
review of these matters, usually addressed in financial attrition 
or general rate case applications,: in the course of its 
investigation into alternative regulatory frameworks for local 
exchange companies (OIl 87-11-033 "'the OIl"). Thus, it appears 
even more crucial to have either firmly supported capital structure' " 
and ROE numbers or a clear idea of what issues remain to be 
addressed. TheALJ wrote that the 13\ RO& was an issue that would 
benefit from the evidentiary hearings to be held in connection with 
the next review of PaCBell"s cost of capital. She anticipated that 
this review would occur over the next few months when PacBell~s 
testimony in the OII i8 reviewed. The fact'that this 
acknowledgement of subsequent review'is excised'gives me concern 
about whether or not the Commission- is going to deal with the costs. 
and benefits of a particular ROE.. As detailed below, the),LJ based 

her approval of the stipulated capital structure- and ROE on the 
fact that the settlement offered ratepayers,an immediate and 
substantial reduction in rates, and' contemplated that capitAl 
structure and return on equity could be· revisited in the context of 
the upcoming investigation. By excising the ALJ,'s draft 
discussion, this Commission shows that it has no interest in 
revisiting the'issue .. 
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With this in mind, I offer the ALJ's original discussion 
of the capital structure provided for in the compromise, (pages 19-
24 of the ALJ Carew's proposed Decision) for the record in order to 
bring into sharp focus the inadequacy of the decision's substitute 
language approving the capital structure compromise. The ALJ's 
discussion, which I would have much preferred to have been left in 
the final deCision, rather than be eXCised, is as follows: 

~In the settlement agreement, the parties state 
that the settlement of the capital structure issues is 
in the public interest because it is a reasonable 
compromise. However, in reCiting the terms of their 
compromise (Settlement Agreement p. 5.), the parties. u.y 
nothing about the variance in their capital structure 
equity ratio- recommendations~ they speak .only in terms 
of the recommended percentage of· debt,,' ind'icating that 
Pacific Bell recommended. '42.5\ debt while all other 
parties recommended 45%. debt • 

"We have real concerns over, the pJ;oposed 
settlement's disposition of the percentage of common 
equity issue. Approval of the proposed settlement will 
increase the percentage of common equity authorized in 
Pacific Bell's· capital structure from 51.50% at present 
to· 5&.25~. If the conee~sexpressed by FEA's Winter, 
City's. Kroman,and' ORA's Blunt are legitimate, the 
subs·tantial increase in the equity component· of Pacific 
Bell·'s capital s.tructure may not be consistent with a 
cost-efficient operation. Indeed, we would have 
welcomed ,the opportunity to hear evidence on whether a 
capital structure in the range recommended by FEA's. 
Winter (45\ debt/55%. equity) is. more eost-effiC'ient, 
and whether Winter'S critiCism-that P~cific Bell"s 
affirmative showing lacks quantit~tive evidence of the 
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relative costs of alternative capital structures is 
valid. 

~ORA's Blunt raised issues about the impacts of a 
high equity component on Pacific Telesis, which are 
disquieting, to say the least, given this Commission's 
longstanding concerns about the impacts of 
diversification. These questions too, were 
subordinated to the goal of reaching a compromise. 

~In addition, it is, undisputed that the proposed 
settlement's recommended capital structure will lower 
Pacific Bell's financial risk by increasing the common 
equity percentage over that presently authorized. 
Presumably the settlinq parties have decided that the 
recommended 13\ return on equity takes that diminished 
risk into account, but we have some concerns that it 
does not, and that it may therefore be excessive. 
These are issues which will. benefit from more careful 
review during the evidentiarY hearings. t~be held in 
connection with the next reviewof.Paciflc Bell's cost 
of capital. Since Pacific Bell has submitted such 
testimony in I.S,7-11-033..S.7-11-033, we anticipate that 
this review will be conducted over the next few months. 
But for that fact,. we would seriously consider 
reconvening evidentiary hearings to explore these 
issues further. 

~For the moment, we put aside our qualms about 
the high equity percentage because: the parties, who 
represent extremely diverse views on the issue, have 
presented us with an uncontested and unanimous 
compromise of the issue.' For this reason alone, and 
understanding that we will, have an early opportunity to 
revisit the issue, we approve the compromise' capital 
ratio comprised of 43.750\ long term. debt 4nd S& .. 2St . 
common equity • 

- 4 -
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~In so doinq, we effectively eliminate preferred 
stock from the capital structure for the 1989 attrition 
year. However, in order to provide a framework for 
addressing the issue in the next cost o,f capital 
review, we address certain key concerns. 

"Prior to enterinq into the proposed settlement, 
FEA had recommended that the capital structure include 
a layer of preferred stock, on the rationale that: 

'Preferred stock sales offer an acceptable 
means of obtaining new, or replacement, 
funding .. Numerous firms,. both utility and 
nonutility,. have' utilized preferred stock in 
their capital structures.. Financing via this 
means offers advantages over some 
alternatives and should therefore be 
considered in the capital structure 
analysis .. ' (Exhibit 4, p... 8 .. ) 

"Nonetheless,. FEA j'oined with the other parties 
in the proceeding to recommend the capital structure 
included in the proposed.: settlement; which does not 
contain a preferred stock component. 

~In addition, the compromise capital structure 
represents a significant change from the present 
authorization, because it removes the &% preferred 
stock imputation imposed by the Commission in 0 .. 82-05-
007 .. 

"'0.82-05-007 was issued in the'proceeding 
initiated. by the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph 
Company (PT&'t) seeking approval of an Agreement and. 
Plan of Merger, with AT&'t. 'Onder the terms. of the 
merger, M&T-would: acquire all the outstanding voting 
preferred and common shares, of P'l'&'l'" which would 
thereafter be cancelled, leaving one share' of Pacific 
Transition Corporation (PTe) common stock as the sole 
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remaining voting share of PT&T. 1 PT&E had $82 

million of voting preferred shares outstanding carried 
at a cost of &%. With C4ncellation of this 6·% 
preferred,. as proposed, PT&T's capital ratios of 
preferred and common would change; $82 ~llion would 
shift from preferred on AT&T's balance sheet to common 
equity. In effe~t the voting preferred would be 

converted. into common equity, which at PT&'r'S last 
authorized return granted in 0.933&7 would be carried 
at a cost of 17.4%. The difference between the 6.% cost 
of PT&'r's outstanding voting preferred and the 17.4% 
cost of common equity was projected" to- increase PT&T's 
revenue requirement by $11.480 m.illion annually;. 

"To address this concern, the COmmission staff 
recommended that the Commission should either deny the 
request to cancel the 6·% voting preferred" or impute a 
6% cost to $82 million of common stock equity in every 
future rate case of Pacific... Either of these 
recommendations were designed to eliminate the cost to 
ratepayers of cancelling the voting preferred. 

"Xn 0.82-05-007, the Commiss:i.on. adopted the 
staff recommendation to impute a &% cost to $SZ JXl111ion 
of common equity in future Pacific general rate 
proceedings. 

"This imputation has been made in every 
subsequent ratemaking proceeding for Pacifie Bell. 
Most recently in 0.8:&-01-026 the- Commission stated: 

'We will continue to impute the $82 million 
at &% voting preferred stocktoPacBell's 
capital.8tructure a8 recommended by'l"ORN, 
which lowers the common equity component from 
52'.10% to 51.50%.. PacBell.and staff 

1 nc, the "disappearing corporation" in the merger arrangemerit, 
was ultimately merged into PT&T. 
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recommend eliminating this imputation, which 
was adopted. in the last rate proceeding 
(d.S4-04-104), because we are in a post
divestiture environment and this increment of 
low cost capital is gone. TORN's brief is 
persuasive. the 6% preferred was recalled to 
suit the interests of Pacific Telephone's 
majority shareholder, AT&T, just prior to 
divestiture, and make the spinoff of Pacific 
Telephone easier. The loss of this $82 
million of eheap capital worked to benefit 
shareholders and increase the overall cost of 
capital borne by ratepayers .. ' (d.8&-01-026, 
mimeo .. p. 15.) 

~In A.8S-01-0~4 TORN had recommended a present 
worth adjustment to Pac:Bell's revenue requirement as a 
means of essentially making it "buy "out" ratepayers and 
compensate them for the loss of .the 6% preferred stock, 
amortizing the impact over test-year '86 and the two 
following attrition years.. The COmmission rejected 
this approach, agreeing with Pacific Bell that the 
details of such a one-time buyout adjustment warranted 
detailed hearing-room analysis to review the applicable 
discount rate, term, et cetera, and stating: 

'It may be that in the next proceeding, staff 
or PaCBell will propose such an adjustment in 
lieu of our continuing the. adjustment w&. 
adopt again today,andwh1ch we will continue 
to adopt until we find some means 'of 
equitably ending it from the ratepayers' 
perspective .. ' 

(0.8&-0'1-026, mimeo, po. 16 .. ) 

~In pre-settlement testimony, both Pacific Bell 
and ORA recommended discontinuance of the 6% imputation 
on the rationale that the capital structure contained 
no preferred stock. However', neither ORA nor Pacific 
Bell proposed any sort of adjustment as contemplat~ by 
the Commission in 0.86-01-02& des.igned to equitably end, ' 
the adjustment from. the ratepayers', perspective .. , 
Ins.tead, all parties to the proceeding" ineluding FEA 
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(which proposed a layer of preferred stock (through not 
explicitly 6% voting preferred) in its pre-settlement 
testimony) and TURN which had litigated this issue 
extensively in Phase 1 of A.8:S-01-034, compromised. in a 
manner that effectively eliminated the 6% imputation 
for the attrition year. Nonetheless, we also 
understand that these parties have reserved their 
rights for the future, and on this basis alone we adopt 
the compromise. we will revisit the entire issue of 
Pacific Bell"s capital structure in the next cost-of
capital review, where we hope to see these issues fully 
aired ... 

The ALJ's language discussing the adoption of the 13-% 
return on equity compromise is equally revealing of the inadequacy 
of the adopted language in the decision. I would have preferred 
the following ALJ d'iscu5sion, which originally appeared. at pages 37 ' 
and 38: of her Proposed Decision: 

"The pre-settlement recommendations on the cost 
of equity for attrition year 198·9 cover a wide range' 
(11.4% to 14.00t), ana the proposed settlement contains 
a stipulated ROE of 13 .. 00%. While that figure is well 
within the recommended ranges, and no party to the 
proceeding opposes its adoption, there are serious 
questions not addressed in the settlement docUment. As 

discussed previously, the proposed settlement contains 
general language that the result proffered to the 
COmmiSSion is, in the public interest, and that in 
recommending the 13%: figure the, parties' have, 
compromised their presettlementpositions.' However, 
given the general nature of this language, and our lack 
of detailed" knowledge about the implicit trad.e~ffs 
involved in the parties" negotiating process, we are 
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left with certain doubts about the reasonableness of 
the compromise. 

"On the one hand, adoption of the 13% compromise 
figure appears, on the surface, to be a reasonable 
compromise; it represents a 200 basis point reduction 
in the currently authorized lS% return on equity which 
has been in place s.ince 198&, and therefore furthers 
the ratepayer interest in recognition of an improved 
financial environment since January 1986. However, 
some of the recommendations presented in this 
proceeding indicate that a far lower return on equity 
may be appropriate for the attrition. year. 
Nonetheless, because of the unanimity of the 
settlement, these recommendations· are not in evidence 
before us. 

"We have also indicated our concern that the 
capital structure proposed in the: settlement document 
may not be the most cost effective capital structure we 
might have chosen after reviewing all the evidence. 
Given the high equity component in the recommended 
capital structure, we 'mayhave ,given serious 
consideration to adopting a lower ROE in recognition of 
reduced risk .. 

"For now, we are constrained to adopt the 13% 
ROE contained in the proposed settlement.' Our only 
alternative rejection of the settlement or submission 
to the parties of a' "counter· proposal", is. feasible 
because it would preclude us from resolving this mo.tter 
by the end of the yel!J.r and providing to ratepayer's the 
benefits. of the reduced ROE embodied in the settlement 
agreement. Es.sentially, the proposed settlement 
results in a revenue- requirement recluctionof $127 
million and that provides some rationale· for adopting 
it and resolving this matter as attrition year 1989 
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begins. Thus we approve the settlement in accord with 
Rule 51.1(e). We dccept this outcome, with the 
realizdtion that the pdrties will revisit cost-of
cdpital in I.S7-11-033, where such testimony has been 
presented. We believe there is great benefit inherent 
in a thorough review o·f these issues in I.S7-11-033 
over the next few months.~ 

With these modifications, I think the Commission would 
have been in a much better position to take another look at the 
cost of capital in the context of Phase II regulatory reform . 
proposdls being heard in the OIl. Unfortunately, the Commission 
has discarded the ALJ~s. perceptive analysis and dppears ready to 
overlook the need for a more thorough dnalysis of these issues in 
the course of its investigation of alterndtive regulatory 
frameworks for local exchange companies. ,. 

December 19, 19S8 
s.,.n Francisc~, CA 
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FREDERICK R. DOOA, Commissioner, concurring. 

Although I concur in the adoption o,f' t-his decision, I have 
great concerns regarding the capital structure adopted. for :Pac 
Bell. 

Approval of the capital structure agreed to during 
settlement' negotiatione will increase the percentage of common 
equity authorized in PacBell~s capital structure fromSl.SO% to 
S6.2S%. While I understand' the,utility's obvious interest in" 
having as large a percen:~aqe of equi tyas possible in order to 
retain a favorable' bond rating and increase shareholder profits, '.' 
I am not convinced that the' equity ratio we adopt today is 
consistent with a cost effective utility operation. 

A capital structure burdened·with,t<» great an equity' 
component increases'costs, to ratepayers while providing no 
corresponding benefits. Once a favorable bond rating is, 
achieved,. an increase in, equity does little ,or nothing to, reduce-: 
the utility"s cost of capital. But an increase in equity does,,' , 
reduce the level of debt and, subsequently, the level of interest: ' ,. ,', 
deduction available to the utility to reduce its t~xburden. 

Although: PacBell rs high. ,level of current earnings ana self:,," 
generation of virtually all the funds necessary for modernization 
make it easy for PaeBell to increase, the equityeomponent at this;.' 
time, my fears that PaCBell"s equity eOIXIpon~t has grown too . 
large are not abated by the testimony submitted in this 
proceeding prior t~ the, settlement. ' FEArs Winter, City'S K:roman~:, 
and ORA's ,Blunt all expressedeoncern about'PacBell~s equltyrieh i 

capitalstrueture. The capital" structure - return on equity 
settlement was presented without any inoieation why these 

, " 
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witnesses now thought that 56.5% was a reasonable figure, and it 
may be that it resulted from the give and take of parties too 
eager to reach a settlement for settlement's sake. 

I am also- concerned about the effect of a high equity 
component on the PacBell - Pac Telesis relationshi~. DRA's Slunt 
raised cross-subsidy issues which are very significant, in light: 
of the Commission "s- long standing concerns about the impact of 
diversification. These issues were not resolved to my 
satisfaction, having become subordinated to the- goal of reachinq 
a compromise. 

In addition, I am concerned that the settlement figure for 
return on equity may not adequately take into, account the 
reduction in financial risk resulting from the very substantial •• 
increase in authorized. equity., 

The above issues wouldbe-nefit from a more careful review( 
during the evidentiary hearings to be 'held in connection. with the 
next review of PacBell' s' cost of capital. Since PacBell has 
sul:>mitted such testimony in ,the ',new requlatoryframework 
proceeding, I ",nticipate- th",t this review will be eonducted,ove: 
the next few months. But for that fact, I would be', inclined, to: , " 
reject the settlement in favor of reconvening hearings-to explore 
these issues further. 

Another issue of great concern to me is the decision's 
removal of the &%- preferred stock imputation imposed by the 
Commission inO~.S-2-05-007. 

It'" 

0.8-2-05-007 was issued in' the proceeding intitated by the. 
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company (PT&T) seeking approval! 
of an Agreement and' P'lan of' Merger' with AT&T. Onder the te%mS'of 
the merger, AT&T would acqu'1re all the-outstanding voting 
preferred and common e-hares of' PT&T ,which would thereafter be 

cancelled" 'leavi'ngone e-hare' of Pacific T:t-ans .. ition Corporation' .. • 
(PTe) common stock, as, the sole, remaining voting share- of P'l'&'r.. " 

-,2' 
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P'r&T h~d $82 million of voting preferred. shares outstanding 
carried at a cost of 6%. With cancellation of this 6% preferred, 
~s proposed, P'r&1"s c~pital ratios of preferred and common would 
change; $82 million would shift, from preferred on AT&T's balance: 
sheet to. eo.mmo.n equi~y. In effeet,the vo.ting preferr~ would De 
converted. to eommon equity, which ~t P'r&1"'g.. last authorized 
return qr~nted. in 0.93-3-&7 would be e~rried at ~ cost of 17.4%. 
The difference between the 50%. co.st of PT&1"s o.utstanding vo.ting 
preferred and the 17.4%. co.st o.f common equity was. pro.jected to. 
increase P1'&T"s revenue'requirement by $11~480 million annu~lly.· 

To. address this concern, the Commission staff recommended,,: 
that the Commission should either deny the request to c~ncel the:. 
6% voting preferred, o.r impute a 6% c,o.st to $82 million of' co.mmon' 
equity in every future, rate case of pacBell. &ither of these 
recommendations were designed,to. eliminate the co.st to. the 
ratepayers of cancelling-the voting, preferred • 

In 0.82-05-007 ~ the Co~ssio.n adopt,ed;' the staff 
recommendation to impute a 6% cost to $82 million of common 
equity in future PacBefl ge~eral,rate proceedings. 

This imputatio.n. has :been made' in every subsequent 
r~temakin9' proeeeding' forPac:Bel1. Most recently, in 0.86-01-026 
the Commission stated': 

~We will continue to. impute the S82 millio.n at 
6% vo.ting preferred, stock to-PacBell's c~pital 
structure as recommended: by-TURN ,which lowers 
the common equity component,. from .52.10%. to 
52'.50%. PaCBell and',' staff recommend', 
eliminating ,this imputation'" whic:hwas adopted 
in the last rate proceeding (0.84-04-104), 
beeauseweare'in a post-divestiture ,. 
environment, and this.'increment of, lo.W' cost 
capital is' goonO'.. 1'ORN~s brief is persuasive. 

'The 5%., preferred: was recalled'to. suit the 
interes.ts ofPaeificTel;ephone"s'm~.j'o.rity . 
shareholder, AT&T, j,ustprior to divestiture,. 
and make the spinoff of Pacific Telepho.ne 
easi.er. The loss o.f this' S8-2 million.' of cheap 
capi:tal' worked to benefit shareholders' anet to
increase the overall co.st o.f capital borne by 
ratepayers... ~ (0.86-01';'026, mimeo..'p. IS) 
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In A.85-01-034 TURN had recommended a present worth 
adjustment to PacBell's revenue requirement as a means of 
essentially making it ~buy out~ ratepayers and compensate them 
for the loss of the 6% preferred stock, amortizing the impact 
over test year 1986 and the two following attrition years. The· 
Commis.sion rejected this approach, agreeing with PacBell that the 
details of such a one time buyout adjustment warranted detailed .. 
hearing-room analysis to review the applicable discount rate, 
term, et cetera, and stating: 

~It may be that in the next proceeding staff or 
PacBell will propose suchan adjustment in lieu 
of our continuing the adjus,tment we adopt again 
tOday, and which we will continue to Adopt 
until we find' some meAns of,equitably ending it 
from the ratepayers' perspective,." (0.86-01-
026, mimeo. P:': 16.) 

In pre-settlement testimony, both PacBell and ORA 
recommended discontinuance of the 6% imputation on the rationale 
that the capital structure contained· no preferred stoek~ 
However, neither ORA nor PacBell. proposed: any sort of adjustment .. 
as. contemplated by the Commission in 0.8&-01-026 designed: to 
equitably end the adj'us,tment from the ratepayers" perspective. 
Instead, all parties to' the proceeding, including FEA, and TORN, 
which had litigated this issue extensively'in PMse 1 of, 
A.85-01-034, compromised in a ~nner that effectivelyel1ml.nated 
the 6% imputation·. for th~· a'ttrition year. Nonetheless ,I .:. 
understand: that these' parties have reserved their rights for the '. 
future, and on. this. basis alone I ,can. accept the compromise",: I'· 
hope this issue wil be fully aired when we revisit,the entire 
issue of PaeBell's capital structure in the next cost-of-capital 
review. 

. . 
Before I leave this- subject~ I will simply note that the &%1, 

imputation was made for very good reasons - . to· compensate 
ratepayers for allowing the conversion of PT&T' preferre<;l, stock to'. 
common equity which at that time earned 17.4\., It is clearly 
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. disinengenuous to say that the imputation is n~ longer important 
s,ince there is no more preferred stock in the capital structure, 
since the elimination of the preferred stock was the underlying 
cause of the imputation in the first place. I am not impressed 
by the arguments made by ORA and PacSe11 to that effect. 

I will close by stating that I am going along with this 
decision only because I understand that PacBell~s capital 
structure will soon be reexamined in connection with the new 
regulatory framework proceed'ing, and because I understand that < 

the 6\ preferred stoek imputation is. not permanently eliminated 
i' 

by this decis.ion, but is merely set aside as ~. of a settlement 
compromise affecting the 19S9 attrition year only. 

~~> 
ireaeriCkR: Ouda,. Commissioner •. 

December 19, 198.8: 
San Francisco, California 
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60 ~2 U52 Decision _______ -tgHEi040C ..... l_9''-1019~88~ (Mailed ll/l8/88) 

BEFORE 1'HE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
the commission's Division of Ratepayer ) / 
Advocates for Modification of ) Application SS-05-009 
Resolution No. '1'-12079 Re Revenue ) (Filed May 6., 1988) 
Requirement Impact of 1988 Attrition )~ / 
for Pacific Bell. 

Application of GTE California ~! 
Incorporated, a corporation, ) 
(U 1002 e), for authority to increase) Application 88-07-017 
certain intrastate rates and charges Il (Filed July 15, 19S5) 
for telephone services to offset 1989 ) 
financial attrition. ) 

, ) 
) 

In the Matter of the Application ) 
of PACIFIC BELL 01'1001 e), ') Application 88-07-019 
a corporation, tor a review of it, ) (Filed July l5, 1985) 
cost of capital ~c1 capital s~ruerure.. ~ 

(Appearances are1.isted.· in .. Appenc1ix A.) 

o~.r H ION 

to Lrx. or Decisilm 

This. d.ecision ,[d:resses 1.9~9 financial. attrition issues· 
for Pacific Bell and~T -california Incorporated (GTE-C). 

The c1ecision adopts. the terms. of the settlement Agreement 
and. Stipulation prese ted by all 'parties'in Pacific Bell's 
financial· attrition oceeding (Application. CA.) 88-07-019), 
authorizing Pacific 11 to earn a return, on common e~ity of 
13.00%. and a return on total capital of 11. .. 34%. The average cost 
of debt is 9.21%.. he adopted capital structure is 43. .. 75% debt an~ 

y. Adoption of the Settlement Agreement will 
result requirement reduction of approxilnately 
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$l27.l million, although the final revenue impact will not be 

until the Commission Advisory and compliance Division (CACD 
completes its review of the utility's 1989 operational at 
filing. 

GTE-C's 198:9 finaneial attrition applicatio 
CA.SS-07-0l7) was contested. Following evidentiarY. earings, the 
decision authorizes GTE-C to earn a return on co n equity of 
l2 .. 75% and a return on total capital of lO'.99%.. The adopted cost 
factors for long-term debt, short-term debt,· d. preferred stock 
are 9.03%, 8.2%, and 6 .. 34%, respectively .. e adopted capital 
structure is composed of' 40 .. S0% long-term ebt, 2.00% short-term 
debt, 2 .. S0% preferred stock, andSS.OO% ommon e~ity. The revenue 
requirement impact of this decision is pproximately 
$6-_4 million, although the tinal imp . t hinges on review of GTE-C's: . . . 

1989 operational attrition filing .. 
In addition,. pursuant t Decision (D.) 88-08-02'4 in Order 

Instituting Investigation (I.) 8 ~11-033" for both Pacific Bell and 
GTE-C there are memoranda aeco t and advice letter impacts which 
will converge with the 198.9' f ancial and operatior.al attrition 
impaets at year-end' 1988, re:by affecting existing billing 
surcharges/surcredits.1 of the date of publication of this 
proposed decision, the ov all' year-end change in billing 
surcharges/surcredits re ains to- be. calculated. However, it will 
be included in the Co final decision .. 

1 WWe will rire Pacific and GTE-C make advice letter- filings 
no later than ctober 1,. 1988 and that the' Commission's Advisory 
and Complianc Division (CACD) hold- workshops shortly thereafter, 
to develop b" l-and-keep surcharge/surcredit mechanisms to be . 
effective J uary 1, 1989 which coordinate with 198:9 attrition and ' 
interLATA d intraIATA SPF-to-Sl1J' changes, and:wllich use an 
estimated 98.9 blling base. ***" (D.88-08-02'4,· milDeo. .. p. 19-) 

- .2- -
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II.. Procedural Background 

On May 6, 1988, the Oivision of Ratepayer Advocat 
filed Application CA.) 88-05-009 seeking modification of 
attrition resolution (Resolution '1'-12079) in order to 0 

clarification of the operational attrition mechanism, issuance 
of an order requiring Pacific Bell and GTE-C to fil 1989 financial 
attrition applications to· be heard on a consolida d record. 2 In 
0.88-06-024. we granted ORA's request, requiring TE-C to file a 
1989 operational attrition advice letter by 0 
(consistent with our treatment, of Pacific 
attrition year) '; we also specified that P 

1 tor the 1989 
ific Bell and GTE-C 

should file separate applications, .test' ony, and exhibits 
constituting their affirmative showing for attrition year 1989 
capital structure and cost of eapitalreview .. 3 

A prehearing conterence C C) was held before 
Adm;nistrative . Law Judge (AIJ) Car. w on June 21, 198.8. At that 
time, a schedule was adopted for 
for evidentiary hearings both 0 

e submission o~ testimony and 
financial attrition and disputed 

operational attrition issues. However, at the PHC DRA indicated 
that it wished to convenewo hopst~ attempt to resolve' the 
disputed operational attri on issues. These workshops were.held 
at the end of June, 1988, d on July 12, 1988, ORA filed its 
Attrition Methodology Wo kshop Report (the Report) ~ That Report, 

quested in the DRA application relative to. the 2. Other relief 
mid-sized teleph 
Utilities Comp 
is addressed i 

e companies (ConTel of california, Inc_, Citizens 
of california, and Roseville Telephone ,Company) 

a separate decision issued in this docket. 

3 In eompli ee with D .. 88-06-024', on July 15:, 1988 Pacific Bell 
:filed A .. 8:S-07/-019 and GTE-C tiled A.88-07-017'. These matters have 
been consollAated with ORA's, A: .. 88-05-009· pursuant to RUle 55 of the 
Commission' Rules ot Practice and Procedure. 

- 3 -
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including attached stipulation, embodied the consensus reso tion 
of 'all disputed operational attrition issues by ORA, Paci c Bell, 
GTE-C, AT&T communications of california (A'I'&T-C), and In 
0.88-09-028, we considered and adopted that stipulatio tor 
purposes of the review of 1989 operational attrition ssues for 
Pacific Bell and GTE-C. 4 

With the issuance of 0-88-09-028 and r~lution of the 
disputed 1989 operational attrition issues, hea~~qs commenced on 
october 11, 1988, l.imited to financial attrition issues. These 
hearing'S continued through October 19, 1988.. / 

, In support ot its financial attrition request, Pacific 
Bell presented the testimony of Lydell Christensen, John A. Hardy,. 
and Dr. James H. Vander Weide. DRA pres$hted the te5otilnony of 
Christopher J. Blunt.. tive Agencies (FtA) . 

presented testimony by Philip R .. Wint In view of the tact that, 
a complete settlement was reached' Pacific Bell' 50 application, as' 
,discussed more tully below,. this stimony was identified ~ut not 
received in evidence.. . . 

GTE-C presented~e stimony ot two- witnesses in support 
o.f its financial attrition re est:. Joseph F. Brennan and Charles ' 
J. O'Rourke. DRA submitted e testilDony of Christopher J .. Blunt. 
In addition, the City of . Anqeles (LoS Angeles) presented the 
testimony of Manuel Kroma • 

At the conclu on of evidentiary hearing's, this matter 
was sul:>mitted subject' 0 receipt of concurrent'briefs filed 

4 The outcome eflected in 0.88-09-023 relative to the three 
disputed ope rat 9nal attrition issues (a data po1nt forecasting 
controversy; estions about the calculation of the eoxnposi te 
salaries and ages factor; and clarification ot the prOductivity 
sharing mech ism) are reflected in' the October Jo" 1988- attrition 
filings of cific Bell and GTE-C. CACD is charged with reviewing 
the operat'onal attrition filings and preparing a resolution for 
Commissio consideration. . 

• 
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November 1, 1988. Briefs addressinq the GTE-C financial attrition • 
request were filed by GTE-C, OAA, FEA, Los Ang'eles, and API Alan! 
systems (API). Briefs were. not submitted in the Pacific Bell/ 
financial attrition proceeding', g'iven the pendency of the ~ ion 
for Waiver PUrsuant to Rule 51.10 and Motion to· Adopt Sett 
Aqreement and Stipulation,* tendered for 
1988. 

A.88-07-0l9 did not proceed to· hearing and chnically, 
the filing of comments on the proposed decision is t required 
pursuant to Rule 77.1. However, we believe the p 
served by allowing parties the option of filing 
A.8S-07-019. 

IXX. 

A.. The Application 
In A.88-07-019 Paeifie Bell 

authorized intrastate rate of return 
uqht to decrease its 

om 1Z.12% to. 11.96%, 

is 

premised on an- average debt cost of .21% and a return on common 
equity of 14.0%. Pacific Bell als sought recoc;nition o.f the 
reasonableness of its capital s eture objective o.f 40% debt and 
60% equ.ity~ Believinq that it ould be ditfieult to. attain a 40%

debt ratio sooner than year-e Cl 1989, Pacific Bell specifically 
requested authorization of 
debt and 57.5% equity debt 
requested discontinuance 
stOCk in its capital st 
B.. 

capital structure composecl of 42.5% 
atio tor 1989. Further, Pacific Bell 

f the imputation of 6% voting preferred 
as: ordered by O .. S.2-0~007. 

On Monday, 
on Pacific Bell's a 
Pacific Bell and D 
hacl been.negotia nq 

ctober 17, 1988, the day evidentiary hearings. 
lication were scheduled to· begin, counsel for 
informed the assigned AI;] that the two. parties, 
over the weekend, and: were yery close to. a 

settlement of a At the reqUest ot' counsel,. the A!.J 

allowed additi nal time tor settlement negotiations involvinqall 
parties to- proceeding. CNer the course of the next few days,. 

t proponents obtainecl the agreement of all parties to 

- s. -
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the terms of the settlement. 5 On October 20, 1988, the rties 
filed a ~otion for Waiver Pursuant t~ Rule 5l.l0 and otion t~ 
Adopt Settlement Agreement and Stipulation* (the Mo on). This 
Motion is attached t~ this order as Appendix B. ~ 

The parties agree that, for intrastatel'ratemaking 
purposes Paeific Bell's 1989 attrition year r~es shall be based 
upon the following: ' ~ 

1. The return on common equity or Pacific 
Bell for attrition year 19 shall be l3%; 

2. The average cost of debt tor Paeific Bell 
for attrition year 1989' shall be 9 .• 2'l%; 

3. The debt and equity r tio utilized to set 
rates for Pacific 1 for attrition year 
1989 shall be 4.3.75 debt and 56-.2'5% 
equity, and the a ual debt 'and equity 
rati~ :may vary;. . 

4. The rate of ret on total capital for 
Pacitic Bell t r attrition year 1989 shall 
be 11.34%. . 

As the Moti~O.icates, every party in the proceeding 
either aqreed to the te and conditions of the settlement or 
stated that they did no oppose such terms and conditions. The 
parties have requeste , pursuant to-Rule 51.10 of the Commission's 
RUles of Practice an Procedure, that·. the commission waive its 

, rules on stipulatio 'and settlements to the e:lCCent necessary to
allow it t~ issue ts decision baSed solely on the Motion and the 
Agreement. 

The M ion states: 
The diverse interests represented by the 

es and the unanfmityot their position 
respect to the. Agreement demonstrate that 

ea Teleport, Western Burglar and Fire Alarm Association, 
and signed the settlement aqreement and stipulation, 
indicat ng that they did notopppose its adoption. 

- 5· -
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the public interest will not be imp~ired ~y the 
waiver of those Rules. 

HConsistent with Rule 51.8 of the Commission's 
Rules, the parties entered into' the Agreeme 
on the basis that the Commission's adoptio of 
the terms- and conditions set forth there' not 
be construed as a precedent regarding 
principle or issue in any current or % ure 
proceeding. The parties expressly re ognize 
that the issues resolved by the Agr ent 
should not be construed as reflect' 9 the views 
or poai tion of any party except a a reasonable 
and appropriate compromise of th issues 
involved with Pacific Bell's Ap ication. The 
Agreement is, therefore, a com eteand total 
settlement of Pacific Bell's pplication. 
Further, each party specific lly agrees that 
this Settlement and itste s and conditions 
shall not be used in any er whatsoever in 
GTE-california, Inc'.'s A lication No,. 
88-07-017.... (Motion, p- 4.,) 

The request for a wai r of the Commission's rules is 
keyed to the requirement of Ru e .5-1.1 (l:» which covers the manner of 
proposing settlements or sti lations to' the commission. That rule 
provides: 

HPrior to signin stipulation or settlement, 
the settling p shall convene at least one 
conference wi notice and opportunity t~ 
partiCipate .. ovided t~ all parties %or the 
purpose of seussing stipulations and . 
settlements in a given proceeding. written 
notice of e date, time, and place shall be 
furnished at least seven (7) days in advancet~ 
all part' as- in the proceeding.. Notice of any 
subsequ t m.eetings may be oral, may occur less 
than en (7) days in advance,. and may be 
limite to prior conference attendees and those 
parti s speci~ically requesting notice.H 

- 7 -
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Given the 11th hour nature of the settlement dis 
the parties other than Pacific Bell and ORkwere unaware the 
settlement terms prior to the first day of hearing. Thwl there was 
no prior settlement conference with n~tice and opport ity to 
participate, as required by Rule 51.1. However, dur' g October l7 
to 19th the settlement proponents. met with all pa es. present for 
the hearings in San Francisc~ and explained the t and 
conditions of the settlement to them.. In ad.dit' n, the settlement 
proponents contacted all appearances of recor to ensure that there 
was total agreement to the settlement.. In v' ew of these extra
ordinary efforts, the Motion to waive the 
should be 9ranted, because the due proce protections afforded by 
that section were effectively ext~nded ~ all parties .. 6 

In order to provide a frame rk for analysis of the 
acceptability of the settlementaqre ent, the pre-settlement 
positions ot the parties. are outli d below. 
C .. 

Pacific Bell's presen 
depieted in the following tab 

Component 

Long-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
6% Preferred stock 
Common Equ.i ty 

Total 

45.10% 
2~80 
0 .. 60 

51.50 

100.00% 

Cost 
E;v;tol: 

9.17% 
8.02 
6 .. 00 

15 .. 00 

is 

Weighted' ., 
Cost 

4 .. l:3% 
0.22 
0.04 
7,.73 . 

12.12% 

6 In an abun ce of caution the ALJ asked the other parties in 
the proceedin whether they needed an opportunity to- file cOXlllllents 
on the settle ent proposal .. None of these parties responded 
affirmative1 (1 RT' 30: 21-25).. Because this is- an uncontested. 
settlement, arties have not· filed, cOXlllllents pursuant to Rules 51.4 
and 51 .. 5. 
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This table depicts the present authorization pursuant /. 

Resolution' ,T-12079 (1988- attrition year). With the exceptio of 
the cost of long-term debt and preferred stock, which wer pdated 
in the 1987 and 1988 attrition years, the present autho 
tracks the outcome of the 198-6 test year rate decisi 
(0.86-01-026.)7 Pacific Bell's present authorizat· n contrasts 
with the recommendations of the active parties f the 198-9 
attrition year, depicted in the following four 

~ent 

Long-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

Component 

Long-Term Oel:>t 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

capital 
Ratio 

42.50% 

45.00% 

55.00 

100'.00%-

9.21% 

14.0 

COSt 
factor 

'9.21% 

12.50* 

d-point of 12.25%-12.75% range. 

weighted. 
cost 
3.91% 

8.05 

11.96% 

Weighted' . 
cost 
4.14% 

§..aB. 

11 ... 02% 

7 The adop d cost of long-term debt in 0 ... 86-0l-026 was 10.03%: 
this tigure as modified in Resolution T-12007 tor the 1987 
attrition y ar. to·. 9.:25%, and in Resolution T-1207S)o tor the 19S5 
attrition ear to 9'.17%. The weighted cost of long-term d~t thus " 
changed f om 4.52% in 1986, to 4.17% in 1981, to 4.13%: in 1988: ... The 
cost of eterred stock adopted in 0.86-01-026 was 8-.37%, and was:: 
modi fie to 8·.02% in the two attrition years. The adopted weighted::·' 
cost 0 .preterred stock in 0.8-6-01-026 was 0 .. 23%" and was changed . 
to 0.2 % in the two" attrition years.. .'. 

- 9 -
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COmponent 

Long-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Eqt.li ty 

Total 

Component 

Long-'l'erm. Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

'rotal 

ComPonent 

Long-Term Debt 
Preferred. Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

ALJ/LTC/rsr 

Los Angeles CRecommendationl 

capital 
~io 

45.00%. 

SS,OO 

100.00% 

capital 
Ratio 

43.75% 

S§,?S 

100.00% 

Cost 
lactor 

9.21% 
9 .. 00 

11.4 

cost 
Factor 

9.21% 

13.00% 

'" 
..,"" 

Weighted 
cost 

4 ... 144% 

7,?8§% 

11.432% 

Weighted 
cost ' 

4.14.5%, 
0.450 
5·,700 

10.295% 

weighted 
Cost 

4.029% 

7,312 

11.34% ' 

iew of the pre-settlement recommendations demonstrates·' 
r • 

a siqnifi t difference·on the· issue of the appropriate capital. 
str\l.eture for the 1939' attrition' year.. More specifically," the, 

e of common equity.in the capital structure, reflected in 
commendations ranges from. FEA's 50%. to-: Pacific Bell.'s 

- 10 -
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57.5%. In addition, most of the recommendations, with the 
exception of the FEA proposal, alixninate preferred stock f m the 
capital structure. This is a. maj or change from the presently 
authorized capital structure, especially considering ~tf6% 
ixnputation imposed by the Commission in 0.82-05-007. ~ere is also 
a significant difference in the parties' initial re]Ommendations on 
the cost factor applicable t~ common equity for th~_~ttrition year. 
~ese figures range from FEA's ll.4% to· Pacific ~ll'$ 14.0%. 

In the proposecl s~ttlement,. the part¥s recommencl a 
capital ratio of 43.75% long term debt and 56- 5% common equity, 
with n~ allowance for preferred stock. ost factors are 9.21% 
for long term debt and 13% This provides for a 
rate of return of 11 .. 34%. 
D.. Qpij;a.l structure 

1. 
Pacific Bell recommends a apital structure of 42 .. s.t debt 

and 57.5% equity, although its goa is 40% debt and 60t.equity. It 
believes this capital structure r sponcls to- the increase iIi. 
business risks arising from add . competition, faster technological 
chanqe, the regulatory enviro ent,. and the potential opening of 
the intraWA market .. 

Pacific Bell beli es that the reduction of its debt 
ratio· from 45-.. l0% to 42 .. 5% is an interim step that· will strengthen 
existinq credit ratinqs~ 
increasing credit capac' 
that improvement in it 

ereby. lowering future' debt costs and., 

and financial . flexibility.. It asserts 
financial integrity is an a.ppropriate 

element of incentive ased regulation ... Pacific Bell's Christensen 
maintains that redu ing the amount. of levera.qe in the capital 
structure should r sult in ~proved credit rat~gs and lower debt 
cost, since f' is a key financial factor' used. by 
rating agencies 0 determine a company's credit rating. 
(Exhibit 1, p. 27.) 

- 11 -
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Christensen concludes that Paci~ic Bell ha a low margin 
of safety in its credit ratings.S',Christensen ad that if the 
u.s. economy deteriorates, it could squeeze saf y margins ~urther, 
producing lower credit ratings and increased e t rate costs for 
Pacific Bell. (Exhil:>it 1, pp. 28-29.) 

Christensen also asserts that Pa 
ratio reduces its financial flexibility 

fic Bell's high debt 
raise capital as 

necessary or to' refinance maturing issu 
may not be obtainable on reasonable t 
of financing capital needs partiall 

because additional debt 
This raises the s~ctre 

completely with equ.:i:ty, at 
a time when the market is unfavora In short, Christensen 
asserts that Pacific Bell would in a much better position to 
obtain capital under adverse c ditiQns or t~ o~tain capital on 
reasonable terms if credit'qudlity were bolstered through a lower 
debt ratio,. I 

Witness Christen-'n also believes that the 6~ voting 
preferred stock impu.ted 0.82-05-007 should no, longer be included 
in the projected capita structure because it is inappropriate in a • 
post-divestiture envi nment, and constitutes an' artificial 
understatement of Pa if:tc Bell's cost, of capital. (Pacific Bell 
has no outstanding hares of preferred stock in its capital 
structure. ) Chri ensen asserts that the Commission did not intend·' 
this imputation 0 be a permanent adjustment to' the capital 

8 pacufie Bell's Harely corroborates this view, asserting that 
pre-tax #ixed charge coverage is presently in the upper half of the, 
WA

W ~k range although this will decline with the lower " 
income tax rate in 1988'. One of the effects of tax reform is that 
pre- ' interest coverage will be redu.ced. Assu:minq all of the ' 
varia1:>les remain constant, according to Hardy,.' the lower tax rate " . 
reduees income ~ expense,. Which in turn lowers income tax before ' 
int rest and, taxes thereby lowering pre-~ interest coverage .. 
Th s causes a real reduction' in earnings protection :for eredi tors. 

- 12 -
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structure, and that ratepayers have benefitted from the 
~or nearly five years. 

2. DBA's Ere-Settlement Positism 
DRA's Blunt recommends that the Commission d' continue 

imputinq the voting 6% preferred stock for these 1989 attrition 
proceedings because all preferred stock has been el~nated from 
Pacific Bell's balance sheet (Exhibit 9, pp. 23-21-

Blunt takes issue, however, with Paci:!' Bell's proposed 
a.ttri tion year capital structure. He' ei tes.· the 
concerns during its last cost of capital revi in A.85-01-034: 

IPDepartment of Defense's Langsaxn sa'C!. a 52% 
equity ratio needlessly drives up: e rate of 
return. Aside from the cost of quity 
exceeding that of embedded lonq~erm debt, 
Langsam correctly notes that! cost of debt 
is deductible.for computing i come tax expense. 
'A:ny decrease in the cost of bt 'or equity 
capital resul tinq from· an il}'Crease in the 
equity ratio will, fromthqratepayer's 
perspective, be mor.e than~ffset by the higher 
revenue requirement whic results from·'. . 
increasing the equity rio. Langsam' listed 
examples o~ five state egulatory commissions 
whiCh have used imput capital structures to 
deri vea rate of ret , and an example' of its 
use by the Federal ergy Regulatory Commission 
(Citation omitted). He notes that PacBell's 
movinq of its equ' y ratio· above sot is-, not the 
result of its be' g. unable to· raise debt 
capital, but in ead isa move which is in the 
interest of th holdinq company, Telesis. If 
we adopt a 50- 0· .. capital structure there is 
ample opport 'ty for PacBell to, bring its 
actual capit 1 structure in line durinq the 
test year, tanqsam said, or the other option 
for manaqeient is to not alter the capital 
structure and simply book an overall return 
less' that authorized. 

, .' 
is in the- position today of funding 
its construction budget with 

lly-qenerated funds; this was not the 
several years back.. Havinq the equity 

ra o move above 50% indeed drives the overall 
co t of service up, and whether the increase is 

13 
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even close to being offset by lower debt cost 
in, the marketplace depends on many almost 
imponderable vagaries, not the least ot wh'ch 
are the inclinations of security ratings 
agencies. During cross-ex~ination by cBell, 
Langsam conceded that currently pacBelt('s 
equity ratio is indeed close to his t~get of 
sot, but he noted that if it keeps i~creasinq, 
eventually this Commission will hav~ to adopt 
an imputed capital structure in some fUture 
proceedinq, and by then matters ccN.ld reach. the 
point that it will be all the moife painful for 
everyone concerned.[Citation om~tedJ. 

NThis is. a valid and sobering ~servation. 
Althouqh we conclude that the/capital structure 
recommended. by staff is reasonable, with a 
common equity component ot 2.10%, we do, not 
want to see the e9Uity co onent rise about 
SS%. We are placl.llq PacB 11 on notice that if 
it rises about sst, we'll not hesitate to 
impute a different capi 1 structure which is 
more in line with'the ' terests of ratepayers 
than those of PacBell and/or Telesis. .....N 

(0 .. 8:6-01-026,. mimeo .. pp. 13-14.) 

As Blunt notes, Pa ific Bell has exceeded the 
Commission's implied 55% 1 itation, and. now requests a 57.5% 
common equity ratio. ORA elieves its own'recommended 45% debt/5s% 
equity capital ratio, wh' cb recognizes an increase in the equity 
component, is consiste~ with the concerns expressed. in 
0.86-01-026, while at ,e same time bolding the company to its 
actual 1987 financi~ equity and debt ratios,. thereby imposing no 
hardship on the co any. Nonetheless, ORA believes. that the 
Commission's past oncerns are still valid.. DRA believes that 
Pacific Bell cou maintain its NAN bond rating and still increase 
debt to 50% ot pitalization,. well above DRA"s current 

e ratepayers benefit from biqber bond ratings when 
new debt is ocked in at lower costs than a lower bond rating would 
ensure,. D reminds us that Pacific Bell bas not planned any new 
debt issu s. in 198·8 or 1989 ~ and therefore ratepayers would not 

- 14 -
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directly receive any ~enefits trom improved debt rating's. 
accord.ing' to ORA" Pacific Bell's internal cash flow meets 
1988/1989 capital expenditure needs, just ~s was noted in gsam's 
1985 testimony. In sum, DRA. ~elieves that the proposed . crease in 
equity ratio is unnecessary to protect the solid NAN b d rating. 
It also. points out that ratepayers will receive dimi shed tax 
benetits trom the proposed lower debt levels. 

DRA also provides an analysis of Paciti 
ratios for years 1984 through 1987, and suggests that the utility's 
payout is considerably higher than that o.f'com r~le companies 
(Exhibit 9, p. 28, Schedule No. 10). The ana ysis demonstrates 
that the payout rati~ and dividend growth i creased even when 
Pacific Bell's net income growth declined Exhibit 9, p. 29, 
Schedule NO., 11).' When pacific Bell's ~ eome'qrowth slipped to. 
less than Z% between 1986 and 1987 ~ th utility increased dividends 
by more than 19%. Blunt notes that 1 common equity dividends are, 
pa~d to' the' Pacific Telesis parent ompany, which also owns. several 
subsidiaries not financed by ,inde endent d~t, or equity issues; 
Pacific ~elesis finances these er endeavors using cash. To. 

Blunt, this raises the sensit' e question ,whether ratepayers arc 
qeneratinq the cash for clive sification and whether the 'revenue 
requirements (i.e., capita structure and rate of return) are 
reflecting the goals of consolidated, corporation rather than 
the needs of the rec;ula 

According to. RA, Pacific Bell's ac~ions since 1984 
exemplify the situati n described in the 1986 decision. DRA 
believes that if Pa fic Bell is not seeking to minimize its cost 
of capital, the~e atory process should continue to impute a 
capital st:ruc:tur to protect ratepayers" interests. DRk concludes 
that ratepayers. ould. save about $33. 8', million if the Commission 
adopts its reo mmended capital structure. . 
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3. Nos Angeles' Pre=settlgent Position 
Los Arlqeles' Kroman :believes that imputatio 

leveraged capital structure produces an actual equi return 
significantly in excess of the nominal authorized /eturn on equity 
(ROE). Accordinq to- Kroman, a nominal authoriz l4% ROE with an 
imputed capital structure o~ 40% de:bt, 60% e ty, would. prod.uce an 
actual ROE o~ 14.772%. With a 42 • .5%-S7.5t i utation, 14% nominal 
equates to 14 .. 386% actual (EXhibit 13, Cha 5, p. Z6-). Since 
higher equity ratios red.uce financial ri~, what ~y :be an 
appropriate ROE at a lo~er equity ratio"ill probably be excessive .. 
at a higher imputed equity ratio- (Exhlhi t 1Z, po. ZS:). 

pplicant's argument relative 
to the ~enefits ot red.ucing the le erage in the capital structure, 
noting that maintaining or incre ing bond ratings by lessening 
such leverage does not necessar y bene!it the· ratepayers: 

4. 

"'Tone fact that utili esgenerally carry a 
single A bond rati and, al:>sent extraordinary 
eirCUll1$tances su as cancelled nuclear 
construction pro cts, have demonstrated: no
disability in r sing new capital at market 
rates,. suggest that these witnesses. may l:le 

. overstating . ease .. '" (Exhibit 12, p. S.) 

~'s Wint recommends that the capital structure used 
for ratell1aking in is proceeding contain no more than sst common 
equity and no less than 45% debt.. He believes that a ratemaking 

jUd.gment ot th~e a equacy ot a f .. irm,s . rate ot .return. ~OUlci- incluQe 
an assessment 0 the economy.and ett1ciency of the f~rm's 
operations und the nluetield Water WOrks standard. Thus he 
maintains it illoqical and inequitable tor the commission to 
conclude t"I:lJJ.t! Pacific Bell's reported. returns· on common equity are 
excessive 0 inadequate without first verityinq that the capital 
structure dother operating tactors that attec:treported returns· 

tent wi~ cost efticient operation. 
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Winter describes two examples of steps that a uti 
may take to capture excess returns for its stockholders ough its 
choice of a sub-optimal capital structure. First, a u lity may 
allow its common equity ratio to increase above cost fficient 
levels during prosperous times. Increased equity tios during 
prosperous times will reduce reported rates of r on common 
equity beloW' those that would otherwise be rep ed (i.e." qreater 
(not less) leverage is known to increase rat of return during 
prosperous times). A utility may benefit this strate9'Y it 
regulators compare these reported rates 0 return against 
previously allowed rates of return to d termine whether the tirm's 
earnings are excessive.. Since report C1. rates' ot return are lowered 
by this strategy, earned "remain closer to previously 

. allowed rates and reduce probabil' y ot a ,rate reduction. A second' 
strate9Y is to alloW' an increas in. the common equity ratio butnot,. 
adjust the rate ot return requ st to reflect the resulting lower 
financial risks. All else e1" a' ,reduction in' financial risk 
reduces the investor-requir d rate of return, and unless the 
regulatory body recoqni;e~thiSredu,ction in ratemaking, 
stockholders reap· excessf'e returns~ 

Winter also" ¥"serts that the reduction in capital costs 
associated with highexfcredit ratings is insufficient to offset 
costs of maintaining: the higher rating for investment grade utility 
companies. 

Winter 
capital structur 
diff:i.cult cred 

so believes that greater debt in the company's 
would be cost beneticial in all but the most 

He concludes that this is true even if 
the lower sa tory tax, rates associated. wittL recent tax ,reform are 

use~ :i.n th~' alysis. (See, gener,allY, Exhibit'4, p~,. lS to 20 .. ) 
's Winter also recommends that the Co~ssion add a 

small lay ot preferred 'stock to the capital' structure. From a 
risk the ry perspective, he believes. the layer of preferred stock 

risks, while increasinq in some measure the 
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company's financial risks. Of these two ris factors, he assigns 
business risks a higher priority since the Iompany must 
successfully combat business risks to remafn a going concern. 

In sum, rEA's Winter reeom'J.nend./ a structure containing 
45% to 50% debt, 50% to 55% common e~)(y, and S% to- 10% preferred 
stock, as offering lower overall capitAl costs. Structures within 
these ranges would be consistent wi a single-A or stronger credit 
rating and offer adequate financial flexibility to the company. 
Al thouqh structures within these nges are not the lowest cost 
structures, in his view they red e costs from current levels and 
are therefore a move in the rig t direction. While the company has 
the prerogative of maintainin 
costs of this structure sho 
ratepayers. 

a higher cost structure, the higher 
be borne by stockholders not 

Finally, serts that although Pacific Bell's 
Christensen, Hardy, and V der weide explicitly or implicitly 
support the proposed' 40% to 42.5% debt ratios and 57.5% to 50%. 
equity ratios, none of ese witnesses has provided quantita:t:ive 
evidence of the relat' e costs of al ternati vecapi tal structures. 
Minimization of over 1 capital costs through choice of capital 
structure is not an pparent goal of the company based on the 
testimony it has according to·' winter .. 

s. 
e initial pOSitions o,f the' parties vary greatly, 

they have prese ed us with an uncontested settlement, wherein ,they 
propose a capi al structure of 56,.25% equity and 43.75% debt,. with 
no allowance or preferred stock. The settlement proponents 
present this as a reasonable and appropriate compromise of the 
issues rai d in Pacific Bell's application, with the caveat that 
the propos. d settlement is. not to- be· construed as precedent setting 
relative 0 any principle or issue in any current or future 
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The settlement rules state that: 
*The Commission may reject a proposed 
stipulation or settlement without hearing 
whenever it determines that the stipulation or 
settlement is not in the public interest. upon 
rejection of the settlement, the Commission maa 
take various steps, including the following: 

Wl. Hold hearings'on the underlying 
issues, in which case the parties 
to the stipulation may either 
withdraw it or otter it as join 
testimony., 

W2. Allow the parties time to· re 
negotiate the settlement. 

W3. Propose alternative term to' the 
parties to the settleme which 
are acceptable'to- the <;Omm.ission 
and allow the parti~s. easonable 
time wi thin which to--leet to 
accept such terms 0 to request 
other relief. w / 

. In the settlement agree~nt,. the parties state that the 
settlement of the capita~ stru~e issues is in the public 
interest because it is a reason&ble compromise.. However, in 
reciting the terms of their cfp,romise (,Settlement Agreement p'. 5), 
the parties say nothing abo,,?, the variance in their capital , 
stru~ure equity rati,o, :tec mmendations~'they speak only'in terms of 
the recommended percenta 'of debt, indicating that Pacific Bell 
recommended 42.5% debt ile all other parties recomxnended 45% 

debt. 

- 19 -
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We have real concerns over the proposed setltlem.ent's 
disposition of the percentage of common equity iss~_ Approval of 
the proposed settlement will increase the percen~e of common 
equity authorized in Pacific Bell's capital stru6ture from 51.S0% 

/d . at present to 56.25%. If the concerns expres$e by FEA's W~nter, 
City's Kroman, and ORA's Blunt are legitimatl, the substantial 
increase in the equity component of pacifiolBell's capital 
structure may not be consistent with a c~-efficient operation. 
Indeed, we would have welcomed the opp~unity to hear evidence on 
whether a capital strueture in the ra~e- recommended by FEA's 
Winter (45% debt/Sst equity) is mor~cost-efticient, and whether 
Winter's criticism that Pacific Be 's affirmative showing lacks 
quantitative evidence of the rel ive costs of alternative capital 
structures is valid. 

ORA's Blunt raised sues about the impacts of a hiqh 
equity component on Pacifie elesis~ which are disquieting, to say 
the least, given this co~sion's ,longstandinq concerns about the .'. 
iInpacts of eli versifieatiotl These questions too, were- subordinated ::' 
to' the goal of reaching compromise. 

t is undisputed that the proposed 
settlement's recommen d: capital structure will lower Pacific 
Bell's financial ris by increasing the common equity percentage 
over that presentl~ authorized., Presumably the settling parties 

e recommended- 13% return on equity takes that 
diminished risk· to account, but we have some'concerns that it 
does not, anel t at it may therefore :be excessive,;., These are issues -,' 

fit from more -careful review during the evidentiary 
hearings to held in connection with the next review of Pacific 
Bell's cost of capital. S-ince Pacific Bell has submitted such 

I.S7-11~033, we anticipate that this review will be 
over the next ~ew months.. But :tor th~t:tact, we would 

serious consider reconveninq evidentiary hearingst~ explore 
these . ssues further. 
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/' • 
For the moment, we put aside our qualms about the hi9h 

,/ 

equity percentase because the parties~ who represent extremely 
diverse views on the issue,. have presented us with an ~;?o~tested 
and unanimous compromise ot the issue. For this reaso},alone, ~Q. 
understanding that we will have an early opportunity to· revisit the 
issue~ we approve the compromise capital ratio comp~sed of 43.75% 

long term debt and 56.25% common equity. 1'_ 
In so doing, we effectively eliminate Preferred stock 

trom the capital structure tor the 1989 attritioa year. However, 
in order to provide a tramewor~ tor addressing e issue in the 
next cost of capital review, we address cert key concerns. 

Prior to entering into the propos settlement, FEA had· 
recommended that the capital structure inc udea layer of preferred 
stock, on the rationale that: 

acceptable means 
ent" fundin9''' 
and· nonutill.ty~ 
in their capital 

this means otfers 
atives and should 

wPreterred stock sales offer 
of obtaining new, or replac 
NUlnerous firms,: both utilit 
have utilized preferred st 
structures. Financing vi 
advantages over some alt 
therefore be considered 
structure analysis ... " 

n the capital 
1l:>it 4,. po .. 8.) 

Nonetheless, FEA join c1' with the other parties in the 
proceeding to recommend the ital structure included in the 
proposed settlement, which d contain a preferred stock 
component ... 

In addition, 
a significant change fro 
removes the 6% preferre 
in 0 .. 8Z-05-007 .. 

capital structure represents 
the' present authorization, because it 

stock imputation imposed by the commission 

as issued., in the proeeed.ing initiated by, The 

•'.'~." 
"',', 

. ., 
• • I. 

Pacific Telephone an Telegraph Company (PT&T) seekinqapproval of " 
an Agreement and Pl o~ Merger withAT&1". Under the .terms ot the 

ac~ire all·· the outstanding voting preferred· and· 
&1:,. which would thereafter :be. cancelled,. leaving 
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one share of Pacific Transition corporation (PTC) CO=mO~OCk as 
the sole remaining voting share of PT&T. 9 PT&T ·ha~ $iZ million 
of voting preferre~ shares outstanding carried ~t ~cost of 6%. 
With cancellation of this 6% preferre~, as propo~~, PT&T's capital 
ratios of preferred and common would chanqe; $ 2 million would 
shift from preferred on ~&T's balance sheet In 
effect the votinq preferred would be conve 
which at PT&T's last authorized return gr 

d into common equity, 
ted in 0.9330.1 would be 

carried at a cost of· l1.4%. The differe ce between the 6% cost of 
PT&T's outstanding voting preferred an the 17.4% cost of common 
equity was. projected to increase PT&T·'s revenue requirelX1ent by 

$11.480 million annually. 
·'1'0 adClress this concern, e Commission staff recommended.· 

that the Commission should ei the deny the request to cancel the 6%, 

voting preferred, or impute a 6 . cost to- $82 million of common 
stock equity in every future te case of Pacific. Either of· these ' 
recommendations were desiqne to- eliminate the cost to- ratepayers 
of cancelling the voting pr terred. 

In 0.82-05-007, e commission adopted. the staff 
recommendation to impute a 6% cost to, $82 million of common equity 
in future Pacific qener 1 rate proceedings. 

This imputa: on has been made in every subsequent 
ratemaking proceedin for Pacific Bell. Most recently in 
0.86-01-026- the Co lssion stated: 

'We will ontinue. to impute the $82 million at 
6% vot' preferred~ stock to PacBell' scapi tal 
struct e as recommended by 'I'TJRN, which lowers 
the co on 'equity component from 52.10% to 
5l.50. PacBell and staff recommend 
elim atinq this imputation, which was- adopted 
in e last rate proceedin~· (0.84-04-104) , 
bec use we are in a post-dJ.vestiture 

e ""disappearing corporation""· in the lDerqer arrangelX1ent, 
tely lDerqed into PT&'r'. 
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environment ana this increment of low cost 
capital is gone •. TORN's brief is persuasive. 
The 6% preferred was recalled to suit the 
interests of Pacific's Telephone's majority 
shareholder, At&T, just prior to divestit e, 
ana make the spinoff of Pacific Telephon 
easier. The loss of this $82 million 0 cheap 
capital worked t~ benef~t snareholders d 
increase the overall cost of capital orne by 
ratepayers.w (0.86-01-026, mimeo. p. 1~.) 

In A.8S-01-034 TORN had recommend 
adjustment to PacBell's revenue requiremen 
essentially making it Wbuy out* ratepaye 

a present worth. 
as a means of 

and compensate them for 
the loss ot the 6% preferred stock" a:mo :i tzing the impact over 
test-year '86 and the two following a rition years. The 

_ Commission rejected th~s approach" a eeing·with. Pacific Bell that 
the details of such a one-time buyo t adjustment warranted detailed 
hearing-room analysis t~'review . applicable discount rate,. term, 
et cetera, and stating~ 

*It may be that in the next proceeding staff or 
PacBell will propose such an adjustment in lieu 
of our,continuing adjustment we adopt again 
today, and which w will continue to- adopt 
until we !ind som means of equitably ending it 
from· the ratepaye s' perspective.* . 
(0.86-01-026, mi eo .. p. 16.) 

In pre-settlem t testimony, both Pacific Bell and"ORA 
reeom:mended discontinu ce of· the 6% imputation on the rationale 
that the capital stru ure contained no preferred stock.. However, 
neither ORA nor Pacif c Bell proposed any sort ot adjustment as 
contemplated by the ommission in 0.86-01-026 designed to. eqllitably 
end the adjustment rom. the ratepayers' perspective. Instead.,. all 
parties to the pro eeding, includinq FEA (which proposed a layer ,of . , 

preferred stock ouqn not explicitly 6% voting preferred) in its 
pre-settlement stimony) and TORN which had litigated this issue 
e~ensively in hase 1 o~ A.S:S.-Ol-034, compromised in a manner that 
effectively e iminated the 6% imputation for, the attrition year .. 
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Nonetheless, we also understand that these parties have r~ ... 
their riqhts for the future', and on this basis alone we~doPt the 
compromise. We will revisit the entire issue of pacir!c Bell's 
capital structure in the next cost-of-capital review!, where we hope 
to see these issues fully aired. / 
E. ~st of 'Debt , 

In its pre-settlement testtmony, Pac~ic Bell projected a 
9.21% embedded cost of debt as of DeCembe~3 , 198'8. Pacific 
Bell's witness proposed use of this level, thougoh he stated that 
by the end of 1989, the embedded cost of t would rise to 9.27%. 

However, in light or the timing of mat ties he saw no, reason to 
increase the 9.21% level. (Exhib'i t 1, p. 33. ) As shown in the 
preceding comparative tables" all pa ies recommended a 9.2'1% long
term debt cost factor in their pre- ettlement testiluony r and in the 
proposed settlement. Giventhat actr we will adopt 9.Z1% as the 
cost of debt for attrition year }-989. , ' ' 

When'multiplied by qe adopted debt ratio of 43 .. 75%, the:, 
9.21%, cost factor produces a eigohted cost or- longo-term. debt tor 
the 1989 attrition year of .029%. 

F.. cost Of Equity 

The following summarizes the positions of the 
parties: 

brty 

Paci!ic,Bell* 
ORA* 
Los Angeles* 
FEA* 

Proposed Sett~t . 

*Pre-settlem~t Position 

" .. 
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1. Paci~ic Bell's Pre-Settlement Position 
(Christensen and Vander Weidel 

Pacific Bell's Christensen recommended a 1 .00% cost of 
common equity in attrition year 1989, based on thO;!iSk premium 
analysis and discounted cash flow (OCF) model. Cbristensen's risk 
premium analysis used the regional holding comp,nies (RHCs) as a 
check of reasonableness; however, since tho RHOS have lower debt 
ratios than Pacific Bell and thus less finan~l risk, Christensen 
used them as a floor. For Pacific Telesis Group, Christensen's 
results showed a risk premium on the Yield~f 30-year Treasury 
Bonds (durinq February 1984 to June 1988);ranqinq from 3.2 to 6.7% 
and averaqing' 5.1%. For the mIC's, the risk premium ranged from 

I 

2.9 to 6.5% and averaqed 4.7%. Addinq,theaveraqe risk premiums 

" , 

calculated above to July 1988 forecasted averaqe 30-year Treasury 
Bond yields .. (9.95% in 1989) resultsfina projected eost, of common' 
equity of 14.7 to, lS.l% under Chris~nsen'srisk premium analysis. 

In his OCF analysis, C~hr stensen assumed that the eost of 
common equity for Pacific Telesi Group,would be largely 
representative of the cost of,c on equity for Pacific Bell.10 , 
Christensen's DC!' analysis conc'J.uded that there has. ,:been a 
systematiC increase in the codt of equity since the 4th quarter of 
1987 (Exhibit 1, p .. 41); taking this increasing trend into account 
(12-month average 13.5%;- 6-~onth average (~anuary to June 1988) 

I . 
13 .. 9%; 3-month averaqe (April to June 1988) 14.0%) he concluded 
that the appropriate DCi' "asedcost of common equity for Pacific 
Bell is 14%. 

10 Pacific Bell: has no. pu:blicly traded equity securities, :but 
represents. apprOximately 93% of Pacific Telesis Group's total 
assets and 92% of total revenues. 
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Based on the two models, Christensen derived ~~ ot 
14.0 to 15.1%. In conjunction with his recommended ca~tal 
structure based on 51.5% common equity and 42.5% lZOg erm debt, 
Christensen recommends a 14.00% cost of equity. 

Christensen's risk premium and OCF model were 
complemented by his analysis of current economic;l0nditions 
including current business ,risks and financial~isks confronting 
Pacific Bell. He views the unsettled and" vol~ile economic 

conditions in the US and world finanCial~r ~ts, the large Federal 
deficit and trade imbalances, the longevitof the economic 
expansion and the sharp- decline in the d. lar as exerting 
ad<1itional inflationary pressures. He so believes that Pacific 
Bell faces increasing competition and~e threat of bypass 
associated with-accelerating teehnOl{qical developments and. the 
rapid influx of competition. He "n~es that. the spectrum of 
intraLATA competition,. atopic tor addressed in I.81-11-033" 

impacts investor-perceived riSkfalthough to, some extent this has .. 
alread.y been factored into ~. v 'tors' ,decisions (EXhibit 1,. 1>. '18). 

He also. points to the risk of obs,olescence,. given Pacific· Bell's 
capital intensity: and he no es that there is- investor uncertainty 
regard.ing the.manner in w~ regulators will attempt to. balance 

'I . 
the interests of ratepayers and local exchange companies. 
(Exhibit 1, p. 22.) i:'all, Christensen concludes that there has 
been an increase in bu . ess and investment risks, exerting upward ' 
pressure upon investo -required returns and. the cost of equity - , 

Pacific ~l'S Vander Weide also discussed the current 
state of the econo~ (specifically the Federal d.eficit's impact, on", 
real interest rat~ (i.e., they have increased and remained high),. I 

the foreign trad." deficit and the concomitant drop' in the value of 
the dollar, thepederal Reserve's role in supporting interest 
rates, and in~eased volatility and investor caution about the 
d.ireetion of pe economy and' the level of inflation that may lie 
ahead). V er Weide also· cites the competitive factors Pacific 
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Bell faces in a time of transition from soci~l to economic pricing 
In Vander Weide's view, rapidly changing telecommunications 

technology also places risk on Pacific Bell, because these ~U~ 
are the primary driver behind the increasing level of 
faced by the telephone companies. 

Vander Weide concludes that these economic ~~~)~~~ 
undoUbtedly increase investors' perceptions of Pacific 
Regulatory and Federal court rulings ~ave opened 
protected areas to competitive alternatives which ·~~~~lQ •• QY 

advances have permitted customers to pursue. 
transition from social to economic pricing 
incentives exist for customers to use 
Bell's services. ':this combination of 
technological capability results in higher 
communications firms 'in qeneral.Vander 
ilxiplied risks for Pacific Bell are· 

Mo.rQ"over, beeause the 
from complete, 
to. Pacific 

incentives and 
for tele-

believes that the 
qreatbecause of 

the unique communications environment 
As a final note,. Vander. 

investors are aware of the ~o~en~1.~ 
points ,to. the fact that 

for change in the way that 
Pacific Bel,l is regulated.. He 

'of,the Commission's I.87-l1-0 
which the issue of lift~nq 
addressed, will have- a 
ability and is therefore a 
pp. 23-24). 

ieves that the uncertain outcome 
and' specifically the manner in 

intraLA1'A competition,ban is 
impact on Pacifie Bell's earninq 

or risk to" investors (Exhibit 3, 

Vander. Weide 
Pacific Bell's cost of 
(Exhibit 3, p'. 26 1. 

analysis to identi 

. a quarterly DCF model to estimate 
ty tor the 1989 attrition year. 

&.) Vander Weide performed a correlation 
historically oriented growth rates-best 

describing the s stock price for. 19'81,. 1982 ,and. 1983; then he 

performed a re~:rrE~S~l.o:n stud.y c:omparingthe h:I.storieal CJ%'owth rates 
with the In every case. the 

~Q~&.~~gn~ containing c:onsensusanalysts' forecasts 
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statistically outperformed the equations containing his rical 
growth estimates. Vander Weide used a si~ple average f the high 
and low stock prices for each firm for a 3-month pe 
the month currently under o~servation and its pri two, months. He 
also included a 5% allowance for flotation cost and market 
pressure (Exh.i~it 3, p. 29). iecl the DCF approach 
to four groups of companies: The Pacific T esis Group, the RHCS, 
a group of six large independent telecomm ications companies, and 
a group of risk-comparable companies (E it 3, Selledu1e 4) • 

Based on h.is analysis. Vander Weide con udes that Pacific Bell's 
DCF cost of equity is at least 14.0%. 

Vander Weide also used a sk premium approach, studying 
the comparable returns received by' ond and stock investors over 
the last SO years. He· estimated' e returns on stock ancl bond 
portfolios using stock price dividencl yield data on the 
standard and Poor's (S«P) 500 dbond yield data on Moody's Aa
utility bonds and clerived a 1sk premium of S.S8%. Vander Weide 
also conducted a second st y using stock data on the S&P 40 
utilities rather than the S&P SOO and derived a risk premium of 
4.96%. Th.us, Vander We e believes that invest":ors today require an , 
equity return of appro tely 4 .. 50· to- 5.5- percentage points ~ove 
the expected yield· on -rated long-term debt issues·. Since the 
long-term yield on 
addition of a 4.5-
an expected 14.5% 

-rated bonds is eurrentlyabout 10%, the 
, 5.$ percentage points risk premium results in 

S. S% return on equity. 
, his review of economic conditions and on the DCF 

methods applied above, VanderWeide concludes that 
the cost of co on equity for Pacific Bell is within the range o:f 
l4% to l5 ... 5%; he recommends that Pacific Bell be allowed a fair 

on common equity at 14.5%. 

RA's Blunt recommended a range of 12'.25% to- l2.75% 
common equ:i ty based on the OCF 1%lOdel, the risk premium 
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method, and a comparable earnings analysis. While acknowledging 
the bypass argument and the notion that increasinq competition 
triggered by technoloqical advancements may accelerate the 
departure of business customers from traditional systems which a 
part of the public network, Blunt notes that Pacific Bell's 
earnings have increased 44.6% since divestiture .cExhil>it 9, '. 42). 
He regards this as solid evidence that the bypass threat 
affect earnings. While acknowledging the possibility t,. in the 
near future (};leyond "l990), technolQ9"ical advances an or rec;ulatory 
actions could increase the possibility that busine customers may 
leave the system, Blunt maintains that usinq mar et-d.ri ven analyses 
such. as DCF and risk premiwn. will account for d reflect any solid 
evidence on this issue. 

Blunt applied the comparable ea "nqs standard as an aid 
in . selecting comparable companies for us in' the DC? and risk 
premium analyses, and to, support the r asonableness of his 
recommended range of return on commo equity. Blunt selected a 

• 

group composed of seven independen com:munications companies and ' •..... 
seven reqional holdinq companies s well as ten qas distribution 
companies (the Group) (EXhibit , pp. 40-41) .. 

Blunt used ~ avera e of historical, analysts~ forecasts 
and sustainable qrowth rate in the DO' analysis., in the belief 
that a consensus of histo cal,. forecasted, and; sustainable growth 
rates best indicates inv stor-qrowthrate expectations :for the near, 
future. The average c posite growth rate for Blunt's group' of 
companies was $.82:%.. (Exhibit 9, Table 16.) 

sdy indicates that the investor-required return 
for the seven ina endent telecommunications companies (IND) 
(combining the a rage 3-month ana 6-month expected yield and 
average growth ate) is 11 .. 71% and 11.87% respectively. For the 
same period,. e analysis shows an identical return on equity 
expectation f 12.42% and 12 .. 53% for the seven regional holding 
companies d ten gas distribution companies in the qroup .. 
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Combining the results of the DCF analysis for the sev. n 
independents and seven reqional holding eompanies sows an average 
expected ROE of 12.07% and 12.20%. The results 0 the DCF analysis 
produeed a eomposite group average investor-re 
equity of 12.21% and 12.34% when the average 3 
expected yields are combined with average gr 
Table 1.7). 

red return on 
month and 6-month 

rates (Exhibit 9, 

Blunt included no adjustment fo flotation costs on the 
rationale that there is no need to comp sate investors tor 
dilution when none is occurring (the m ket-to-book ratio tor 
Pacific Telesis is 15l), and Paeifie 11 has not issued equity 
capital since divestiture and actua y reduced its retained 
earning's in 1987, prOjecting to pa out 100% of its available 
earnings to Pacific Telesis in 19 S. and 1989... In light of these 
facts, Blunt feels there is no . stification for including 
flotation eosts (Exh.~it 9', p.3) .. 

In his risk premium analysis Blunt derived the premiums 
:by comparing OCF estimated r turns on'equity with IrAAIr and irA" 

utility Bond yields and 3- 0 S-yearqovern:ment issues from 1980 
through 1987 (disregardin years prior to 1980 due to changing 
Federal Reserve Board mo tary policy).. 'rhe estimated ROEs were 
determined :by combining e company's annual dividend yield with· 
historical 10-year ave ge dividend" and earnings growth rates;, data " 
for the gas distribut n companies was substituted (due to 
unavailability of his orical data for the RHCs) and the historical 
expected ROEs were t us derived. 

t combined. Data Resources. Incorporated's (DIU:) 

current forecast t r yields on IrAAH and three t~ five year issues 
for 1989 with the respective Averaqe equity risk premiums to, derive· 
a range for e.xpe ted, ROEs.. He· als<> perfox:med a" silnilar task using , 
Blue Chip Finan ial's 1989 foreeasts for A Bond yields and z-s. year 
government~e ury notes .. The range of: expected ROEs combining 
the historica risk premiums with1.9a9' attrition year forecasted 
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MAA* and *A* yields is 13.06% and 1Z.37% respectively and 
l2.53%, and l2.87% using forecasts for intermediate te 
issues (Exhibit 9, P. 56). Blunt's recommended range 
l2.75% return on common stock equity falls within of 
expected returns produced by the risk premium ana 

3 _ Los Angeles' P:re-sett1ement E,ositiOn 
Los Angeles' Kroman criticizes relia ce on the OCF 

lD.ethO<101ogy, the risk premium methodology, ~ the capital asset 
pricing model (CAPM). He believes the comys~ion has already 
expressed its view that there are serious itfalls in placing heavy 
reliance on such models,. as a substitute for informed judgment. 
(Exhibit 12', p. 15.) 

Rroman also, criticizes the I pplicants' risk assessl!I.ent 
ar9Ul!l.ents,. believing that· they have fl'ailed to distinguish between, 
changes in absolute versus relativ~ risk. In the absolute sense,. . 
Kroman agrees that it may be true/that telecommunications utilities 
are confronted with increasing ~sks largely from. competitive 
pressures. However, in a relat6.ve sense this clit't'ers not at all 
from the arguments ~in9' made y the natUral gas and electric 
utilities. Kroman cites th pl:igb.t of many entities in the 
unregulated sector includi ,the steel,. automObile,.. oil, machine' 
tool, computer, and farm ectors all of' which are severely impacted 
by fiercely competitive ,(ressures. Kroman contends that increased 
risks are impacting nO~nly telecommunications· utilities but 
practically the spectrum· of American business (Exhibit l2', 
p. l7). He believes. at discussion of one utility industries' 
risks without reter nee to the risk of the economy can provide only 
an ineomplete r in nclusive, and supert'icial fram~work for 

sted rate ot return.. Kroman also refers to
recent issues 0 . SteP's 'creeli t Week* reports and similar 
information on aeific Telesis from MOody's Handbook of· COmmon 
stocks. He leives there is 'little if any indication in Moody's 

that Moody's is warning investors of Pacific 
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Telesis' increasing risks~ the comments are in fact 
Kroman believes that if the Commission is to consid 
risks, it shoula look to objective sources; he be eves that the 
views of the applicants' witness reqarcling the r'sks ot: the 
telecommunication companies and of the applic s are clouded by 
their lack of objectivity. 

Kroman believes that economic cond tions and the level of 
interest rates are significant elements to e considered in 
arriving at a fair rate of return. He ha reviewed certain data 
indicating the direction and mac;ni tude 0 change in the cost of 
common equity, comparing conditions sh lybefore the issuance of 
0.86-01-026 with more recent conditio s. He has examined the 
change in DCF-calculated cost of eo on equity over these time 
periods to obtain an indication of e m.a<plitude and direction of 
change. Using Vander Weide's. cal ulations.,. Kroman c1.eJIlonstrates 
that the indicated cost of comm equity has decreased on average· 
by 2-1/2 percentage points ove that time interval (Exhibit 13, 
Table lS). Kroman also heliees that it is significant that 
Paci~ic Bell plans no new 0 sicle financing for the 19S9.attrition 
year, whereas Pacific Bell ad projected the need for such 
financing in its last rat case (A.S.S-01-034). 

relationship between 
a chart (Exhibit l3, Chart 4) showing the 

percent return on common equity and the 
corresponding pre-tax 1nterest coverage at debt ratios of 42' .. 5% and 
4S%. With a nonimpu ed debt ratio of 45%, Kroman believes Pacific 
Bell could satisfy &P's minimum A-ratingbenehmark.of 3.5 times 
interest coverage ith an ROE of less than 11-1/2'%; imputinqa 
42.5% debt ratio ould enable Pacific.Bell to- achieve the same pre
tax interest cov, rage with more than a one pereentaqe point 
reduction in RO. Given all of these factors., l<roman recommends a 
return on COlDlnOtl equity for the 1989 attrition year of 13.25% based 
on a capital tructure ot45% debt and 55% common equity. 
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4. PEA'S Pre=ssttlment Position 
FEA's Winter recommends a return on common equity 

11.40% based on a 50% equity 'component. Winter uses a OCF 
analysis, and secondarily an historical risk premium and 
required returnsw (comparable risk) analysis to check 
reasonablen~ss of the DCF analysis. 

Winter provides an analysis of current ro-economic 
conditions and recent trends as a backdro~ for hi cost of ca~ital 
analysis. He highlights the Federal Reserve's ion t~ reduce the 
monetary growth rate and concomitantly, the po ential for higher 
inflation (Exhibit 4, pp. 28-29). 
inflation rates have recently turned upward in~lation continues 
within the range that has existed. since 19 5. Although monthly 
fluctuations in inflation rates have rai ed concern in both 19$7 
and 198a that these rates were headed ward, no clear upward trend 
has materialized. He indicates that ualized i~lation rate 
expectations range between 4.0% and .6% for the 1.988-89 period. 
He believes that if inflation cont ues to fall between 4 and 5% 

and credit demands are consisten with allowed monetary growth, 
without oil or other price shoc , interest rates should remain 
within recent ranges .. 

fic Telesis Group· as. a starting point: 
for analysis of Pacific Bel's cost of common equity; he indicates 
that the parent's stock w relatively trendless during the June 17 
to September 30, 1988 pe iod, consistent with the Dow Jones, and 
S&~ Utility indices. 

According t Winter, investment publica:tions frequently 
mention two primary ources of risk faced by Pacific Bell and its 
parent. 'l'h.e· first' ource is .attributable to inroads that 
competitors may e into the regulated utility's service 
offerings. Wint r'believes that generally, however, these inroads 
have been oc ing at a slower rate than in! tially expected and' 
bypass or tlleocal swi tchanCl' exchange loop· has. been infrequent. 
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Even when bypass has occurred, helllaintains that it~"n been • 
partial with the local operating company receiving/associated 
private line revenues. The current opinion gene~11Y expressed 'in 
investment publications is that revenue lost to competition will be 
relatively insignificant (Exhibit 4, p. 34). inter also believes 
that Pacific Bell has improved productivity f.its telephone 
operations and that the california Commiss' n has approved price 
flexibility and phased out toll access $ sidies, all of whiCh 
should help minimize the potential neqat:/.ve effects of competition. 
However, a second source ot potentially/greater investment riSk is . 
diversitication into unregulated busiiessesi Pacific Telesis Group 
bas invested in a variety of relativ. ly risky nonutility ventures 
including real estate, cellular, mile and paginq services, 
financial services, and internat' nal marketing of communications 
services. Based on inves'bnent rm. reports,. diversification has 
increased the investment risk aced by utility tirms. Winter 
refers to a June 1986 Sa.lomo' Brothers' Report'stating that 
diversification has not boo ed profits or increased shareholder 
value. the Report indicates that Pacific 
Telesis Group's net inca has actu.ally been reduced,. rather than, 

increased, by its diver fication efforts. The salomon Brothers' 
calculations show that diversification diluted the parent company's 
earnings by approxilna ely 6% during the first quarter of 1986,. 
Nonutility operatio were, as a whole, unprofitable for calendar 
year 19S6 based on &P's. June 22, 198-7 credit Week. (Exhibit 4, 
pp. 35-36.) 

In sum Winter believes that, over the near term, Pacific 
Bell has. taken teps considered to minimize the prtmary source of 
the risk itt es (i.e .. , that due to, competition);- however, Pacitic . 
Telesis has en steps that have increased (and are likely to 
continue to crease) its overall inves'blent risk.. Because of this 

with Pacific Bell taking the 'lower risk path and 
es.is. Group' the higher risk path,. Winter considers 
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Pacific Bell to have slightly lower overall investment risks 
its parent. According to winter this risk differential ~ 
Pacific Sell's cost of common equity is slightly smalle , perhaps 
by 20 to 30 basis points, than its parent's cost of ~ity. 
Notwithstanding this caveat, Winter relies on PaciUc Telesis Group 
~arket data as a starting point for est~ating t~ cost of equity 
to Pacific Bell. ,~ . 

According to Winter, Pacific Teles:ilS Group"s returns. on 
equity have exceeded those of more risky l~9'e corporations by,an 
average of 180 :basis points during 1985-1IS.7. (Exhibit 4, 

pp. 38-41.) Based on this comparison, linter believes that the 
parent's rate of earnings has been ex~ssive during each ot the 

past three years. ~ 
In his DCF analysis, Wi er relies on a constant growth 

model, whic:h is based on the ass ption that investors expect equal 
growth. in price and dividends rver an, infinite future holding 
period. (Exhibit 4, p. 33'.) Je has chosen the constant 9Towth 
method hecause it is genera~y accepted for ratemaking. Winter 

I ' . 
concludes that a qrowth r~e range of 4.5% to- 6.0%: is, . 
representative of investor expectations for long-term Pacific 
Telesis Group qX"owth (Exhibit 4, p'. 50) e' He calculates a current 
dividend yield of 6.03/ (Exhibit 4,. p .. 5Z).. A current dividend 
yield of 6 .. ,03% coup lea with expected growth rates of 4.5% to 6 .. 0% 

indicate investor c~on equity requirements between 10 .. 8-0% and 

12.39%. (Emibit /' p. 53 .. ) • 

In us~ the historical risk premium approach as a check 
on the reasonableness of the DCF analysis.,. Winter found,. based on 
geometrie me~returns,. that a portfolio of Moody's 24 Utilities 
returned app~x1matelY 16& basis points more than long-term 
Government ~nds during the period 1929 to 1981. Winter computed 
the averag.' ot the premi1lmS that would have been realized over all 
w'hOle-yeai holding periods ot one year to ten years during 1929" to , , ' 

1987. ~e average premium was 367 basis points. However, winter 
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maintains that there have been ziqnificant changes in the 
premium between utility stoc~ and bonds in recent years, 
some authorities have concluded that long-term bond inv ting has 
become as speculative as stock investing. He believe 
risk premiums between stocks and bonds recorded in 1 79 to 19S1 

continue to prevail. Due to; these red.uced risk pr "ums, be 
maintains that the lower end of the 166 to 367 b is points premium 
spread is more appropriate (Exhibit 3-, p. 59). 

As a final check on his DC? analysis, Winter reviewed 
recent required turns on other competing inv stlllents (July, AUg:tlst,." 
and September ,.ss: issues of the UP' Bond de) .. 'Xlle required 
returns are discounted cash flow returns 
current price of the bond and the expe d income stre~ (coupon 
payments and return of the bond's face alIlount upon maturity), 
consistent with determination of win r's DCF findings for Pacific 
Telesis Group. Winter'believe~ tha the common equity of Pacitic 
Bell and its parent is more risky an triple-A-rated bonds because: 
of greater uncertainty concernin the amount and timing of the ' 
tuture income strea.m.. However, this uncertainty is significantJ.y, 
less than that associated wi ,the potential income stream from the, 
typical bond rated triple-c Exhibit 4, p. 62: 13-1a) .. 

In sum, Winter's int estimate for Pacific Bell's cost 
of equity is 11.4%. This is 20 basis points below the midpoint of ' 
his DCF range for Pacit Telesis Group, in recoqnitionot the 
slightly lower risk as ociated with Pacific Bell's common equity. . 
'Xhe ocr, risk premi~ and riskfreturnanalysis pe~ormed relied on , 
recently recorded s~k prices.. and recent long-term 'I'reasury , 
Security and corpoiate bond yields.. In Winter's view, the results ,.' 
are indicative Of/investor return requirements during the period . 
6/17/88 to ~/30118, in which these prices and yields were recorde<1~ 
Winter maintai118 that the 11.4% tinc1inq otfers a premium of .,'. 

. I " 
approximately 40 ba$is points over recent required returns on the . 
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company's debt and equals recent requireQ 
rated double-B l:>y S&P. 

Winter recommends no adjustmen~ 
rationale that it is inequitable to ratepayers C 

ion, on the 
ibit 4, p. 70). 

Based on recent market prices if stock sales w'1e to occur, they 
would likely be at prices above book value qi~n PTG's current 
market-to-l:>ook ratio o:f approx1:mately 1.5. in his view, accretion, 
rather than dilution, will l:>e the likelY:Z~Ult of such sales. 

s. Discus§ion . 
The pre-settlement recommendat ons on the cost of equity 

:for attrition year 1989 cover a wide rMlqe (11 .. 4% to 14.00%), and 

the proposed settlement contains a st~ulatedROE' of 13.00%. While 
that figure is well within the recoiended ranges, and no party to 
the prOceedinq opposes its adoPtio~ there are serious questions 
not addressed in the settlement document. As discussed. previously, 
the proposed settlement con~~~eneral l~~aqe that the resul~ 
proffered to the commission :l.S i'h the publ:l.c :l.nterest,. and that Jon 

recommendinq the 13% figure thefparties have compromised their 
presettlement pos:Ltio~. Howlver, qiven the qeneral nature of this 
lanquaqe, and our lack of de Jailed krlowledqe al:>out the implicit 
trade-offs involved in the 
left with certain doubts 
compromise. 

rties' neqotiatinq process~ we are 
ut the reasonableness of the 

On the one boa el, adoption of the. 13% compromise fiqure 
appears, on the surfa ,. to· be a reasonal:>le compromise; it 
represents a 200 bas s point reduction in the currently authorized 
:tS% return on equit which has ]:)een in place since 198-6·, and 
there~ore further th~ ratepayer interest in recoqnition of an 
improved financi environ:ment since January 198o.~ However, some 
o:f the recommen ationspresented in this proceedinq indicate that a 

far lower re on equity may ~e appropriate· for the attrition 
year. less, because of the unanimity of the settlement,. 
these endations are not in evidence be~ore us. 
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We have also indicated our concern that the capital 
structure proposed in the settlement document may not 
cost effective capital struCture we might have chosen after 
reviewing all the evidence. Given the high equity component in the 
recommended capital structure, we ~y have given serious 
consideration to adopting a lower ROE in recognition of 
risk. 

For now, we are constrained to- adopt the 1 

contained in the proposed settlement. Our only al ternati ve, 
rejection of the settlement or submission to'?: th~rtiesof a 
"'counter proposal·, is infeasible ~cause it wo 10. preclude us from 
resolving this matter by the end of the year d providing t~ 
ratepayer's the benefits of the reduced ROE~odied in the 
settlement agreement.. Essentially, the pr9Posed settlement results 
in a revenue requirement reduction of $121 million and that 

provides some rationale fo.r adO.Ptin;t9it and resolving this matter 
as attrition year 1989 begins. Thus approve the settlement in 
accord with Rule 51 .. 1(e).. We accept this outcome, with. the 

realization that the parties will ~visit cost-of-capital' in 
, 

I.S7-11-033, where such testimony as ~een presented. We believe 
there is great benefit inherent 
issues in I.S7-11-033 over the 

n a thorough review of these 
ext few months. 

rv. GTE-C's FWoncial M=trltion Bequest 

A. :rAA APPlication ! . 

'. 

On July 15, 1~8 ,. in accordance with the commission's 
directive in D.S-8-06-¥4,. GTE-C filed its 1989 financial attrition 
request, seeking an ~crease in its intrastate revenues of 
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approximately $67 million. ll GTE-C sought to increase its 
authorized intrastate rate of return from 10.90% to 12.08%, 
premised on a long-term debt cost of 9.03 %, short-term debt co 
8.75%, preferred stock cost factor of 6.35%, and return on mmon 
equity of l4.50%. This request was premised on a capital tructure 
composed of 38.2% long-term debt, l.9% short-term debt, .7% 

preferred stock, and 57.2% common equity. 
GTE-C requested that the revenue requir nt increase 

proposed in its application be implemented by a uniform increase in 
its three current billing surcharges, to be co ected on a bill and 
keep basis., and that these changes be made et eetive January l, 
1989 to be implemented simultaneously with e surcharge changes 
resulting from GTE-C's 1989 operational a rition rate adjustment 
filed October 1, 1988. 
B. Rate of Return Recommendation 

tor Attrition Year 1289' 

GTE-C"s presently author 
in the following table: 

" 

COlgponent 

Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred stock 
Common Stock Equi 1;Y 

Total 

4l.50% 
2.50 
2.50 

53,50 

100.00% 

is depicted 

cost Weightecl 
Factor... cost 

9.01% 3.74% 
7.00 0.l.8 
6-.4l 0.16-

12'.75 6,85, 

lO'.90% 

II In a eptember 30, 1988: update, submitted in accordance with 
the ~ RUling of June 24,1988, GTE-C reduced its requested 
revenue requirement increase to $66,.20l million. This reduction 
refle ed the use of the 1988, test year rate base adopted in 
0.88- 8-061 to derive the company's 1989' attrition year rate. base •. " 
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GTE-C's present authorization contrasts with the 
recommendations of the active parties for the 1989 attrition 
depicted 'in the following tables: 

~~nt 

Longo-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

ComR9nent 

Long-Term Debt 
Short-'I'erm. Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equ.ity 

Total 

~§Dl: 

Longo-Term Debt 
Short-Tem Deb 
Preferred Sto 
Common Equ.it 

Total 

GtB=' (Recommendation) 

capital 
.Rn;tis> 

38:.20% 
1.90 
2.70 

57.20 

Cost 
bctpr 

9.03% 
S.50·· 
6.34 

l2· ... 50* 

12.25-12 .. 75% range. 

capital COst 
Ratio hgtor 

38 .. 20% 9.03% 
1.90· 8.75 
2.70 6 ... 35. 

5-7.20 13.00 

100.00,% 

- 40 -' 

Wei<;Jhted· ' 
Cost 

3.45% 
0 .. l7 
0·.J.7 
8.2Q 

l2.0S~ 

Weighted 
Cost 

3.66% 
0.17 
O· .. l6-
2.88 

10· ... $7% 

Weighted 
CQ$' 

3 .. 45% 
0 .. 11 
O.l7 
7'~"4 

11 .. 23% 
. ,,', 
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" 
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A review of these recolDlllendations reveals a Si<;nifiL • 
difference on the appropriate capital structure for the 19S~ 
attrition year. The percentage of common equity in thec~ital 
structure reflected in these recommendations ranqes fro GTE-C's 
57.2% to DRA's 55%.12 The second major issue in the roceeding 
~elates to the appropriate return on common equity 
y.ear 1989. GTE-C is requesting an increased ROE 

recommends a reduction in the current ROE from 

or attrition 
14.50. DRA. 

Los Angeles' Kroman recommends an increase fr the current 12 _ 7 S% 

to 13.00%. In contrast to the disposition 0 Pacific Bellfs 
financial attrition,'the issues raised in E-C's,application were 
litigated. Indeed" each party who siqne the Settlement Aqreement 
in A.8S-07-019 explicitly agreed that-t~ settlement terms and 

conditions would not be used in any m~er whatsoever in GTE-C's 
A.SS-07-017. Therefore we analyze the record developed 
in A.88-07-017. 

c. cmita1 Sj:l:'g<:rtu:I: 

While capital 
1989, 'all witnesses support so 

is an issue 'for attrition year 
increase from the present 53.5% 

authorized equity pereentaqe. ORA- recommends 55% and G'rE-C' 
recommends 57.2~. 

1'; m=c's Position 
GTE~C's witness 'Rourke testified that the common equity 

ratio of 58% projected f r year-end 1989 places the company in the' 

12 Los. Anqeles' witness Kroman accepted G'I'E-C's capital structure 
in his analysis and concentrated primarily on the issue ot the 
appropriate Rotor the attrition year; we do notreqard his use ofl 
these percenta es as an'endorsement'of GTE-C's. recommended capital' 
structure, es cially in view o! his arqu:m.ents'on the merits vel " 
non of higher bond ratings, infra. 
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strong A to weak AA S&P bond rating category • 
. . S&P's bond rating criteria as follows: 13 

/ .. ". 

O'Rourke describe/" •. 

Pre-tax Fixed Charge Coverage 
Total Debt/Total capitalization 
Net Cash ~low/Long-Ter.m Debt 

3.Sx-5.5x 
40%-52% 
25%-35% 

O'Rourke indicates that this common equiJ¥ ratio is still 
below the average ratio for the comparable telepnone companies he 
reviewed (Exhibit 8·, p. 3) •. O'Rourke asserts ~t the higher 
projected common equity percentage wis a con rvative move to 
reduce financial risk and exposure to inte st rate volatility.w 
(Exhibit 7, p. 3.) 0 'Rourke maintains t G'I'E-C shoulCl maintain 
its AA-bond rating, consistent with the trend established by most 
major telephone eompanie~, whicn are 
improving their total equity positi 
the shoc~ of volatile interest ra 
risk keyeCl to increased competi on. 

educing financial leverage by 
. . 

, in order to protect against 
increases and higher business 

O'Rourke considered s list of comparable te~ephone 
companies on the basis ot si and markets served as of December 
1987. The comparable compa~es als~have publicly tradeCl debt. 
Because ot GTE-C's size, hi considered telephone companies with " 
total capital of at leiast! $1.8" billion_, These companies are all 
rated in the AA catego and O'Rourke believes GTE-C is considered 
comparable, by knowle geable investors .. ' All of these companies 
have total capital ~ the range of $2 billion to $12 billion and 
long-term. debt rat:iJos in the range of 35% to 44%. O'Rourke notes 
that the average /ommon equity rati~ is 59%, while the high/low 

I . 
range is 63.7%/5 .7%. (Exhibit 8, p. 3-.) 

is derived from Exhibit 8, page 4. 
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CTE-C arques that DRA's recommended SS% equity ratio 
rooted, in misunderstanding of the factors that make the highe:r: 
equity ratio essential. More specifically, CTE-C states DRA 
has provided misleading information (EXhibit 9, Schedule 3 
the length of time CTE-C's bonds have been rated M and 
commercial paper ratings over the same period. CTE-C sets that 
it was not until late 19S& that it obtained its eurr~ WweakW AA 
rating trom both Moody's and S&P. GTE-C asserts th.,j it achieved 
this ratinq only as a result ot substantial increa~s in its 
equity ratio and pre-~ ttmes interest covera2fe. Further, it 
maintains that the current rating is still well low the average 
ratings for other large telephone utilities CE ibit 13, p. 1). 

GTE-C also objects to ORA's relian on certain Value 
Line data. indicating that te'lecommunication service companies 
facing comparable business risks are proj ted to have equity 
ratios for 19Sa: and 1989 of only 54% and' 5%. GTE-C :believes that 
many of the companies included in this alue Line projection do not 
tal~ into S&P's, high risk local exeb e carrier elassification and 
are not representative of the compan es with which. GTE-C must 
eompete for debt capital.. Further the companies used do not have 
the same VaIue Line safety rankin (2' R'l' J.82 .. ) ,Finally, Gn;-c 
asserts that the Value Line re~ 
equity ratios for 19S7, 1988, 
equity ratio recommended by 0 

includes: certain projected 
d 1989 which are well· above the 
(2 RT1S4: 1-20). 

ORA's witness has inappropriately 
tocused on Whether his rec endation will jeopardize G'tt-c's 
current bond ratings; GTE C believes the appropriate ~oeus should 
be whether the recommen d ratios will enable it t~maintain its 
c:urrent bond rating. cording t~ GTE-C', ORA's capital struct\.l%e 
includes less equity d. more debt (long-term and short-term) than 

required by S&P's fo an AAbond rating: concomitantly, if DRA'S 
is adopted, GTE-C asserts that it will only 
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/ 

achieve a pre-tax times interest eoverage of 3.78 times (EXhil:>it 9 / ., 

p.59). / 
GTE-C asserts that the DRA capital structure and proposed 

ROE would almost certainly result in a bond rating reductio~Which 
would over time have a negative impact on ratepayers by incceasing 
the cost of new debt financing and also- increasing the Rolf to which 
GTE-C's investors are entitled. In support of the lat-;/r argument,. 
G'l'E-C cites the calculation of its witness Brennan (~ibit 6, 
SChedule 21), illustrating the difference in interest expense 
between a utility meeting the minimum criteria fo~an A bond rating 
and a utility meeting the minimum ,criteria for ~AA bend rating. 
Brennan asserts that the required return on*e i ty is 1&.9% for the 
A-rated utility, whereas the requirement for e AA-rated firm is 
only 15.2% premised on. the' cost of debt us in Schedule 21 of 
Exhibit 6. (1 R'r 80-83.) 

~n sum GTE-C asserts that the ecora clearly establishes 
that a 57.2% equity ratio will help a . eve its goal of maintaining 
its current bond rating.' The higher equity ratio will help 
minimize the risk of a bond rating owngrade (provided the 'return 
on common equity is adequate), 
future debt costs and ROE,. whi 
result from a bond rating dec 

2. DBA's PositioD 

. thereby avoid the increase in 

it believes would necessarily 

ORA asserts that ts recommended 55% common equity ratio. 
is fairer to- the ratepaye than GTE-C"s 57.2% request. Since the 
cost of common equity i the highest cost of the capital structure 
components, ORA believ s it is appropriate to- consider a capital 
structure which proves sufficient interest coverage to maintain a 
reasonable bond rat' g and net cash flow to debt ratio-. While' 
GTE-C would prefer, to- stay below a 40% debt ratie>- and above a 4.S 
times pre-tax in rest coverage in order to maintain its bend 

ts that GTE-C could pay $20 million more in 
interest and s ill maintain the 4.5- times pre-tax interest coverage' 
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necessary to sustain that rating. This interest would cover ~ 
$l96 million in additional debt at the current 10.l97% int~~t 
rate on M ·bonds. The current del:lt ratio requested by GT,. C is 
only 40.1% tor 1989 (including long-term and short-term ~t), and 
therefore ORA believes that GTE-C has room for additi~l debt 
before reaehing the S&? guideline of 42%. " _ 

In general, DRA notes that increases~ ~n e debt ratio 
and decreases in the equity rati~ represent tax sings to 
ratepayers. The least expensive option for a c pany to finance 
9'X'0'Wth however, is through internal cash fl~W. A company may 
control its cash flow in part by controlling ts dividend policy. 
DRA notes that for 1989 GTE-C plans no deb or equity funding. It 
plans to finance c::a.pital investments s~le from internal sources. 
ORA also notes that GTE-C is wholly own by a holding company, GTE 
Corporation, and therefore it has adde flexibility in using 
internally-generated cash, since co In dividends are all paid t~ 
the parent company, and the dividen payout'rati~ is not driven by 
market expectations.. 

ORA o}Jser.res 
has declined from 56.98% to 40. 6% 

1983 GTE-C's long-term debt ratio 
The preferred stock' eqo.ity 

rati~ has declined also while e common stock eqo.ity rati~ has 
continuously increased from 0.12% in 19S3 to 53.44% at the end of 
1987. This has occurred i part because GTE-C'MS increased new 
common stock issues to it parent, replacing debt (EXhibit 9, pages 
17-18). ORA notes that ',tE-C plans to add an additional $45-

million . this 'year;14 this. new funding will 
increase its common eity ratio to between 56% and 57~ depending 
on how much ot the n w equity is used to'retire maturing debt. 
GTE-C~s long-term 
5-year slide. 0 

t ratio- will,clropbe1ow 4l..3% continuing its 
notes that the result of the shift in capital 

14 A. 88-10 006 is currently pending :before this commission. 
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structure is a hiqher C,ost of capital for ratepayers (Concurrent ~ 
Brief of ORA, pp. 4-S). ~ 

Assertinq that continued increases in equity appear~o De 

unwarranted, ORA points out that GTE-C has the ability to ;und 
capital expansion internally or throuqh debt but bas opt~ for 
infusions of new common stoek equity. ORA believes th~esul tinq 
hiqher GTE-C revenue requirement to does not seem. to offset by 
any benefits to- ratepayers. There will be no t r improvements 
in bond ratinq,finaneial stability or reduced d costs_ 

ORA submits that in the ideal market competitive 
companies seek to minimize financing costs, d prefer cheaper 
finaneinq opportunities over more expensiv undertakings within the 
range permitted by the ]:)ond rating quide nes. Requlated 
utilities, however, may seek to' maximi return rather than 
min;jmize costs when the returns' are ssec:lon to ratepayers without 
fear of competition. Therefore, D is concerned over the buildup 
in common stoCk equity ratios wit out apparent ratepayer benefit. 
Of special concern is the fact at the utility in question, is 
wholly owned, and the higher ighted eommonequity costs aecrue 
only to the benefit of the s reholders. The holding company can:. 
use the dividends flowing om the regulated subsidiary to finance 
unrequlated enterprises other, subsidiaries. ORA. subm.its that ' 
when a regulated capita structure appears to, produce ever higher 
returns flowing to th parent company without appropriate benefits 
flowing to the ra~e~ yers" the increased common equ.i:ty ratio- and ',. 
increased costs to/4atepayeJ:'S.should.be denied. Therefo:r:e, ORA.' , 
recommends a 55% r0'D.on equity cap for G'rE-C for the ~9S.9 attrition 
year. staff bel-ieves that this recommend.ation is well within 
industry norms! as, evidenced by the average for, Value Line's 
projected., co.~n equity ratios for 198"$ and 1989 (54,% and 55% 

) and should be adopted.. (Exhil:>i t 9, pp. 20-22 .. ) 
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3. XQs Angeles' PositiQD 
As mentioned earlier, Los Angeles' Kroman uses 

requested capital structure in terms of illustrating th 

equity recommendation which was his primary tocus in 
proceeding. However, Kroman also, addresses GTE-C's argument that 
it must maintain its bond rating in the attritio~ear, and in that 
regard, Kroman's analysis addresses· part of thyd~ate over the 
appropriate capital structure. Kroman disputes the implication of 
GTE-e's witnesses that higber bond ratings 'sult in lower money 
cost rates which are passed through to cu~ omers resu1tinq in lower 
service prices (Exhibit 12:, p. 8). In p rticular Kroman challenges 
Brennan's analysis that the total cost f serviee for the lesser 
NAN-rated utility exceeds that of an AAN rated utility .(Exhibit· 5,. 

SChedule 21). Kroman asserts that rennan bas obviously assUlned 
that the differential in bond yie ds between the A and AA 
categories is 0 .. 5- percentage po' t.1S Using an alternative spread 
of 0.17 percentage point (the edian differential over the period 
January 1946- through June 19 8) between the two bond rating groups,.~ 
Kroman derives a result in lcatinq that the annual total cost of 
service for the AA-rc:s.ted tility substc:s.ntially exceeds that ot the; 
A-rc:s.ted utility (Exhibi 

lS In .87-12-070, and other Commission decisons,. the 50 basis 
points spread' is authorized, Nit appropriate'" in connecton with· 
lonq- erm bonds to Q, issued in th, attrition yea;:. (1).87-12:-070;:1 
Find. got Fact 4.) This is a .far c'rf from GTE-C's implicit 

ent that we have explicitly recognized that a spread of· SO· 
bas s points is appropriate' l:letweenan A and AA rated·utility,. 
be s,. tor purposes of the Bxoennan analysis (3 RT 363:' 20 to 365:' 
1 
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A comparison of 
EXhibit 13 versus Schedule 

the Kroman/Brennan analysis 
21,. Exhibit 6) follows: 

M. 
1 BOnd Rating 

Oebt :Leverage 
. Brennan KromM 

Onder 42% Under 42% 

3 Use 

4 Assumed Yield on 
Public Utility Bonds 

5 Weighted Effective Cost 
. Rate (In 3 x ln 4) . 

42% (m.ax) 

-10.5% 

4.4l% 

6 Total capital (Millions) $4,000 

7 Xnterest EXpense (Millions) 
(In 6 x ln 7) $l.76.4 

42% 

10.8-25%* 

4.5465% 

$4,000 

S Coverage Above 4.SX 

9 Before Incom.e tax Income 
(millions) (In 7 x In 8) $793.8 

(,rable 3, 

5.72% 

$4,000 

$2ZS.8 

3.Sx 

soo.so 
*Re~lects median differential of 0.17 
percentage point in EXh. 6, Sched 

percentage I?oint (vs .0.50 
21) with. A Y:1.eld assu:med at ll~,. . . .• ::. p,er Mr. Brennan. 

Thus, while the inter t cost component of overall costs 
to ~e born~ by ratepayers may e somewhat reduced as a result o·f 
higher bond ratings, 1(roman. se:z:ots that it is ~ar outweighed by 
the increase in the equity ostcomponent, with a significant 
increase in the resul tan overall cost. of service. Kroman asserts 
that there is no sound asis in the record for fixing GTE-C's rate 
of return at a level aimed necessary to maintain its current bond , 
rating. In his·view., a deter.mination of rates on the ~asis of 
achieving and/or intaininq hiqh bond ratings is entirely one 

argues there 
be unable to 
does. not 
p .. 7.) 

ges the interests of ratepayers. Moreover he 
is 0 evidence whatsoever indicating that GTE-C would 

intain its current bond rating if the commission 
its recoXDl11endation_ (City of Los Angeles Brief, 
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4. E:J0,' s Position 
In its brief, FEA argues that the G'tE-C capita 

recommendation should not be adopted. FEA believes th 
DRA proposed S5% equity, 40.5% lonq-term. de}:)t,. Z.O% 
and 2.5% preferred stock rati~ is too equity heavy preferring 
instead a capital structure containinq sot equit , 45% debt and 5% 

preferred stock (but in no event more than 50% quity). (FEA 

Brief, pp. 3-4.) 

s. DiSC!lssion 
We do not believe that GTE-C boa carriec1 its burc1en ot 

proof on the issue of the necessity of creasing its common equity 
ratio· to $7.Z% in order to maintain it AA bond rating. First,. as 
ORA. points out,. there is still some" euverinq room'" between 
GTE-C"s combined long-term debtfsho -term debt recommendation of 
40 .. 1% and the "under 42%" figure 1 steel in the 5&P"s :bond rating 
criteria. That fact,. coupled wi the undisputed fact' tl:l.at G'rE-C 
has no plans to issue long-term ~ebt during the 1989 attrition year 
(Application, p.. 4) 16, support . a recommendation more .in line with 
that of ORA (40.50% lonq-te debt,. 2 .. 00% short-term debt) .. 

Los' Angeles' Krom has also, demonstrated. that a sliqht 
adjustlnent in the assumed ifferential in bond yields between A and 
AA bonds. to accoUnt for longertimetrame, shows that the annual 
total cost of service f r the AA-rated utility substantia~ly 
exceeds that of ' the " utility. The. use of a five-year data base, 
as reflected during -C's cross-exa:mination of Kroman does not 
alter the outcome 0 Kroman"s demonstration (3 RX 363-.: 1-17). 'the 
cost for AA becom 807.1S, while the cost forA is unchanged: 
800.8. 

oman and ORA. correctly observe that higher bond. 
result in a reduction in the interest eost 

-C does not at this time anticipate issuing any long-term 
debt d inq the 1989' attrition year~ Instead, its construction . 
proqr and. other capital requirements will be met throuqh the sale 
of c on equity and from internally-generated" funds." 
(App' ication,. pp .. 3-4.) 
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component, but this reduction is far outweighed by the increase 
the equity cost component which itself has a far more Siqnifi~t 
impact o~ the overall cost of service, if we are to, believe~e 
accuracy of Kroman's calculations. Determining rates on e basis 
of achieving and/or maintaining a high bond rating may . deed be a 
one-sided view that shortchanges the ratepayer. 

~oreover, there is no, tanqiDle evidence i the record 
indieatinC] that General would be unable to mainta' its current 
bond ,rating if its recommended capital structurE/'were not approved .. 

Finally we note that GTE-Crs O'Rour~ also justified his 
common equity ratio of 58% as a conservativ move to reduce 
financial risk and exposure to interest ra e volatility.. He stated 
that the improvement in total equity pos' ion helps protect a 
company against the shock of volatile . terest rate increases and 
higher business risk brought on thro h increased competition. 
However, his analysis .was not expli itly,premised on any 'formal 
quantification of these impacts ~ibi t ?, p. 3).. " 

Taking all of these ~te~sintoaccount~ it appears ' 
rea~onable to accept ORA's al-t;ernative to, GTE-C"s recommended, . " 
capital structure for the 19ri attrition year. This alternat;'ve, , 
with its 55% equity cap', rei resents an increase over the presently! 
authorized percentage, b~~ is within the parameters of Value tine 
projections for 1988 ancY 1989; it is also, more responsive than 

GTE-C's proposal to ~, concerns that' capital structure be cost
effective from the raltepayerperspective .. 
D. COst ot pebt . / , . 

There is! no disagre~en,t among. the parties as to the cost, ' 
of GTE-C's embedcfed long-term debt for .1989 (9.03%), since no new .• ' 
long-term debt;!S scheduled to be issued in that year. 

In its brief, however, G'I'E-C asserts that the 9.03% cost 
C~U1d ~9~it the commission denies its requ~st to, issue S4S . 
ml.llion l.n ~ew common equity in 198:8:, and/or t).nd$ that the DRA's 
proposed 15% equity ratio is reasonable... G'rE-C currently plans to: 
finance Its construction program in 1989 with: $4S million in new 
commonr.quity scheduled to, be issued, later this year and through, 
internally-qenerated funds, including retained earnings. If the 
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new equity is not issued at year-end 1988, GTE-C arques in i s ~ 
brief that its common equity ratio will still increase to 
approximately 5-7% by year-end 1989. 17 In its brief, G C asserts 
that it would have to consider increasing its,dividen payout ratio 
in order to reduce its equity ratio if the Commissi adopts a 
capital structure that does not at least recoqniz the growth in 
its equity ratio from retained earninqs; that i it is forced to 
increase its dividend payout" it woUld have t consider other 
sources, such as new debt to finance its con ruction progralll. in 
1989;" that if this option is elected,. GTE- 's pre-tax times 
interest coveraqe would decline further, in turn, placing 
additional downward pressure on its ent bond ratings 
(Concurrent Brief of GTE-C, p. 8). wever, these arquments were 
not developed on the record, and ax: premised on certain facts that 
mayor may not transpire dependin upon the outcome of this 
decision (i.e., the 507% equity tio by year-end 1989).. Thus these 
a.rqu:ments. cannot assist the 
cost of debt. That cost r 
term debt for 1989. 

Co ission'in its deliberations on the 

ns 9.03%, which we adopt for lonq-

GTE-C's propose capital structure assumes a cost factor 
for short-term debt of 8 7,5%, compared with ORA's 8.50%. Both 
estilnates are sub stant lly hi9her than the short-term. debt cost of 
7.00% used in 0.87-12 070. However, a~ the parties acknowledge 
that decision also tablished the method for forecasting GTE-C's 
short-term debt co s for attrition years 1989 and 1990: wThe 

Blue Chip Financial Foreeast',' 

17 The bas's for this statment is 2 RT 117-118. However, at 2 RX 
103: 23-10 :7 GTE's witness O'Rourke testified that GTE-C's year
end commo equity ratio is 5&.34%, assuming debt retirements and 
issuance f the $45 million of common stock. ' O"Rourke testified 
that if e common stock for some reason were not issued, the year
end 198 common equity rati~would be 55%. Later on redirect, 
O'Rour e testified that the 1989 common'equity ratio of ss.%would ' 
decl . < by approximately a full point to. below 57% if no- common 
equi were issued in 19'89. His redirect testimony obviously 
ass es the GTE-C-recommended common equity percentage is adopted, 
in is decision. 
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Consensus 1-Month Commereial Paper as of Oetober 1 for the 
attrition year..... (0.87-12-070, Findin~ of Faet 4.) That 
is 8.2%, whieh we adopt. 
E. ~st Of' Preferred, stock 

Aeeording to GTE-C's O'Rourke, the e=bedde cost of 
preferred stoek will be 6.38% in 1988, dropping to .3l% in 1989, 
due to a mandatory redemption of $4 m.illion.. 'I'h average eost of 
preferred stock for 1989 is estimated to be 6.3 G'I'E-C has n~ 
plans, aeeording to O'Rourke, to issue prefe d stoek during the 
1988-1989 period. 

ORA calculates the average effe dividend rate of 

preferred stoek for 1989 as 6.34% CExhii 9, 'I'able 4) .. This is an 
average-year figure which includes en GS projected to occur in 

GTE-C's o~tstandinq preferred stock a mandatory redemption. 
There is virtually no dif rence in the GTE-C/DRA eost 

factor reeommendations, and we ad t 6 .. 34% as the" eost faetor for 
preferred stock for the 1989 att :ition year. 
F. ~st of Eggit,y 

1. 

parties: 

2. 

premised 

GTE
ORA. 
Los Angeles 

positions of the 

RQg <Percent) 

14.50 
12'.25-12 ... 75* 

13.00 

* Midpoint reeommended 

financial attrition request of $66million'is 
7.2% eommon equity ratiO', as discussed previously, 

14' ... 5%". InG'I'E-C's. 1983 test-year rate ease, the 
commission Clopted an ROE for 1988 of 12'.75%. GTE-C' maintains that ," 
the commis ion adopted l2.75%, which was below: the l3..2-5% 

. 'I' , 

recommend d by the AL:J in his proposed decision, because it elected: . 
e approximately $534 million in additional revenues 

to refund pending issuance of a final decision in the 
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proceedinq durinq the first half of 1988.18 These revenues we~~ 
associated with the additional test-year revenue requiremen~ 
reductions proposed by ORA in that proceeding- The commis ~on 
stated that it acted to * ••• further reduce the risk that eral 
will face in 1988, a reduction which is reflected in 0 

return on equity-.* (D.87-l2-070, mimeo. p. 2'3.) 
General maintains that its equity invest 

to a higher ROE for the 1989 attrition year than 
0.87-l2-070 because of dramatic increases in i 

$. are entitled, 
at adopted in 

over 1987, and the further substantial inerea es forecasted for 
1989, as well as serious shortcomings in D $ DCF and risk premitml. 
analysis (Concurrent brief of G'l'E-C,. pp. 10). GTE-C maintains 
that all of the witnesses in this proce recognized these 
changing financial conditions, and hav increased their recommended 
returns in the 1989 attrition year a ordinqly. 

In support of its request d ROE GTE-C presented the 
testimony of Joseph F. Brennan. 
1988 test year proceeding, dur 

ennan was GTE-C's witness in the 

,which he recommended a 1S% ROE. 
In this proceeding, Brennan ha used three methodologies: A sinqle 
stage constant growth OCF mo 1; a modified DCF model; and 'the 
capital' Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) (Exhibit 6, Schedule 1, page 1. 
of 2). Brennan'.s recommen eO. ROE· of 14.5% represents the midpoint: 
of the range (14.4% to' 1 .7t) derived:by application of these three 
models.~9 Brennan also rovided a risk analysis. 

18. -rhat decision as ultimately issued in August, 198.a 
(D .. 8a-08-06~). 

19 In connecti with these models· Brennan used 2 :barometer qroups 
of telephone companies as a proxy for GTE-C, whose stock is not 
~ubliclytrad~ .. The two, barometer groups of telephone companies 
~cludedthr~ independent operatinq telephone companies· 
(eine.inattye~l, Inc .. , Rochester Telephone Corporation" and 

(Footnote ontinues on next page) 
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Brennan believes that requlated telephone companies have· 
greater business risks compared to llIany other kinds of utility/' 
companies. He believes the telephone industry is faced wi~ 
competition for virtually allot its services even at the£ocal 
network access level, and while requlators may help, a t~phone 
utility to preserve its markets by, tor example, proh' itin~ 
intra~A competition, they cannot preserve many mar ets for a 
telephone utility in today's environment. 
competitor inroads in the following areas: 

o Bypass is GTE-e'g major competitiv threat 
in the exchange marketplace. 

o Competitors cannot build a syste 
money than GTE-C, but they pric it lower 
because it does not support 0 er parts· of 
their business. This type of ompeti tion 
will be driven by high volum users looking 
to reduce their cost for ne ork transport. 

o Technology has placed the competitor in the 
enviable position of gai . 9 immediately 
from state-of-the-art t chnology without 
concern for capital r overy o.t investlnents 
in outdated technol • As a result, 
competitive inroads y be made by 

(Footnote continued trom 
Southern New England Tel and seven regional 
holdin~ companie~ (Amer Intor.mation Technologies Corp., Bell 
Atlantl.c Corporation, 11 South Corporation, Nynex 
Corporation, Pacific lesis Group, Southwestern'Bell Corporation, 
'Os West, Inc.). Bre also used a barometer group- of S gas 
distribution comp 's (Exhibit &, SChedule 11) as a check on his 
analysis. Additio lly, Brennan adjusted upward themarket-derived 
ROE range for his o· telephone company qrOUP$ * ••• in reeognition 
ot a lower invest r-perceived investment risk for the two telephone 
groups compared 0 G'rE-c,. since these qroups were used as a proxy 
for GTE-C. The asis. of this jud91llent is the difference in bOnd. 
rating tor GTE and the average bond rating for each barometer 
group of tele one c:ompanies.* (Exhibit '50, p. 4.) 
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interexchange carriers and major customers 
looking to build their own capacity. 

o Major competitors may also include cellul~ 
franchise holders, large business eus~tm 's 
building their own networks t~ reach IX 
points ot presence (POP), e.g., withi 
G'l'E-C's service area, other carriers sing 
CA'rV or j oint ventured. Networks to ass 
exchange company services. 

o Major competitors include AT&T- , Wang, and 
MCI, all of whom have high nat' nal account 
visibility.. (Exhibit S, p'" 1 .. ) 

Brennan analyzed the market d a for his qroup of 
comparable companies und.er the DCF app' oach, givinq equal weight to 
the constant growth DCF model and to a· modified model designed to 
recognize an investor-expeeted pri earnings multiple change. 

The constant growth DCE model, based on an analysis of 
pUblicly rated common stock,. is a technique utilizing market price, 
reported earninqsper share 
~leulation to determine th 
investor and reflected in 

a' dividend payments per share in a 
implicit return requ'ired by the 

e market price of the stock (EYJl£bit 5, 
p.27) .. ~s are' an estimate of the current 
dividend yield of a se ity and an estimate of the-growth rate in 
earninqs and dividend _ Brennan derived a constant growth DCF cost 
of equity of ll.6%" f r the barometer group of independent telephone 
companies, 12.8% f the barometer qroup of reqional holdinq 
companies, and l3 4% for the barometer group' o! gas distribution 
companies C • it 5, p. 34; Exhibit ~, Schedule 1&) .. 

an conducted a second Del:' study,: because be believes 
ous limitations in the constant CjX'owth DCF model. 

, he believes that the assumption in the constant 
computation that investors use a sin9'le growth rate for 

the infi ite future is unrealistic (Exhibit 50,. p. 28:). He asserts 
le the typical DCF ~odel proceeds from the premise that the 

f growth reflected in the price of stock is a particular rate 
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over time, in fact, the qrowth rate can and. d.oes art from period 
to period.. 

Brennan's mod.ified. DCF analysis is r oted. in the belie! 
that investor behavior is better explained. by' consid.ering several 
ind.ependent variables such as changes in pro e earnings ratios, 
various industry-specific factors, and var~us company-specific 
financial characteristics such as common efquity ratios (Exhibit S, 

. I . . 
pp .. 36-37, Appendix B; Concurrent Open.l.~ Brl.et of GTE-C, p. 19). 

Brennan took into account di~dends expected. over the 
next l2' months in developing his divi~nd yield and the growth in 
value related to next year's expecter earnings, and an assumed 
expected. price-earnings mul tiple in~ease of 0 ~2S times.. using 
this approach, Brennan derived a Cq'st~of-common equity of 13.4% for 
the independent ,telephone group,,., is.3% for the seven regional 
holding comapnies, and 15.9% for the gas distribution companies 
(EXhibit S, pp. 37-38). 

Brennan averaged tb results o! his tw~ DCF analyses to 
derive thefollowinq common 
three independents: l4 .l% f 
and 14.7% for the gas clist 
Exhibit 6, Schedule l')._ 

ity recommendation: l2'.5% for the 
the seven regional holding companies:-' 

ution companies (Exhibit 5, p_ 38: 

Brennan also p rformed a third study using the CAPH 

model. Under the ~ pproach the expected rate of return is 
determined by a risk-f ee rate of return plus a market premium 

.' . 

proportional to' the ndiversitiablerisk. The'nondiversitiable 
e application of a beta Can indication of the 

relatiVe risk of security to the risk of the market).. Betas 

are published by, among others, Value Line .. (Exhibit s.;. p. 3a~) 
Brenn used Treasury Bond yields t~deter.mine the 

appropriate ris -free rate of return using september 'SS T-Bond' 
yield forecast . (9.7%) . and also, Treasury Bond .yield forecasts of 
Value Line an Blue Chip' for the year 1989 (8.8% and 9.7%,. 
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respectively). Based on these sources he concluded that a 
reasonable estimate of the risk-fr,ee rate for 1989 is 9.3 • 

. He next determined the appropriate market pr~ium by 

determing three to five-year forecasts of capital gai:fyields on 
common stock investments. These forecasts indicat~~ projected 
annual capital appreciation of 15.83%. When the ~~rage annual 
dividend yield ot 3.1% is added to, the average a ual appreciation, 
the total market return is l$.9%. The total ket return less the 
9.3% return on a risk-tree investment produc a market premium of 
9.6%. 

Brennan also considered histori 
on a 7.4% fiqure for the period 19Z6 t~ 
Ibbotson and Associates. By giving e l 

risk premiUl'ns, relying.' 
87 pUblished in'l988by 
weight to- his projected 

risk premium and to the historical ri premium issued by Ibbotson 
and Associates, Brexman concluded' t the appropriate market 
premium to. use in the CAPM computa l.on is 8.S%: (Exhibit S, p. 40). 

Brennan's CAPM-derived common e tycost is 1S.0% tor the three 
independents, 16.8%' for the sev RHCs, and l5.2% for the eight gas. 
distribution companies. it S, p. 40.) 

.' 

Finally, as noted EXhibit 6, SChedule l~ Brennan 

increased both the high end and the low end of his range by 0.2% to " 
recognize the fact that G -e's bond ratings are ~loW' the average' 
ratings ot either ot the other two-telecommunications cp:::oups used 
in his analysis. Given the fact that G'rE-C"s bond ratinq is M
whereas the two- telep ne company groups employed as proxies carry 
average bond ratings t AA. or AltA, Brennan concluded that the, 
investor-required R tor GTE-C should be increased by at least 
0.2% to recognize is difference in risk •• His resUltinq'ROE range 
is 14.4% to 15-.7 • his specific ROE recommendation is 15%, the 
midpoint of the range. However, as reflected' in the testilnony of 
GTE-C's O'Rour 

an ROE ot 14. 

" I, 

G'rE-C's request' in this proceeding is premisecI on 
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3. DBA's showing 
, DRA witness Blunt ~eeommen~s a return on~qui for the 

1989 attrition year of 12.50%, premised on a recommen ed range of 
l2.25% to 12.75%. Blunt used the DCF and risk prem.' 
methodologies: however, he initially selected 24 ~lecommunications 
and gas distribution eompanies (group), based on;e~mparability of 
~usiness and financial risks to GTE-C. He sel~cted 
telecommunications and gas distribution comp es whose cumulative 
~ond ratinq is identical to GTE-C's rating. 
averaqe equity ratio is similar t~GTE-C's 
ratio. And, the seven independent telep 
reqional holding companies included. in 

ne companies and seven 

similar Dusiness pursuits. They are 
that are regulated. The qas distrib 

e qroup are engaged in 
gulated or have subsidiaries, 

ion. com.panies are ,selected 
because they are exPeriencing simi r business risks movinq from a 
near monopoly t~ a more competiti eenvironment. 

Blunt states. that sin divestiture, telecommUnications 
utilities have Deen expressing ears about the threat of bypass and 
its detrimental effects on th ir earnings and market share .. 

is solid evidence that the threat of However, Blunt ~elieves ther. 
~ypass has yet to affect G -C's earnings,. since there has been a 

since divestiture (Exhibit 9, p-. 42) .. 
Blunt asserts that usin 
risk premium) will acc . . 

a market-driven analysis (suCh as DC? and 
t for and reflect any solid evidence of 

increased competition and its adverse impact on earninqs. 
Blunt's OCanalysis is summarized at Exhibit 9, 

Table 17_ ts of, Blunt's analysis were previously 
described in conn 
application,. sup a .. 

ion with Pacific Bell's financial attrition 
This analysis produced a composite grou~ 

averaqe investo -required return on equity of l2 .. 21% and 12.~4% 
when the avera e 3-month and 6-month expected yields are combined 

o.wth rate (Exhibit 9, .Table· l7). Blunt's. OCF 
analysis inc uded no adjustment for flotation costs, as discussed 
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ot equity, buy stocks which are earning' above their ~ts, • 
and hold those stocks which are earning at about ~ir equity cost. 
However, the results of Kroman's regression analy3is show that 
whether or not a utility is earning its DCF-det~ined cost of 
equity bas virtually no effect on the advice recommendations 
offered to investors. (Los Angeles Brief, p'" 1 ; Exhibit 12-, 
pp. 11-12.) 

With all of its faults, Kroman b ieves that the OCF 
model is still superior to the CAPM model The critical factor in 
the CAPM fOl:lnula, the beta, is based upo past relative stock price 
movements and is thus incap~le of pre cting future relationships. 
Kroman also criticizes GTE-C~s CAPM m odology for reliance on 
interest rates forecasts. 

At :bottom, Kroman agrees. ith the observation of this 
Commission in D.87-12-070 that va iations in the result obtained 
from these models are indicativ of their limited value as guides,'. 
and that the commiss!on must dercise its judgment rather rely 'on : 
any particular methodolow inl'c1etermining the eos.t of common eql.tityj 

(0.87-12-070, milneo· .. p'. 22) /. . .' 

. !(roman's second ~jor argument is that GTE-C~s business' 
and financial risks have~ot changed appreciably since the 
Commission·last authori~d a reasonable rate of return in 

l . . . . 
0.8;7-12-070. Kroman bell.eves that G'rE-C has enqaged l.n a strategy 
of exaggeration., and jas failed to produce objective,. independent,: 
or disinterested evr~~ce relative. to risk as seen :by the' outside .: 
investment communi;ty. 20. . 

A f~r flaw in GTE-C"s risk allegations is the failure. 
to distinguish ~tween changes in absolute risks and changes in 

20 For e ple, Kroman introduced evidence demonstrating that the ' 
debt ratin,qs of the large telephone utilities are vastly superior, 
to those 'f most of the electric utilities (Exhibit 13-, Tables 1,' . 
anc1 2, P • 1-2).. !, ' . 
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relative risks. Kroman maintains that increased risks are 
currently affecting not only telecommunications utilities (~ 
GTE-C in particular) but the entire spectrum ot American b6siness. 
He points to data indicatinq the number of lonq-term d~ ratinq 
changes whieh S&P tabulated for the full year 19S6,tfthe first 
half of 1988:., segreqatedamonq industrial companies, utilities, and 
other companies. Accordinq to Kroman, that eviden e demonstrates 
that not one telecommunications utility was dOwn.~. laded in this time 
period (Exhibit 13, Table 6, p. 0.). I. 

Kroman also examined financial comm ity credit
worthiness comments focused on the telecomm ications industry in 
qeneral and GTE-C in particular. (See E . t l~, Tables 12, l~, 
and 14.) He states that the telecommuni~ions services industry 
is generally viewed favorably and that ~etrend to riskiness is 
not reflected in issuance of invest.or ~arms. He points to certain 
'comments in MOody's Bond. Survey conce ninq proposed new long-debt 
issues as being inconsistent with utility'S pessimistic claims. 

Kroman maintains that th process of'determininq rate of 
return requires the applieationo informed, 'fair, and well
balanced judgment,. and that the . vidence relied upon must be 

complete and credible. He mai tains that economic conditions and 
the level of interest rates ~e significant elements to be 
considered in arrivinq at a ecommenaation for a fair rate of 
return,and that current co ditions do not differ substantially from 
the conditions existing the time D .. 8-7-12-070 was issued. 

Kroman has al ,developed' data indicative of the 
direction and magnitu~ of ehangein the cost of common equity, 
comparing conditions ortly before issuance of '0.8-7-12-070 with. 

more recent economic developments. (See Exhibit 13 I' Table lS, p. 
~6; Table 16,. p. l7) For six independent telecommunications 
companies, the co of common equity has decreased on average by 

2-1/2 percentaqe Similarly, for seven reqional holding 
companies the a rage indicatea decrease in the cost of eommon 
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e~ity was 3 percentage points. A comparison of GTE-C's 
current submissions tor three independent telephone com 

and 
7 

RHCs and S gas distru,utors (Mr. Brennan's proxy qrou ) 
demonstrates no Change at all in an average of the erages of the 
three qroups of companies. (Exhibit 13, Table 17, ~. lS.) 

Kroman also performed a correlation an ysis over the 
period July 1~ 1969 through December 22, 198~7' eviewing ce, neral's 
authorized rates of return on common equity the pr~e interest 
rates prevailing at the times of such author'zations. The result 
shows a coefficient of deter1Xlination petweo/1 authorized. retur.ns· on 
COmlllon equity and the corresponding intereSt rates of 0.725% 
(Exhibit 13, Chart 3, p. 23). Thus, nea~y three-quarters of the 
variations of ROE may be explained b~V ri'ations in the prime rate~. 
~oman does not recommend that such a implistic approach be solely 
and directly employed to determine a roper return on common 
e~i ty • However, these data Cl~el establish that there has 
logically been a significant corre ation between the applicant's 
authorized ROE and the prime int est rate. 'I'he mathematical 
result of this anlaysis produce a 12.93% return on COmlllon equity 
at a 10% prime interest rate' (J'Xhi:bit 12, p. 2S). 

Finally,. Kroman alst explored the relationship between 
the return on CODon equit~d the corresponding pre-tax interest 
coverage for the applicant since G'I'E-C emphasized its importance 
during these'proceedinqs. Kroman accordinqly observes that GTE-C 
could achieve a pre-tax interest coverage impliCit in 0'.87-12-010 
with a very modest ROE of approXimately ll%. 

In sum, t<::rQ concludes that since the commission' last . 
fixed GTE-C's ret on common equity at lZ.15% for test-year·1988,. 
short-term intere, rates have risen modestly, but no other 
significant chan s have occurred' which should markedly increase ,.' 
G'rE-C's. c:ur.rent usiness or financial risks.. Kroman submits that ' 

"i' 

an allowance f r common equity of 13.0% with a corresponding 
f return set at· 11 .. 2'3% toqetherrepresent the highest 
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rates justified by an accurate and complete considera 
record.' 

5. lEA's Positis:m 
In its brief submitted in this proceedi g, FEA argues 

that the record justifies no higher than the l0.l'73% overall rate of 
return'which would result from the lower end Ot'DRA witness Blunt's 
cost of equity range (12.25%). In FEA's view( there are absolutely 
no. indications in the economy that the cost of capital will even 
approach 15%, as G'rE-C' s witnesses assert during the next year. 

6-. AEX"s Position 
In its brief suomi tted in proceedinq, API asserts 

that GTE-C's cost of equity analysis's upwardly biased and should 
be rej ected.. More specifically,. AP challenqes Brennan" s 
conclusion that the seven reqional ell telephone companies and 'the' 
eiqht distribution companies-~h' produce returns of 14.l% and 
l4.7% respectively--are compar e tor cost ot capital purposes to 
GTE-C. API notes that the onl other group. ot non-Bell 'I'elephone 
Companies examined in Brenn s DCF analysis produced an expected 
equity return of l2.5%.. 'AI> concludes that Brennan's DCF analysis 
thus produced upwardly bia ed equity cost estilnates_ 

API also· dispu s the results' of Brennan's CAPM' analysis., 
It ehaUenqes Brennan's ·storical risk premium analysis as an 
unsuitable proxy tor t ture investor expectations. API also 
challenges Brennan's orecasted risk premiUlll,. based on his 
testimony that he u d a :market appreciation rate ot 80% over a 
four-year period ( I Brief,. p'. 5). API notes that Brennan failed ' 
to',answer questio s put to. him as to' whether G'I'E-C's stock had. 
experienced such appreciation over the last four-year period.. (API. 

Brief,. p .. s..) 
,. API asserts that G'I'E-C's cost ot equity 

l:ecommendati ,should:be rejected and that the Commission shOUld 
rely upon e record evidence s~mitted by the other parties in 
this proce dinq.. 
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7. Discuss1.9.n 
The reeolnlnended ROEs range from ORA's 12 .. 25%-12 .. 7 ~, to 

Los Angeles' 13.0%, to GTE-C's 14.50t. The various ROE dels 
employ differing assumptions and imputs, and are in sense, 
imperfect proxies for calculating the investor-requir. d return on 
equity. It is apparent that all of these models ha e their flaws, 
and, as we have routinely stated in past decision , the models 
should not be used rigidly or as definitive pro es ~or the 
determination or the investor-required return n equity.. For 
e~ple, Los Angeles' Kroman criti~izes GTE- 's use of the OCF 
model and the CAPM model, and generally ):)e ieves that other 
factors, such as interest rate levels an economic conditions are 
more valuable tools.. API criticizes G -C's CAPM and OCF analyses 
more specifi~lly. GTE-C itself spe much time and effort 
criticizing ORA's use of the consta growth ocr methodology and 
DRA's selection' of the companies· eluded in its barometer 9'%'oup. 
GTE-C also accuses DRA of lDanip ating the ilnput data in its risk 
pr~um analysis. 

Clearly, the ineo stencies are not confined to the ROE 
showing anyone party.. For example, GTE-C's Brennan used the DCF 
and risk premium methodol ies in the 1988 test-year proceeding, 
Dut eliminated risk prem in the 19'8-9 attrition proceeding in 
favor of CAPM.. unt eliminated. CAPM, whieh he had used in 
1988, in favor of ris premium. 

Nor are we convinced ):)y GTE-C's arguments that DRA has 
manipulated the se ction of ~ompanies in its barometer group, in 
order to obtain a redetermined outcome (i.e., a lower ROE). On 
cross examjnatio ):)y the City of san Dieqo, ORA's witness clarified 
that ,exclusion f three new telephone companies and one qas· company 
(inclusion of Mch G'I'E-C. o):)j ected. to) resulted in a reduction in 
the discount ate of approximately 10 to 15 basis points; 
therefore,. including the companies ORA's witness concluded that 
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the result of the DCF analysis was aetually increased (Tr. 
p.310). 

We believe that the observation of a utility wit 
an earlier Pacific Telephone general rate case (cited i 
Angeles' Brief, at p. 9) bears repeating: 

-To get empirical about it is almost imposs le 
unless one could climb inside the mind 0 the 
common stock investor and know exactly at 
growth rate he is antieipating. Tbat s 
alwa~s been impossible. No methodolo I know 
of~ ~ncluding the widespread use of CF, is 
able to climb inside the heads of 1 investors 
and come up· with the right number , primarily 
because where one can use the me anies of 
multiplying a retention rate ti es a projected 
rate of return on equity, tba only gives you 
qrowth from. plow-back, which s only one-thrid. 
of the e9Uation ~ossibly. e other two ways 
for earn~gs to 1ncrease i if the investor is 
anteipating some improvem t in the eompany's 
actual rate of return on equity, and then a 
third is the sale of st Ok above book value. 
,*"*." (A. 83-01-022, • pp. 692-693.) 

in 

are only helpful as rough gauges of. 

the realm Of reasonableness. In the final analysis we must rely on' 
informed judgment ratber on any particular formula approach to: 
establish the reasonable 1'0 do so" we 
assess the forecasts ofjOverall econom.ie eonditions, the range of 
returns earned by comp~able companies~ and the relative risks 
faced by the particu utility under eonsideration (D.87-12-070, 
p.20). In Oecembe 1987 when we last reviewed GTE-C's cost' of 
equity, the prime nterest rate was. 8.7% to 9.00%,. the discount 
rate was 6.00%, e Dow Jones Utility Bond Average stood at 8S.90,., 
and. the Dow Jon s utility Stock Averaqe at :l.78.0S. At the time' 
hearings were 'eld. in this. matter, the prime rate. was lO%" and 
other short-tint interest rates had also in.creased since year-end .' 
198.7, altho h. to a lesser extent.. Long-term utility bond yie.lds 

1 percentage point lower than at the time of 
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0.87-l2-070 and stock yields are about 2S basis points lower. 
Oow Jones Averages remain at about their tormer levels. I , 
addition, GTE-C projects. no new outside tinancing tor the 1989 

attrition year, whereas it had projected such a need in its last 
rate case~ this militates against an incerase in ROE er currently 
authorized levels. We also consider the risk reduct'on 
implications ot the tact tha~ GTE-C's weighted tota debt cost per 
0.87-12-070 and its common equity ratio, then, com ed with its 
lower debt cost and higher equity ,ratio today~ a e markedly 
different. 

This underscores the great weight 0 the evidence in this 
proceeding that GTE-C's levels ot business d{or tinancial risk, 
for attrition year 1989 are no greater tha they were at the time 
0 .. 87-12-070 was issueCl.. Ino.eed, the ilnp veCl equity ratio- adopted' 
in this decision reduces GTE-C's risk t er.. While GTE-C has 
argued that it is entitled to an,incr se in its currently 
authorized 12'.75% ROE because that gure was premised on a lower ,', 
risk now eliminated with issuance 0 .. 88-08-061,. we ~lieve this. 

" 

record demonstrates the existenc of further reduetions in risk" 
justifying retention of the 12'. S% figure. Further, the underlying 
risk we reduced in D .. 87-12-07 by refraining from making, GTE-C's _ 
revenUes subject to refund, as permanently removed in 0 .. 8S-08-061~ 
It no longer exists as a r'sk confronting GTE-C in the 1989 
attrition year. All s considered, we believe that a 
reasonable ROE for attr' ion year 1989 is the currently authorized 
12.75%. This figure ,- ,well within the range of recommenciations in , 
the record, and fal~ at neither extreme. 
Findings of Fact 

1. In its financial attrition application, Pacific Bell 
sought to decrea e its 'authorized intrastate rate of return from 
12.12%. to 11 .. 5-6 premised on an average debt cost of 9.21%,. a 
common equity' eturn of 14 .. 00%, and a capital structure composed. of 
42.5% debt a d 57.5% equity. 
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2. Based on the testimony served prior to- the scheduled / 
conunencement of hearings, the parties' 1989 attrition year 
recommendations varied greatly in such matters as the appropri~e 
percentage of common equity to be reflected in the capital 
structure, the elimination of preferred stock, and the 
applicable to common equity. 

3. On the day evidentiary hearings were 
Pacific Bell and DRA indicated they were close to s tlement of all 
issues. The settlement proponents thereafter contlriued 
negotiations, which involved all parties in the roceeding. 

4. The parties reached an agreement re lvinq all issues and 
presented a Settlement Aqreementand Stipul ion (Appendix ~ 
hereto) signed by all parties. Bay Area T eport, Western Burglar 
and Fire Alarm Association, and ~ si d the' a~eement, 
indicating that they did not op})ose its adoption; all other parties 
specifically requested that the Commi ion adopt the settlement. 

s. The parties have agreed t for 1ntrastate ratemaking 
purposes, Pacific Bell's 1989 attr 
on: (1) a 13.00% return on comm 

ion year rates shall be based 
equity;, (2) a 9 ~Zl% average cost 

of debt: (3) a capital ratio co osed of 43.75% debt and 56.25% 
eqt.:tity: and (4) a 11.34% over 1 rate of return. 
6.ent proponents did not comply with 

Rule 51.l(b) of theCommis on's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 
,which requires the conven' ng of at least one conference with. at 
-least 7 days advance no ce and opportunity to, participate provided 
to all parties for the urpose of discussing stipulations and 
,settlements in a giveproc~eding, 'the proponents' extensive and 

successful efforts all parties in the process after 
october 17 
53..1 (b) • 

justify granting a waiver from.. Rule 
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7. Pursuant to Rule 51.1(e), an uncontested settlemen , 
as that presented by the parties in A.88-07-019, will not e 
approved unless it is reasonable in light of the whole r;G.ord, 
consistent with law, and in the public interest. / 

8. There are legitimate concerns expresse~in e text of 
this opinion about the return on equity and capita structure 
proposed in the settlement agreement. These con rns relate to the 
issues ot cost-eftectivenessi the impacts of ~ high equity 
component vis-a-vis Pacific Bell and its pare~ holdinq companYi 
the reasonableness of a l~% cost factor for ommon equity given ~e 
improved equity ratio and resultant loweri q of riski and the 
elimination of the 6% voting preferred' uted by D.82-0S-07 
without consideration o,f a proposal des qned to end the adj ustlnent 
equitably from the ratepayer perspect' e. 

9. Despite these specific 
uncontested settlement agreement a reasonable because, on the 
whole, it is within the range of ecommendations presented to, us in" 
testimony served prior to settl ent; further it is in the public 
interest to the extent that i will provide ratepayers the 
immediate 'benefits of a redu ed revenue requirement, pending 
thorough review of these i ues in I.S7-11-033-. 

10. In its 1989 fin cial attrition application GTE-Csought 
to increase its authori d intrastate rate of return from 10.90% to. 
12.08%, premised on a ong-term debt cost of 9.03%, short-term debt 

return of 14.50%, a 
t~rm debt, 1.9% s 
common equity. 

ed stock cost· ,of 6.35%, and common equity 
a capital structure composed of 38.2% lonq

rt-term. debt, 2 .. 7% preferred stock, and 57.,2% 

11. While capital structure was an issue in dispute for the 
1989'attritioyear, all witnesses supported'some increase in the 
presently au orized 53.5% equity percentage (DRA. reconunended 55% 
and GTE-C 5 .2%). 
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/ 

l2. GTE-C asserted that its requested 57.2% equity per~taqe 
was key to maintaining its current AA bond rating, but evi~ce 
presented by ORA tended to demonstrate that GTE-C has ad tional 
flexibility prior to reaching the Standard « Poor's 42% guideline 
for the AA rating, and that the additional equity bui 
be cost-effective from the ratepayer perspective. ese cost-
effectiveness concerns were validated by the ealcu tions of Los 

Angeles' witness which challenged GTE-C's assert' ns that the total 
cost of service is lower for AA rated utilities than for A rated 
utilities. 

13. GTE-C asserts that it has no pla 
debt during the. 1989 attrition year. 

14. 'l'here is. no tangiPle evidence' the record indicating 
that G'I'E-C would be unable to ma.intain ts cw::rent bond rating if 
its recommended capital structure wer not approved. 

15. Higher bond ratings may w 1 reduce interest costs, but 
in the case of GTE-C's proposedital structure, the :benefits of 
this reduction may be outweig'hed y an increase in the equity cost. 
component, which has a more si ificant ilnpact on the overall cost 
of servico. 

l6. ORA recommended ca ital structure, including its 55% 

equity percentage cap, whi represents an increase over' the 
presently authorized perc ntaqe, is reasonable in line. with value 
Line projections for 19 and 1989,. and is· more responsive than 
GTE-C's proposal to th cost-effectiveness· concerns discussed 
herein. 

e· 

17. s of· 9.03% tor long-term. debt, 8.2% for short- ~ 

term debt, and 6.3 % for preferred stock are virtually undisputed 
and, on that bas' , reasonable for adoption for attrition year 
1989. 

lS. Sinc .December 1937, when we last reviewed GTE--C's cost 
of equity, s rt-term, interest rates have risen moaestly, but no 

occurred which would markedly' 
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increase GTE-C's current ~usiness or financial risks. In~~~'the ~ 
improved equity ratio adopted in this decision red.uees j1ItE-C'S ris~' 

further.. / _. 
19. Based on our analysis ot overall eeonOmic;;conditions, the 

range ot returns earned by comparable companies ~ustrated in the 
various models used in this proceeding, and the~elative risks 
faced by GTE-C, a reasonable ROE for attrition/year 1989 is the 
currently authorized 12.7S%~ this results in an overall rate ot 
return of 10.99%. 
(6mclJlsions of Lay 

1. The parties' request for waiv of Rule Sl.l(b) of the 
Rules of Practice. and Procedure shoul be qranted because the due 
process protections embodied in thes 
al~eit belatedly, extended to all p 
proponents. 

provision were effectively, 
ies by·the settlement 

2. The terms and conditio 
Stipulation (Appendix B hereto·) 

or the Settlement AC]X'eement and 
embodyinq a complete, total, and 

07-0l9should.k>e adopted in uncontested settlement of A.8 
turtherance of the ratepayer 1nterest in immediate recognition of 
Pacific Bell's reduced reve ue requirement for attrition year 19S~. 

3... G'I'E-C has not e ieo: i t.s b1.'l%'Clen o:f proof :i ustifyinq an 

increase in its common e ity.ratio from the 53..50% adopted in 
December 1987, to 57.2% 

4.. DRA's recomm ded capital structure for GTE-C, including ." 
its 55% equity percan ge cap, should be adopted for the 1989 
attrition year. 

s. Cost fa rs of 9.03% for long-term debt, 8.2'% for short~ 
term debt, and 6.3 % for preferred stoek should be adopted for the: 
1989 attrition y 

6. . on common equity of 12.75% should be adopted for 
Gtt-C for attr' ion year 1989, resulting in an overall rate of 
return of 10. %. 
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Q ltD E R 

:IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. ~he followinq cost of capital is adopted fo Pacific Bell 

tor attrition year 1989 in accordance with the term of the 
settlement Agreement and Stipulation hereby adopt 
entirety: 

compon~nt 

Long-term Oebt 
Pre:ferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

Agopted Cost of capital 

capital 
-Batio-

43.75% 

56,25 

Weiqhted 
Cost 

4.029% 

7,314 

11 .. 34% 

2. '!'he terms of the t Aqreement and Stipulation 
attached hereto as Appendix a are incorporated herein. 

3. On or before December S, 19S8-, Pacific Bell shall have 
filed advice letters and/or su lemental advice', letters pursuant to
General Order 96-A to implem t its"1989 attrition allowance 
effective .january 1, 1989, ased 'on (1) our resolution issued today 
in conneetion with its 198 operational- attrition advice le~er 
tilinq, and (2) its- fin ial attrition.showinq, as adjusted to 
reflect the rate of ret adopted herein. Such advice letter 
shall also retlect the ill and kee~ surcharqe/surcredit mechanism 
developed in response to the directives of D~8.8:-08-024" and 
designed to- eoordin e the reflection o'! current ~ell1oranda account 
balances in rates th 1989 attrition, and interLA1'A and intraLA1'A 
SPF-to-SLU chanqe I usinqan estimated 1989 billing base. 
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4. The following cost of capital is adopted for GTE 
california Incorporated (GTE-C) for attrition year 1989: 

Adopted cost 0;( capij:al 

~nt 

Long-term Debt 
Short-term. Debt 
Preferred. Stock 
Common Equity 

'l'otal 

capital. 
Ratio 

40.50% 
2.00 
2.50 

55:,00 

100.00% 

Weighted 
Cost 
3.66% 
0.10. 
0.16-
1.z..Ql 

10.99% 

S. On or before December 28, 8 G'l'E-C shall have filed 
advice letters and/or supplemental a ice letters pursuant t~ 
General Order 90-A·to· implement its 989 attrition allowance 
efteCtive January 1, 1989, based 0 (1) .our resolution issued today 
in connection with its 1989 oper ional attrition advice letter 
filing, and( 2) its tinancial a ition shOWing, as adjusted to 
reflect the rate ot return ado ted herein.. SUch advice letter 
shall also. reflect the bill ¥-d kee~ surehar9'elsurere<iit xnechaniSlU 
developed 3.n response to t'hei direet:Lves of 0' .. 88-08-024,. and 
designed to coordinate thel 
reflection of current memoranda. account balances in rates with 1989 
attrition, and interI.A:rA/and intraIA.'l'A SPF-to-SL'O' changes, usinqan 
estimated 1989 billing base .. 

This order id effective today .. 
Dated DEC 1 9 1988 , at San FranCisco, california. 

/, " : .... Ti:.:. ~i:'c :. ~'1:"i-:-:e::, cot.C\:=::J..~Z o'~!'Uton. 
/ 

/~/ S'l'''~~''{ t'l. :-:t::.E'l": . 
/ ~=~3~CC:t 

/ 
: wi:.: ::i:'e .::. ~--=::'ttcrJ cor.~r:.n~ o!,ir.;.c..~ .... 

I . 

/J-;/' :l~::'~=\' :::.. :J:""':-:" 
,. corrc'::ssio:..o: 

X "i:: <:':0 0 w::;.~~ eou<:c::::i:., op:'nion. 

/s/ c. =:I~CI~:' ~~I.:.:< 
co~.~=sio:'Q:: 
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